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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCING THE PROBLEM AND STUDY

Understanding the Context
Early on

the

morning of 21

door, "Dad, fire trucks

are

in the

December 1995, my

as an

yelled through

The church is

parking lot.

watched smoke billow into gray skies

son

inferno

on

the bathroom

fire!" For hours

we

raged within the nearly century-old

sanctuary. By the time the last fire hose had been turned off, the sanctuary of Cooper
Memorial United Methodist Church
Five months

later,

1

was

the

was

one

conference in May, I should have been
of being

reopened.

support in

our

Questions

were

facilities if we
purpose and

charred shell.

driving home

The church sanctuary

Where

was

the fruit? What

making an impact in the world for God?

not

occurrence

by Rick Warren.

from annual

was on

1

of the

was

church?

fire,

conference,

I

As I read the

came

Cooper Memorial

the

leaders seemed to be

as

new

sense

of

still to be

an

up.

into contact with The

book,

was

nice

Despite five years serving as the

1 found

ready to give

good were

I sensed God

Soon after that

Purpose Driven

beginning to speak to my

purpose-driven church principles rekindled within me a new sense

ministry; likewise,

the verge

conference for their

Where

end, "giving up" is perhaps what God wanted me to do.

drive home from annual

for

pleased.

racing through my mind:

aging congregation in decline.

heart. The

a

burned out. While

passion for ministry within the

In the

than

Yet, I sensed that something was terribly wrong.

recovery efforts.

were

more

opportunity to thank the annual

1 had just had the

church's pastor and the

Church

little

I introduced the concepts to the

of passion

congregation, several key

supportive. Rebuilding more than our facilities,

we

started to

Wofford 2

rebuild

ministry as

our

nominal

well. As

result. Cooper Memorial began

to

experience

some

growth.
years of pursuing concepts in the

Nonetheless, after three
for church

(PDC) model
had been

occurring

attendance had
seemed to be
The

a

Larger

ministry, something was

within the life of the

once

again begun to
At

diminishing.

still

missing.

Purpose-Driven Church

While many

indicators such

congregation,

as

worship

flatten out. Momentum for substantial

times, inertia against significant change

good things

growth

seemed too great.

Picture

In many ways.

Cooper Memorial

within United Methodism

denomination

as a

been in decline for

Church has existed

throughout the Kentucky Annual

as a

microcosm of trends

Conference and the

whole. Well known is the fact that the United Methodist Church has
more

than three decades. Since the merger of the Methodist and

Evangelical United Brethren denominations, membership has fallen precipitously from
8.4 million in 1998

nearly eleven million to approximately

membership decline for the denomination has begun to
lack of growth and

Church

no

aging constituency has led some

longer as "mainline"

but

as

more

(see Appendix A). Aging churches

history going as

far back

as

Francis

slow

over

to refer to the

though

the past few years, its

United Methodist

"oldline."

Nowhere have the above trends been
Methodism

Even

(Tanton).

evident than in

have been

a

Kentucky United

hallmark of an

Asbury and the early circuit riders.

As

area

a

that has

result of

long-term decline within the state, the former Louisville Armual Conference in the
western

part of the

of the state

state and the former

merged to

form the

new

Kentucky Annual Conference

Kentucky Annual

Conference in

in the eastern part

August

1996.

a

Wofford 3

Whereas the rate of decline slowed within the conference
denomination

as a

it did within the

whole, the Kentucky Annual Conference continued to decline in

membership through
for the year

as

(Tanton).

1998

despite the

fact that the southeast jurisdiction had

While several notable

exceptions

a

net

gain

to the trends exist among local

churches, I have had to wonder if a factor in the inertia against change and growth at

Cooper Memorial

has not been the result of systemic issues related to the connectional

nature of the United Methodist Church

a

�

a

connection that has

experienced decline

over

protracted period of time.

Efforts toward Renewal
above

problems

of decline is not to say that the

Conference has not been

proactive

in

Noting the

new

attempting to address the

Kentucky Annual

issue. While

Kentucky Annual Conference, conference officials attempted to

changes

significant

in both the structure and the focus of Kentucky United Methodism. At the heart

of the process

congregation

were

is

as

the

uniting principles

which state that the

primary task of each

local

follows:

*Discovering

and

inviting all

*Relating persons to

*Nurturing persons
*Sending persons
better

God

persons;

through Jesus Christ;

in faith and

out to live as

discipleship; and,
disciples, making the community and world a

place (Bowdan, "Uniting" 105).

With the foundation of the

discovered Saddleback
church.

make

forming the

primary task

Community

According to the

PDC

in

place, conference officials

Church and the PDC model for

later

developing a healthy

model, healthy congregations balance all five

purposes of

Wofford 4

the church

as

Commission

found in the Great Commandment

(Matt. 28:19-20)

�

not

exactly the

task of the local church

as

worship, ministry, evangelism, fellowship,

promoted by the Kentucky Annual

The

Conference

began to

relationship

Following that event.
a

with the

Conference. As

pursue

a

primary
result,

a

relationship with

Community Church (Peters, November).
with Saddleback

began

in

May

1998 when several conference

leaders and pastors went to California to attend Saddleback's

to host

and

officials, the PDC concept of

appeared to be highly compatible

same,

leadership within the Kentucky Annual
Saddleback

2231 AO) and the Great

In the minds of conference

discipleship (Warren 102-109).
ministry, while

(Matt.

Rick Warren, the pastor of Saddleback

satellite conference

special

Annual Conference.

leadership conference.
Community Church, agreed

specifically designed for the pastors

Bishop Robert Morgan invited all pastors

of the

Conference to attend the satellite conference at several locations
November 1998.

During the

satellite

of the

Kentucky

Kentucky Annual

across

the state

on

17

conference, two Kentucky Annual Conference

pastors interviewed Warren in regard to the PDC model and process. Following that
event, the
on

24

Kentucky Aimual

April

Conference

1999 in which Rick Warren

persons alike. While this event

United Methodists from
Out of a

across

was

officially endorsed a nationwide

presented the PDC

open to all

that

model to pastors and

program

(Peters, November).

general informational sessions (as represented by

the satellite conference and

simulcast)

may not

standing traditions to make

substantial

change, the Kentucky Annual

Saddleback

lay

denominations, approximately 1,600

Kentucky attended the

common concern

simulcast event

Community Church agreed to take

adequately help churches with long

the

Conference and

relationship between the two

Wofford 5

organizations
Conference

a

step further into

a

unique

new

paying approximately half of the

compensation

for the other half, the two

program. With the

expenses and Saddleback

organizations

Ministries for the purpose of creating the

Kentucky Aimual

providing

contracted Church Resource

Purpose-Driven Church� Network Pilot

(Peters, November).
Church Resource Ministries
CRM is

an

1980. Since the
CRM

(CRM)

international

schools of thought and

beginning, two

organization. First,

as an

missionary organization

CRM has been

which has existed since

practice have helped to shape

greatly influenced by the Navigators

the

personal discipleship

the

Navigators either as staff or through lay participation. Second,

influenced

movement.

by the church growth

Many of the founding personnel

movement

as

and Institute of Church Growth out of Fuller
influence of the

Navigators emphasized the

taught by the

were

and

involved with

CRM has been

greatly

School of World Mission

Theological Seminary.

need for individual

Whereas the

discipleship,

growth movement has provided insights into the sociological components
churches

July

the church

involved in

doing evangelism ("Vision").

The purpose of CRM is "to

worldwide"

develop leaders to strengthen and start churches

("Vision"). The focus of the ministry is

that the local church is the
seeks to stand

key to

alongside pastors,

world

church

upon the local church and the belief

evangelization.
planters,

and

To fulfill its purpose, CRM

lay leaders by creating

transforming communities and mentoring relationships that empower their leadership
the local church. In other words, the staff of CRM
small cell groups where

organizes leaders into

training and coaching can occur

in

a

networks of

safe environment which

in

Wofford 6

leads to

spiritual growth and authentic change. Today,

CRM's

has established

ministry

networks in North America, Australia, Romania, the former Soviet Union, Poland,

Venezuela, Singapore, Japan, France, and Hungary ("Vision").
Rationale behind
The

network

over a

Having a

reason

CRM has called their work with the

"pilof project

two to

"Pilot" Process

Kentucky

is three-fold. First, whereas CRM

three-year period,

CRM

Annual Conference

normally works

initially designed this pilot to be

(see Appendix B). Second, this was

the first time in which CRM has

with such

networked

a

large number of pastors

over

judicatory as represented by the Kentucky Annual
time in which CRM has customized its program

such

a

a

with leaders

one-year process

attempted to

large geographical

Conference.

Third, this

specifically to help the

a

area

was

work
and

the first

local church

implement PDC principles (Walling, Telephone September; Telephone November).
By working together, each organization involved in the

experience

mutual benefit. In addition to

in the program, the

training within the
the

hope

helping the pastors

conference to

equip pastors

participating

earlier, the goal of the

local church. Renewal demands

can

be used with

the Problem

PDC Network Pilot is to

change.

In

a

only does personal experience tell
source on

and materials that

the

bring renewal to the

word, however, change is difficult.
me

that

change

is

difficult,

of

Saddleback,

(Peters, November).
Defining

every authoritative

and churches

in the future. For CRM and

produce cop3aighted processes

other churches and judicatories

Not

hoped to

Kentucky Annual Conference hoped to develop an ongoing process

has been to

As stated

process

but

virtually

subject does as well, esjjecially as change relates to
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local church life.

"innovation is

Commenting on change

high-risk venture

a

54). Likewise,

chiu-ches in decline,

George Bama writes,

in

a

much smaller size"

While
about

change

73-74).

with the

a

church

in

a

Sea"

refiising to change

may take

a

seems

life

some

or

turning around

to be

or

that,

once

stabilization

Sweet asserts, "The

of our churches ranks

(19).

is destined to die, pastors

"Unprepared leaders

can

in

a

attempting to bring

precarious position (Sweet

[only]

tread water

so

Bama comments that "the death of a church is

long before

usually

different type of ministry mind-set than many of today's
In addition to

possess" (15).

situation in the church, pastors

can

leader

having to deal

perceived ideal by the

a

with the frustration and

leader and the

reality of the

often become the "victims, rather than facilitators, of

change process" (Schaller, Change 21).

adoption of a new idea, the

in

outcome is either death

dying church can often find themselves

tension that often exists between

the

typical experience

probable

parting of the Red

going under" (19). Likewise,

church leaders

"The

required to bring back to

In the words of Sweet,

avoidable, but it

by any organization

(17). With more of a dramatic flair, Leonard

amount of divine intervention

right up there

is resisted

commenting about the difficulty

church loses its momentum, the most

at

Schaller writes that

general, Lyle

[which normally]

...

institution" (Change

a

in

can

In other

become

words,

as

discrepancies exist in the

personified as the "enemy"

as

persons

wrestle with the frustration of change (22).
Therefore the

problem

PDC Network Pilot. Did the

according to the PDC

I

am

addressing is change as

it relates to the process of the

pilot successfully produce renewal

model? Were churches healthier

as a

within local churches

result of the

process?

Were

pastors adequately equipped for the change process? How does the Kentucky Annual
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Conference need to support and

respond to the change processes

in the local churches?

Purpose of Dissertation Project
Even

though

the PDC Network Pilot

purpose of this project is
and renewal for

change

to

expanded into

study the impact of the

participating churches

a

two-year process, the

initial year of the

and pastors within the

Conference of the United Methodist Church. While CRM has led
renewal process in other

settings and the PDC

model has been

of settings, this is the first time that CRM and Saddleback
teamed

together to produce

PDC model.

decline for

therefore,
and to

1

a

program of renewal

pilot as

a means

of

Kentucky Aimual
groups in

large

implemented

in

a

a

variety

Community Church have

specifically aimed at implementing the

Furthermore, choosing a United Methodist conference that has been in

more

am

than

thirty years makes this pilot process

attempting to

highlight the strengths

equipping the pastor as

an

determine the overall

far from

effectiveness,

of the PDC Network Pilot,

an

to

automatic success;

identify the pitfalls,

especially as

it relates to

agent of change and renewal.
Statement of Research Questions

This

study will

address

a

variety of questions

in

regards to the Purpose-Driven

Church� Network Pilot:
Research

congregations

as

Research

effectiveness in

Question

#1: What

they relate to the
Question #2:

are

important changes

in the effectiveness of

five purposes of the PDC model?

In what ways will the

pastors' fulfillment

leading a process of change be impacted by the PDC

Research

Question #3:

What is the

in

ministry and

Network Pilot?

relationship between pastoral perceptions of

change (Likert responses) and actual changes (year-end statistical data)

in the church's
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effectiveness in

fulfilling the

Research

Question

PDC model?

#4: How will the

Kentucky Annual

including the behavior of the cabinet, pastors,
allow and to maintain

an

of the

[within the Kentucky Annual
through renewal

"Power").
three

phase

To

one

accomplish that goal, pastors

process which included

core

leaders in the

a

and their

to lead their

personal

congregations participated

renewal for the individual

strategic

a

"purpose team"

a

participants,

training events

of seven to

Pastor's

to

eight lay

renewal event to be held in each local church for

congregation (Transitioning:

in

renewal for the local church. Each of

of implementation: two

training event to equip

the local church, and

Church]

equip pastors

change using purpose-driven principles" (Walling,

phases involved three steps

pastor,

in order to

in the life of the local churches?

Conference of the United Methodist

and

system

Purpose-Driven Church� Network Pilot

purpose renewal for the local church, and

these

adapt

as a

the purpose of the PDC Network Pilot is "to

According to Walling,

churches

and churches need to

atmosphere of change

Description

Conference

equip the

leaders from

thirty to fifty

43-44).

Guiding Values
While CRM did not

several values seemed to
inferred while

explicitly list guiding values

guide the

process. In this

for the PDC Network Pilot,

section,

1

highlight seven

values that I

participating in the training sessions.

The first value

Ephesians 2:8-10

was

that renewal involves

states that "we

are

good works, which God prepared

God's

a

process of discovery and surrender.

workmanship,

in advance for

pilot operated on the assumption that renewal

us

created in Christ Jesus to do

to do." In

involves

light

of that statement, the

aligning oneself or organization
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"to what God is

goal

already at work" doing (Walling, Transitioning:

of this renewal process

not to invent the future but to discover

With that

scriptural understanding.

individuals/organizational leadership to

they

sensed God

was

what God

in the life of individuals/organizations based upon past

already wanting to do
and

was

12). Hence, the

Pastors

calling them to

go

goal

in

surrender themselves to the direction in which

(4, 8-12, 19-42).
"personal

renewal

corporate renewal" (Walling, Transitioning: Cabinet 2). In other words,

hope

and courage necessary for

church's leaders to be

transitioning a church to the PDC

living with a sense of divine purpose

According to Walling, "purpose-driven churches
Hence the

reason.

personal renewal workshops

Important to

note is that the

terms of both character and

ministry

or

she does.

Only after the personal

were

personal

an

are

led

a

precedes
key to having

model is for the

in their individual lives.

by purpose-driven

leaders"

(2).

the first step in the renewal process for
renewal

formation

assumed that renewal needs to address

experience

mind, the challenge then became for the

A second value in the PDC process asserted that

the

was

workshop addressed renewal

(Transitioning:

individual's

sense

Pastor's

of being

as

The

15).
well

renewal events would the churches be

as

a

in

pilot

what he

ready

for the

corporate renewal phases of the pilot which included both purpose and strategic renewal
events.

A third value

Essential

to this

leader and

was

that

"everything rises and falls on leadership" ("Power").

imderstanding of leadership was that pastors were

change agent in the life

the pastor, this did not

mean

of the local church. In

that pastors

were

to serve

as

the

primary

affirming the leadership role of

solely responsible for providing vision for

their local churches. Instead it meant that pastors

were

responsible for leading the
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congregation
least

one

in the process of discovery; hence, the

pilot

intended to

keep the pastors

at

step ahead of everyone else in the local church in the transformation process.

Special training

sessions

equipped pastors to become presenters

events and to lead the renewal process back

training sessions

included

home

in the local church

("Power"). Topics for the pastors'

mentoring, coaching leaders,

process of change,

building

leading change, managing conflict, defining vision, solving problems, strategic

teams,

renewal, and communicating.
A fourth value in the PDC Network Pilot held to the

importance

coalition of leaders who would team with the pastor in order to
local church. As stated above, the

began

would need to

the

change

occur

in

eight lay people

thirty to fifty people

the purpose team

as

some

ownership

sole

of influence.

expanded the

Thus, while the pilot

realm of involvement first to

in each local church and then to the

core

in the

assumed that this process of

or

a

core

leadership community was

of influence in the life of the church whether

not

to

they

(Walling, Mentoring 14).

pilot was empowerment.

three steps in each of the three
CRM staff served

pilot also

church. The

official officer of the church

A fifth value in the

in the

pilot assumed that change could only

ever-expanding circles

leadership community of each local

were an

The

process with the pastor, it

purpose team of seven to

include

produce change

broad base of leadership in the local church could feel

planning and implementation of change.
change

guiding

pilot did not assume that the pastor would be the

leader of the transformation process. Instead the
occur as a

of a

phases of the pilot.

The empowerment process followed

In the

traimng events

for pastors,

both the presenters and table coaches to lead group discussions. In

training events,

the CRM staff continued to present the material while
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pastors served

as

the table coaches for their purpose teams. In the local church
served

workshops, however, pastors
served

as

the table coaches. In

as

presenters while members of the purpose

preparation

for the local church

supposed to replicate the training they received
during a couple

purpose teams

of purpose team

A sixth value in the PDC Network Pilot

PDC model teaches that

reality

discovered that ".

the

healthy churches

is that most churches
churches

..

are

Transitioning:

very weak in

rule"

was

4).

training events

In

fact,

one

meetings back home.
was a

to have

"harvest commitment." While the
balance of the five purposes, the

a

evangelism.

In their

CRM had

experience,

for the churches to

in the revitalization process

of the

were

with their

("Vision"). Consequently the pilot process

evangelism or "harvest"

Cabinet

renewal events

are

workshops, pastors

successfully producing healthy, multiplying disciples

exception rather than the

added attention to

in the pastor

team

goals emphasized at the

were

gave

(Walling,

local church

experience a harvest of new seekers

and believers

(Transitioning: Pastor's 13).
A seventh value in the PDC Network Pilot

Kentucky Annual Conference

as a

was

the

system that included

importance

not

only the

of recognizing the

local churches but

also the administrative structure and the connectional nature of the conference. This

value had several
sure

practical implications. First, CRM initially went to great lengths to be

that the district

cabinet retreat in

superintendents

superintendents

September

were

1999 and

a

in October 1999. Second, the

the first purpose team

pilot process by having a

personal renewal workshop for the

by having training on either a conference
example,

informed of the

wide

pilot leveraged the conference dynamics
or an

east-west

regional basis.

training event was intentionally promoted as

For

a
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conference-wide event with 450-480

people to help establish a sense of "critical

mass"

and momentum. Third, CRM trained both the conference director of spiritual formation
and the conference director of leadership

development to

program after the

completed.

pilot process

was

to be

assume

leadership of the

Renewal Events for the Local Church

The focal

point for each

of the three

phases

of the PDC Network Pilot

the renewal event held in each of the local churches. For the
churches had the

on

option of holding this

Friday night and Saturday or a 6

the purpose and

strategic renewal

event

as

either

a

personal

to be

renewal event,

nine-hour retreat to be conducted

workshop to be held

1/2 hour

was

events were to be six-hour

on

Saturday only. Both

workshops to be held

on a

Saturday.
retreat/workshop. Personal renewal in the PDC Network

Personal renewal

Pilot referred to the formation process
individual

come

into

by which both the

aligimient with the

character and

purposes of God. The

ministry of the

personal renewal

retreat/workshop presented a four-step process designed by Walling to help the
discover her

or

his

unique, God-given call relating to both of those

The first step involved
beliefs and behavior

22).

An

the

important exercise

timeline. In this
While

over

identifying core values

course

in this

of a lifetime

areas.

convictions that mark

(Walling, Transitioning:

a

person's

Pastor's 1 8,

discovery process involved creating a Post-It� Note

activity, participants

wrote

past experiences down

on

Post-It� notes.

positive experiences were written on yellow Post-It� notes, participants wrote

negative experiences on pink Post-It� notes.
notes

or

individual

chronologically on a

Individuals then

sheet of poster board. As

arranged their Post-It�

participants looked over their
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positive and painfUl life experiences, they had the opportunity to discern patterns
significant experiences that God had used
and what

biblical passages which could

as

shape

who

they had become

they could do.

The second step of the

purpose

in their lives to

and

as

personal

renewal process involved

help them to define

more

participants identifying

clearly their

individuals. While individuals had the freedom to

sense

of God-given

identify any Scripture

verse

personally meaningful, the PDC Network Pilot highlighted the great commandment

and the great commission

as

two

important ones to

consider

(Walling, Transitioning:

Pastor's 25).

The third step involved

developing a vision for one's life.

that true vision is not invented but discovered

as

The

assumption was

anchored in God's work in

a

person's

past and one's best understanding of God's design for the future. While purpose
defined

as

being broad and general,

According to Walling,
even

statement into

a

"true vision stirs

calls for sacrificial decisions"
In the fourth

person's

a

was

defined

corporate renewal

being specific

and

personal.

passion, shapes decisions, stimulates faith,

were

to

Pastor's

purpose renewal

events for the local church. To

a

purpose, and vision
serve

to

point

35).

workshop was the

degree, the

and

29).

This statement would

(Walling, Transitioning:

workshop. The

Pastor's

integrate their values,

dynamic personal calling statement.

renewal

as

(Walling, Transitioning:

step, participants

way into the future

Purpose

vision

was

first of two

purpose renewal

workshop attempted to do for the local church what the first half of the Personal Renewal
Retreat did for the individual. After

workshop had three components.

a

general

introduction to the process of renewal, the
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In the first component, the

participants.
church

on a

workshop

leader introduced the PDC model to the

participants then did an audit of their congregation by rating their

The

scale of one to three

In the second

which outlined the

on

each of the five purposes

component, participants worked together to produce

history of the church.

participants

an

congregation's past to identify distinctive chapters

and lessons that God had been

experiences, the

core

a

journey

wall

Similar to the Post-It� Note timeline for

individuals in the first event, the journey wall gave
examine their

(Walling, Purpose 3).

opportunity to

in the life of the church

trying to teach the body of faith. Based upon its past

leadership of the church could identify their congregation's unique

story, purpose for being, and outstanding needs that would bring greater balance to the

ministry of the

church

as

based upon the PDC model

In the third component,

time of prayer,

participants

went

(4-6).

through an

exercise of surrender. In

participants offered up to God their {personal agendas, their dreams

church, and their individual lives

Strategic

renewal

as

servants

a

for the

(7).

workshop. The goal of the strategic renewal workshop

was

to

continue the corporate renewal process for the local church begun in the purpose renewal

workshop. The flow of the workshop followed four different concepts.
First, the opening devotional focused on the need for pruning in order to

experience
God

new

growth and fruit. Workshop participants were asked to consider what

might want to prune

in their

personal

lives and the life of the church

(Walling,

Strategic 2-5).

Second, participants
be

targeting based

were

to consider whom their

upon four different activities:

particular local church should

(1) listing the most recent twenty

new
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people who had attended church and analyzing their characteristics, (2) listing several
groups their church could reach in the

of those groups would be,

(3) considering which

calling their church to reach first,
build

community and

bridges to community

and

what the

group of people

(4) brainstorming

in order to reach

defining characteristics

people

they

felt God

was

ways in which the church could

in the

primary target group (Walling,

Strategic 7-9).

Third, participants

were

to

visually depict what they believed God's vision

church would be for the next three years.

that
the

they would

images

like

as

They were told that they could draw any image

table groups except the

image

of a church

building. Integrating

of each of the table groups, the information collected from this exercise

would then later be used

church

for the

by the

purpose team to form

a

master statement of vision for the

(Walling, Strategic 11-13).
Fourth, the participants

were

to asked to write all the

Post-It� notes and attempt to match those
the church

fellowship,

as

diamond with first base

representing

representing discipleship, third base representing ministry,

plate representing mission, and pitcher's mound representing worship. Participants
then asked to consider which activities

church and what activities

Initial Year

home

were

might need to be pruned from the life of the

might need to be added in the

in order to better fulfill each of the five purposes

Beyond

on

activities, if possible, with the five purposes of

depicted by the PDC baseball

second base

activities of the church

next twelve to

eighteen months

(Walling, Strategic 17-21).

Training

Initially the design of the PDC Network Pilot called for the CRM team to
complete all

the

training by May 2000 (see Appendix B). The intent, however,

was

that
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the

pilot

would be the

beginning of an ongoing process that

guide participating churches
instructed pastors in

a

in the years ahead.

lecture

on

to

training events
to

occur

the

in

weeks,

Substantive

if not

one

relationship

second year of training, I
first

year's

process

its

relationship

Even

designed this

tend to

a

Neighbour, Jr.

has become

the

change

changed

May 2000 and

was

project to

for

extended to

measure

the

Foundations

associated with church renewal

example, having attempted to bring renewal

quarter of a century with little

see

the

over

having training events

dissertation

begin

only.

light of the difficulty often

For

leadership

Conference

with CRM in

even

training event for

enough to

question the efficacy of such efforts even along biblical

concern.

the

after the purpose team

though the pilot process

Biblical/Theological
In

only getting you to

purpose team

with CRM to continue

.

with CRM,

in local churches could not

year of training would not be

pastors in the pilot through May 200 1

impact of the

are

(Howlett). Consequently the Kentucky Armual

extended its contractual

a

missionary

workshop aimed at helping

months, following the

original plans about terminating

include

changes

hopefixlly continue to

With that situation in mind, those in

workshop.

concluded that

process take hold

their

May 2000.

renewal

pilot program

the final church

a

plan strategic change could not even occur until

for several

strategic

Gary Mayes,

the process of change: "We

starting line" ("Process"). Indeed,
congregations

would

success

to

and

efforts,

one

theological lines

that renewal is

of

stagnant churches for nearly

and sometimes with disastrous results,

fiilly skeptical

might

even

possible

in

a

Ralph

traditional

church.
Can

new

wine be put into old skins? The

answer

is "No!"

Attempts

at
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renewal don't work for
it could not be done.
fail.

Hence

Every

they contain

into

new ones

"The

we

to

try

us over

ignore

2,000

His clear

years ago

teaching,

we

aside in favor of establishing

leaky things away!" (37).

in stagnant churches

In other

essentially need to be

cast

congregations (36-37).

new

Neighbour correct in his

conclusion

Scripture teach that church renewal
Driven Church� Network Pilot is

for old wineskins is to pour out

only hope

and throw the

words, he believes church renewal efforts

Is

time

(92)

Neighbour emphatically reasons,

the wine

Lord told

one reason: our

is

a

concerning the

will of God? Does

useless venture? If it does, then the Purpose-

essentially

a

failed

experiment

from the

begirming. If,

however. Neighbour has overstated his position, then what is the biblical perspective

concerning church renewal?
subject

Several biblical passages

seem

to have

a

bearing on the

of church renewal. I wish to present three in this section.

The Parable of Wineskins

The

parable

of the wineskins referenced

where Jesus remarks,

"[People do not]

skins will burst, the wine will
new

wine into

new

run

(Blomberg 159).

question centers

new

In

is found in Matthew 9: 17

wine into old wineskins. If they

out and the wineskins will be ruined.

wineskins, and both are preserved."

fermentation of new wine would
wineskins

pour

by Neighbor

cause

old, brittle bags

In other
to burst

words,

pour

gases from the

necessitating new

light of Neighbour's remarks, however,

upon what Jesus is

No, they

do, the

addressing with the parable.

the

Is Jesus

important

specifically

referring to congregations or something else when speaking about wineskins?
In

a

review of commentaries

exist about the

interpretation

on

the passage,

a

wide

of Matthew 9: 17. On the

one

variety of opinion seems to
hand,

as

mentioned above.
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Neighbour believes that wineskins specifically refer to
On the other

hand,

an

entirely different viewpoint suggests that

specific congregations but to
The

old and

new

the

are

exemplifying

of the

newness

gospel

personified

...

in Jesus; the old

by

the traditional framework of obedience.

Likewise, Walling concludes that the Christian Church is the

perspective is truly the intent of Jesus' teaching,

wineskins has little

wineskins refer not to

the established patterns of conduct regarded as
the righteousness of the Torah. The former is too

to be contained

this second

congregations (37).

passing of faith from Judaism to Christianity.

wine is the

wineskins

new

bearing on the church renewal

new

dynamic
(Hagner 104)

wineskin

then the

("Power").

parable

If

of the

debate.

Keck, however, takes issue with the Judeo-Christian interpretation of the parable.
In his

opinion, such an interpretation "hardly

then what is the context of the

relationship to
of John the

a

fits the context"

parable? Specifically,

question about fasting.

Baptist approached Jesus to

In Matthew

ask

(v. 17) but also

asked

and stated that

no one

the

concern

the

another author

why guests

would

would stitch

an

mourn

interprets

the

parables

of the

9:14, the Bible

In

If this is the case,

parable

in

states that

disciples

did not fast like the

only told the parable of the wineskins

while the

unshrunk

patch would tear off (v. 16).

Jesus told this

why his disciples

Pharisees and themselves. In response, Jesus not

(8: 236).

bridegroom is

with them

(v. 15)

piece of cloth onto old clothing out of

light of the

full context of the passage,

patch and wineskins

more

in terms of the

function of religious behavior.

parables of verses 16-17 serve in the first instance as
interpretations of the fasting dispute.... In their present setting, the twin
sayings speak merely of the incompatibility of the new and the old.
Fasting represents an old way of responding to God; it is incompatible
with the joy with which people should react to what God is doing in Jesus'
ministry. (Mays 104)
The twin
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More in

Howard

keeping with this latter perspective on the parable of the wineskins,

Snyder defines

things that have

wineskins

grown up around the

responding to the gospel
unchanging,

wineskins

church structures

Snyder defines
structures

are

which prevent persons from

While the wine of the

neither eternal

nor

sacred. As

relative and in need of being

as

does

last

perspective

Neighbour,

or

truly

primary and
states that

In this

light,

replacement of church

completely condemn the
more

accountability and change

importantly, Snyder's perspective

keeping with the context of the passage.

fresh, the church needs

is

result, Snyder

change

does not

More

a

gospel

replaced over time.

it does demand

position espoused by Hagner.

to be in

to remain

gospel"

renewal in terms of the need for radical

established Church

seems

are

the "traditions, structures and patterns of doing

(14).

message

(14-16). While this

than does the

as

For

responsiveness

to create new wineskins to carry forth the

to the

gospel

gospel.

The Parable of the Unfruitful Tree
In Luke

fiiiit from

a

13:6-9, Jesus tells another parable of a man who had attempted to harvest
for three years.

fig tree

the tree empty. At that

and
for

suggested to the

a

year to

give the

point, the

Every year, he would go looking for fruit only to find

man

questioned the worthiness

of the tree's existence

caretaker that the tree be cut dovra. In response, the caretaker asked
tree some extra attention. If the tree did not

respond by then,

it

shoidd be cut down.
As with the

assumes

that the

perspective,
Israel; the

parable of the wineskins,

parable of the fig tree

is

allegorical

each element in the story has

owner

a common

a

interpretation of Luke

in nature.

specific meaning:

13:6-9

According to this
the

fig tree represents

represents God; and, the caretaker represents Jesus. While the fig tree
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often does represent Israel in the Old Testament, the text does not demand

allegorical interpretation here.
metaphorically,
Once

not

In

a

strict

fact. Keck suggests that the parable should be taken

allegorically (9: 27).

again, looking at the

context of the passage

perspective. Preceding this parable,

helps

to

Luke 13:1 states that "there

put the parable into

were some

present

at

that time who told Jesus about the Galileans whose blood Pilate had mixed with their

sacrifices." The comments made to Jesus here

judgment of God. Did this tragic
sirmers? In his

reply,

Jesus

event

apparently were calling into question the

involving the

quickly checked the

Galileans

notion that

occur

tragic

events

the consequence of sin. He said, "Do you think that these Galileans
than all the other Galileans because

3a).

suffered this

they

In contrast, Jesus continued his response

occur no

matter who the person

lack of fruitfiilness found in the

might be

�

a

way?

because

are

they

necessarily
sinners

were worse

I tell you, no!"

were

13:2-

(Luke

by stating what would cause judgment to

lack of repentance

parable of Luke

Hence

(Luke 13:3b-5).

a

13:6-9 illustrates the need for repentance

(Keck 9: 27).
Consequently,
applicable to the

from

a

metaphorical perspective,

this

parable

appears to be

need for chwch renewal. God demands fruitfulness. When the church

fails to live out its purposes, judgment is imminent. Nonetheless, while the central focus

warning of impending judgment,

parable

is

a

is withheld for

a

time in order to

of this

this

parable

an

element of hope exists.

give opportunity for change (NoUand 720).

shows that God's ultimate desire is not destruction

suggest but for renewal that

can come

through repentance

and

as

Judgment

As

a

result,

Neighbour seems to

change.
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The

Valley of Dry

Bones

Changing from an emphasis upon judgment to one upon renewal, Ezekiel
presents Ezekiel's vision of renewal in which
the focus of this passage is

provide insight

a

valley of dry bones

comes

37: 1-14

to life.

While

clearly upon the restoration of Israel, Ezekiel's vision does

into the nature of renewal

(Cooper 320).

First, this passage affirms that God alone has the power and the knowledge
whether renewal is

LORD,
could

God asks

can

these bones live?" In response, Ezekiel says, "O

Sovereign

you alone know"

a

(Ezek. 37:3).

(Plumptre

In other

words, Ezekiel recognized that renewal

only happen through the sovereign initiative
Second, while God alone has the

power to

requires a divine-human partnership. Repeatedly,

of God.

bring about restoration,

the situation in

verses

Third, the renewal
Ezekiel's vision,

an

God also

God involves Ezekiel in the process

commanding him to speak to the bones (Allen 188).
over

and Whitelaw

to

264).

appropriate to

Ezekiel, "Son of man,

situation

as

God instructs Ezekiel to

by

prophesy

four, nine, and twelve.

process is not

necessarily a single-step

event.

Rather, in

ordered sequence of events describes the renewal process. As

outlined in Ezekiel 37:6-8, God prepares the bodies for

new

life: first with the

reconstruction of skeletons, second with the attachment of tendons, third with the
formation of flesh, and fourth with the

covering of skin (Plumptre

and Whitelaw 264-

265).
Finally, Ezekiel's vision affirms that new life requires the breath of God. Despite
the

assembly of the bodies,

verse

words, the renewal process is

not

eight

states that the bodies remain lifeless. In other

complete apart from the work of the Spirit of God
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(Ezek. 37:14).
In

be

as

light of Ezekiel 37,

quick to abandon the

task is not

genuine

movement of the

idea of renewal

as

nothing less

Spirit.

In this

than

a

light,

seems

God

can

we

willing to

miracle that

This is not to

can occur

renewal then becomes

bear fruit? Are

suggest that God might

we

not

imply that the

valley of dry bones teaches

God to act. Hence the church needs to ask itself several
vision of God? Are

to

Neighbour is.

If anything, the vision of the

daxmting.

renewal is

the biblical evidence

that

only through the sovereign

a

matter of preparedness for

questions:

"Are

willing to make

we

new

open to the

wineskins that

fill with the sweetness of new wine?"
Definition of Terms

The

"Purpose-Driven

for church health

a

�

Church"

(PDC)

Model refers to Rick Warren's

paradigm

congregation organized according to a balanced emphasis of the

five purposes of the church based upon the Great Commandment
the Great Commission

(Matt.

(Matt. 22:37-40) and

28: 19-20). Two purposes emerge from the Great

Commandment: the love of God

(worship)

and the love of neighbor

as

self (ministry).

Three additional purposes emerge from the Great Commission: the call to go and make

disciples (evangelism), the command to baptize (incorporation into fellowship),
call to teach persons to

Effectiveness
that in mind, I
refer to the

obey all

in this

generally use

that Christ had commanded

study refers to

the

"effectiveness" in

(discipleship) (102-109).

ability to produce a desired result.
one

of two ways.

ability of a church/pastor to produce activities/results

the five purposes of the church.

and the

With

First, effectiveness
as

they relate

can

to each of

Second, effectiveness can refer to the ability of pastors

to lead processes of organizational

change that positively impact the health

of the
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churches

they

serve.

Specific

measurements for effectiveness are

provided in the

five

following definitions of terms.
Ejfectiveness
God.

in

worship refers to the ability of persons

to exalt and

According to the "Purpose-Driven Church" model, worship

is the central

of the church around which the other purposes exist. Furthermore,

component

most

responsible

attendance alone does not

for

drawing a crowd to

church

relative

of this

using average worship attendance

I will be

effectiveness. My

rates

some

assumption

church consultants

to measure health.

common

denominator for

is the
While

serve as a

as a

purposes

quantitative measure

is that the average attendance will tend to increase

worship.

In

a

phone conversation,

prefer to quantify data from

using average worship attendance

means

(Warren 1 19).

activity

quality and health of a church (52). Thus, for the

the year with greater effectiveness in

stated that

worship

necessarily gage the quality of worship, quantity can

rough indicator of the
study,

experience

Therefore,

as

the denominator

average

as

quantitatively measuring the

rate

over

James Fun-

churches in terms of

opposed to using raw

attendance will also

worship

for

serve as a

of participation in the other

four purposes of the church.

Ejfectiveness
spiritual maturity.

in

discipleship refers to the ability to help believers

While

discipleship involves increasing in one's knowledge and

understanding, spiritual maturity is

personal Bible study,
343-349).

prayer,

also marked

tithing,

Due to the fact that

and

more

by living out certain habits

participating in small

measuring all

of those factors

impossible across the Kentucky Aimual Conference,
school attendance

grow into

groups

such

(Warren 336-337,

quantitatively would be

I have chosen

a

as

rate of church

(average church school attendance divided by average worship
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attendance)

"Sunday school
alternative

is

means

no

in

longer the

requires

uniform way

a

Effectiveness
Christ to the

in

training do exist,

(Bandy

51;

it is the

today's

can use

to trace

of measuring

into

a

world and

discipleship

of Jesus

saving relationship with Jesus

church, evangelism could relate

commitment made for Jesus Christ

that

only statistic the Kentucky

evangelism refers to the ability to proclaim the gospel

times in which persons

means

Bandy claims

Harman, March; February).

pre-Christian and to bring persons

opportunities,

of a

of discipleship. While

churches to report that 1

Christ. Within the context of the

the best

area

cornerstone of Christian education" in

of discipleship

Annual Conference

training

of health in the

as a measure

personally share the gospel,

to

outreach

and decisions of

(Warren 1 19, 125). According to Doug Slaybaugh,

evangelism

would be to track the number of times members

congregation actually witness to pre-Christian people. Unfortunately, however, a

means

of tracking such

presently exist.

activity across the Kentucky Annual

Instead the

According to Furr,

only

many church

available

object of measurement is professions of faith.

growth specialists prefer a rate

measuring a church's effectiveness

professions of faith; therefore,

Conference does not

in faith commitments

for the purposes of this

as

of professions of faith to

opposed to a raw number of

study, I have chosen the

rate of

professions of faith (number of professions of faith divided by the average worship
attendance)

as

the

means

Effectiveness
of Christ

to measure effectiveness in the area of evangelism.

in fellowship refers

specifically to the act of belonging to the body

(Warren 105-106). Consequently the membership roll constitutes the official

fellowship of the church

within the United Methodist Church. For the purposes of this

study, however, I have chosen to

measure

effectiveness

quantitatively by dividing church
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membership by the average worship attendance.
Methodist churches tend to have

a

church, 1 have chosen to call

quotient the

this indicator

actually signifies

church. A lower rate
least

it relates to

as

their

signifies

in

ministry refers

and graces for

serving

help others. Unfortunately,
trained and

equipped

to the

a

others and

standardized

ability of persons

to

serve

A

higher rate

in

at

are

(members actively serving others

study,

divided by

are

discovering

actively using those gifts and graces to

means

purposes of this

others. In the

ministry means that persons

of measuring those who

are

being

Kentucky Annual

for acts of ministry does not exist within the

Conference; hence, for the

effectiveness in

fellowship.

greater level of participation in the life of the church

of the local church, effectiveness in

gifts

rate of inactive

rarely attend

greater level of inactivity within the membership of the

a

a

number of inactive members who

worship.

Ejfectiveness
context

the

large

Due to the fact that most United

I have chosen the rate of ministry

worship attendance)

as a means

of gauging

ministry.

Profession ofjaith refers to

the act of a

new

believer

publicly professing his

her faith in Jesus Christ for the first time either through adult

baptism

or

or

youth

confirmation.

Study Methodology
This dissertation

project

is

an

evaluative

year process of the PDC Network Pilot

study in the descriptive mode of the

(Yin 15). Employing an embedded, single-case

design, I have collected sub-units of data from September
and churches

participating in the pilot as well

I have collected

qualitative

and

first-

quantitative

as

leaders

1999 to

May 2001

overseeing the

information from pastors

on

process

pastors

(38-44).

through four
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written surveys
time-series
time. In

I have had the surveys administered in

(see Appendixes C-G).

manner

based upon

strategic

moments in time as

congregational

for both 1999 and 2000 in order to

effectiveness/health

as

they relate to the

The purpose of all the collected data is to

data

opposed to equal periods of

congregations

as a

whole.

measure

Likewise,

the

I have

Conference and PDC Network

as a

whole

leadership to gain

a

measure

in

changes

five purposes of the PDC model.

impact of the pilot on the pastors

gathered supplemental qualitative

using focused interview questions (see Appendix Q)

change

modified

addition, I have gathered quantitative data concerning year-end statistics from

participating churches

and their

a

with

Kentucky Aimual

greater imderstanding of the system of

(84-85).

Subjects
This

study contained four

levels of subjects. In this

section, I briefly outline the

nature of each group of subjects.

The first set of subjects

Pilot.

were

the pastors who

participated

Kentucky Annual Conference officials primarily recruited participants by

intentionally inviting pastors they believed would benefit from
present ministry context. In addition,
issued

by the conference

Even these persons,

as

in the PDC Network

a

few pastors

responded to a general

officials to all the pastors of the

however, had

having a legitimate chance

to receive

invitation

Kentucky Annual Conference.

approval from their district superintendents

of benefiting from the program in order to be

(Peters, July; Howlett). Fifty-six pastors
The second set of subjects for the

pilot along with their pastors.

the program in their

in the

accepted

pilot served as potential subjects.

study were the churches that participated in the

For the most

part, the participating congregations had less
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than two hundred members and had been in existence for
Of course, the focus of the

the PDC model for

pilot was to transition

ministry. Fifty-four churches

The third set of subjects

Conference who
two

were

from CRM and

The fourth set of subjects

Conference. 1 interviewed two
district

a

part of the study analysis.

and the

Kentucky

leaders from within the

Kentucky Aimual

Community

mentioned

from the cabinet, and four

above,

pilot is impacting both the
as a

Church.

Kentucky Annual

bishops, two program directors

Annual Conference

to

Network Pilot. This group included

superintendents. Along with the consultants

participants

years.

were a

consultant from Saddleback

how the

seventy-five

participating congregations

consultants from outside the

were

brought a systemic perspective to

than

all the

helped to plan and lead the PDC

training leaders

more

these persons

individual

whole.

Variables
The

independent

dependent variable

was

variable of this

the

change

pastors. Areas of measurement
church

membership,

professions
they relate

average

to

or

project was

impact the pilot had upon the churches

detect the

impact of the pilot have

worship attendance,

measurement to detect the

as

following the PDC

impact of the pilot

adequately equipped to

lead the

pilot process

the

length of tenure

pastoral perceptions

as

as

model. Areas of

pastoral

change agents and to being

in the local church.

have accounted for include the initial size of the

congregation,

attendance, total

upon the pastors have included

they relate to their own effectiveness

and their

included total

average church school

of faith, total persons in active service to others, and

to their church's effectiveness in

perceptions

the PDC Network Pilot. The

congregation, the

of pastors in ordained

ministry,

Intervening variables I
age of the

the tenure of pastors in
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their present

appointments,

appointments

at

the

and the number of pastors who

completion of year one

have existed outside the scope of this

levels of pastors,

styles

study

of the

were

Other

pilot.

include issues such

of leadership, temperament, and

transferred to

new

intervening variables that
as

church location, skill

theological perspectives.

Instrumentation and Data Collection
1 used three

types of instruments in my research. Two of the instruments

were

researcher-designed.
First,
pastors

at

I used

phase

series of four written surveys

strategic times

scale responses and

overall

a

impact

training process (see

open-ended questions,

of the

of the process.

the Pastor's Retreat

in the

pilot

on

the

on

the surveys

1.1). Utilizing both Likert

sought not only to

Training leaders administered the first

on

16

September

measure

the

19 and 26

(see Appendixes

February 2000

complete the personal

survey

(see Appendix C)

at

1999 to establish baseline data. Seminar leaders

personal renewal phase of the pilot.

chance to

Table

the pastors and their churches but also the benefit of each

administered the second survey

training sessions

(see Appendixes C-G) given to the

D and

H)

at

the

regional

purpose team

after the churches should have

Seminar leaders offered

renewal survey at the pastor

completed

participants

training events

second

a

on

30 and 31

March 2000. Likewise seminar leaders administered the purpose renewal survey

(see

Appendixes E and I) to pastors

13 and

20

at the

regional purpose team training sessions

May 2000 after churches should have completed the

purpose renewal

pilot. Finally, seminar leaders administered the strategic renewal

Appendixes F, G, J, and K)
2000 and

on

at

the

phase of the

surveys

regional pastors meetings both on 28

on

(see

and 29

30 November and 1 December 2000 when churches should have

September
completed
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Table 1.1

Timetable of Data Collection in

Relationship

Data Collection Tool

Event

Date

13-17

to Pilot Schedule and Events

1999

September

7 & 8 October 1999

12-13 November 1999

9 & 10 December 1999
14 December 1999
27 & 28

January 2000

19 & 26

February 2000

Pastors Retreat

Regional

Pastors

Purpose

Regional

Team Retreat

Pastors

Meetings

Pastors

Pastors

Questions

1999 Data Postcard

Teams

Personal Renewal Phase

Regional Purpose

Regional

Interview

Meetings

Day Training
30&31 March 2000

Survey

Meetings

Personal Interview

Regional

Initial Information

Meetings

Survey
Personal Renewal

Survey

(Follow-up Collection)
17 & 18

April

2000

13 & 20

May 2000

Regional

Pastors

Meetings

Regional Purpose

Teams

Day Training
28 & 29

September 2000

Regional

Pastors

Meetings

Purpose Renewal Phase
Survey

Strategic Renewal

Phase

Survey
30 November &

Regional Pastors Meetings

1 December 2000

(Follow-up Collection)

28 December 2000
28

Strategic Renewal Survey

January 2001

Mailing

2000 Data Postcard

Mailing

2000 Data Postcard

(Follow-up Collection)
December 2000

February

Four

Six

June 2001

January 2001

-

-

2001

personal and

Interview

Questions

phone interviews
End-of-Year

Reports

for 2000
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the

strategic

renewal

phase of the project.

Second, I measured for collective changes

participating churches as they relate to the PDC
increase/decrease in average

in the

model

worship attendance

demographics of the

from year to year

for relative health of worship. A rate of professions of faith

faith divided
health in
divided

by average worship attendance provides

evangelism.

by

average

A rate of inactive

worship attendance

fellowship assuming health increases
attendance

using the

using the

In

gleaned from the annual

the basis for

approaches

in

measuring health

measuring health

through 2001.

run a

in

For the

conference journals

(the

one.

measuring

in

A rate of church school

by average worship
A rate of service

by average worship

ministry.
pieces of raw data have been

one

form of data which could not

number of persons in active

from pastors

addressed, stamped postcards (see Appendixes L-P).
I have

for

measuring health

discipleship.

four of the five

others), I attempted to collect that information

service,

means

year-end reports as they exist in journals of the Kentucky

Aimual Conference from 1997

to

the rate

regards to the collection of data,

collected from the church

be

the statistical

number of persons in active service to others divided

attendance is the statistical tool for

the indicator

using total professions of

average church school attendance divided

attendance is the statistical tool for

provides

fellowship using total church membership

serves as

as

five health indicators. An

through

by

means

of self-

For all the health indicators

five-year trend analysis using data collected from

ministry

except

the journals of the

Kentucky Annual Conference.
Third, I conducted personal and/or telephone interviews with conference and pilot

leadership on a focused interview basis

in order to

gain insights

into

systemic

issues
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which

might impact the PDC Network Pilot process. Questions (see Appendix Q)

centered

on

on

perceived goals

for the renewal process, concerns, and needs for

the annual conference level

recorded the information and

which will

help

in the

(see Appendix J).

analyzed the

After

adjustments

conducting the interview,

comments to discern any

interpretation of data gathered by the

patterns

or

I

insights

other instruments.

Importance
With the program under

analyzed will be beneficial

scrutiny being a pilot project,

for the

Kentucky Annual

Conference and the

exists between CRM and Saddleback

Community Church.

the information will be the

Annual Conference

Kentucky

program past the first year. With the

Kentucky Aimual Conference,

applied to
will be

fiiture

helpful

model for

the

as

applicability of findings

partnership that
beneficiary of

it seeks to perpetuate the

from within the

will most

likely be best

implementation of the model within the conference. Also, the findings

marketing.

In

other ecclesiastical and cultural

Annual Conference will not

in the

is

a

process

as

heavily

as

they seek to reproduce the
to

(D. Morgan). Obviously as the

settings,

the

the

reproduce the
model transfers to

as

it will within the confines of the

ability to replicate the

pilot; otherwise. Saddleback

it did. With that in

PDC Network

particular experiences of the Kentucky

generalize quite as well

Kentucky Annual Conference. Nonetheless,

settings

as

fact. Saddleback already has plans

process outside of the United States

goal

The greatest

participating churches coming

to both CRM and Saddleback

mass

the data collected and

process in other

would not have invested in the

mind, the findings of this study could have

relevance to the renewal of churches and judicatories in

a

wide

variety of settings.
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Summary
Motivated

by previous experiences

mimstry and personal
change,

frustration in

I have chosen to

life of the

that

1999

lead

a

fransitioning well-established

congregation through substantive

Saddleback

through May 2000 to transition a large
ministry.

second year, the focus of this
it has had upon the

producing renewal.

instrument of change in the

an

Even

study

Community Church in California joined
pilot process

addition,

though the pilot eventually expanded

has been to evaluate the first year to

I have

might need to change itself in order to

from

September

number of churches within the conference

participating pastors and churches by year end 2000
In

a

churches is very difficult, the

contract Church Resource Ministries to lead the

into the PDC model for

Church model for

Conference of the United Methodist Church. Due to

Kentucky Aimual Conference and
together to

attempting to

Purpose-Driven

study the PDC Network Pilot as

Kentucky Annual

common concern

with the

sought to explore
facilitate fixrther

see

what

a

impact

in terms of

how the conference

change

into

as a

system

in the life of its pastors

and churches.
While

some

might interpret the Bible

renewal (Matt. 9: 17), the
renewal the church

effective

warning against attempting church

larger witness of Scripture affirms that God longs

(Ezek. 37:1-14)

ministry has

as

been

and for the church to be firuitfiil in

lacking in the past (Luke 13:6-9).

for the

places

In order to

where

explore the

fruitfiilness of the PDC Network Pilot, I have administered four written surveys to pastors

according to

a

end 2000 with

modified time-series

previous years,

design, gathered year-end statistics to compare year-

and have had several focused interviews with leaders from

both the conference and the team

leading the pilot

process.

My desire is

to

provide
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information and

insight that

will be

might attempt a similar program

helpful

for

improving the process for those

who

in the future.

Overview

Chapter 2 gives
organizational change,
church renewal section

a

review of literature in the

the role of leadership in

change,

explores both ecclesiology as

elements of renewal found in church
deals with systems

areas

of church

and research methods. The

it relates to church health and

growth writings. The organizational change

theory, organizational readiness, processing change, and

elements of change. The role of leadership section addresses the
individual and the leader's

Chapter 3

instrumentation for
means

point

of data

more

design.

questions guiding the study,

a

for

collecting data, procedures

common

responsibility of the

Issues addressed in this

chapter

description of the subjects,
collecting data, variables, controls,

analysis.

Chapter 4 provides the study's findings.
statistics and

section

of greatest influence.

offers the details for research

include the research

and

renewal,

specific

In addition to

information about the

offering descriptive

subjects, I present results from the

study as they relate to perceived benefits of the PDC Network Pilot, the impact of the

pilot upon pastoral

fulfillment and

effectiveness of congregations

to

ability to lead change, the impact

fulfill the PDC model for

needs of Kentucky Annual Conference

as

mentioned

ministry,

by conference

of the

pilot

and the

upon the

systemic

and network

leadership.
Chapter 5 presents my summary and conclusions.
interpretation

of the data, present

implications

of the

In this

findings,

chapter, I offer my

outline limitations of the
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study,

and

highlight practical applications of the study for the Kentucky Annual

Conference.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE

The

goal

of the

lead their churches

through renewal
The

(Walling, Purpose 2).
is both

adequate

within the
this

Purpose-Driven Church� Network Pilot

as a

model of renewal and

cover

appropriate

Conference. With that in

the

equip leaders to

change using purpose-driven

working assumption of the pilot project

Kentucky Annual

chapter seeks to

and

is to

following items:

church

for the

church

principles

is that the PDC model

participating churches

mind, the review of literature in
renewal, organizational change,

pastor as change agent, and research methods.
Church Renewal
The need for renewal within the churches of North America is great. A
theme in

Authors

today's

bring

"churches
churches

are

are

literature is that

forth this need in

a

something is terribly wrong with the
variety of ways.

increasingly marginalized"

that church

growth in the United

of population. While the

One group of authors remark that

today's society

Protestant churches close

United States churches

gospel

and that crises within

today's

spirituality (Guder et al. 2). Likewise, Hemphill
States is

population base

grew

failing to keep pace
by

39

with the

percent from 1960

membership increased only 28 percent (4-5). Referring to

far in his

state of the church.

"many and complex" by citing problems ranging from clergy burnout to the

loss of youth to the decline of genuine
notes

in

common

statistics that

permanently each week, Malphurs observes,

plateaued and declining,

critique of the church

as

to

many

are

to

expansion

1990, church

fifty to sixty

"Not

only are

dying" (32). Snyder goes

so

conclude that "one of the greatest roadblocks to the

of Jesus Christ is the institutional church" because of its failure to reflect biblical
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Christianity (23).
While many books

by renewal; nonetheless,
a

church becomes

Therefore,

in this

speak of renewal,

an

most

never

underlying assumption

actually define

seems

what

to be that renewal occurs when

aligned with God's design for what the church is to be
section,

I address church renewal

as

they mean

and to do.

it relates to issues of ecclesiology

and elements of renewal.

Ecclesiology
If renewal is

church, then the

ultimately rooted in understanding the

proper

place to begin is

with

ecclesiology. Guder et

real issues in the current crisis of the Christian church
In other

words, for renewal to

roots. From that

nature of God's

are

spiritual

occur, the church must address its

perspective, I wish to

address the

al. assert that "the

and

theological" (3).

spiritual

ecclesiologies

design for the

and

theological

of Dulles, Guder et al,

and Warren.
From his

background

as a

dialogue from the perspective
church

obviously emerge

Catholic church and its

priest, Avery Dulles approaches the ecclesiological

of a Roman

from and react to the authoritarian structure of the Roman

long-standing history of tradition.

models for the Church to consider. To

begin,

In

total, Dulles presents six

he contends that five models for the

Church

as

institution, the Church as mystical communion, the

sacrament, the Church

as

herald, and the Church as

Church

already exist: the

Church

as

Dulles proposes
to

Catholic; consequently, his models for the

an

additional model, the Church

consider. In each, Dulles

as

essentially approaches

In the first five models

servant. In

addition,

community of disciples,
the Church

highlighted by Dulles,

as a state

four stand

as

for persons

of being.

primary. First, the
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Church

as

mystical

communion refers to the

mystical fellowship of the Church as

presented in the biblical images of the body of Christ and the people of God.

perspective, fellowship is

more

its members

united to

are

"lovingly

than

one

Holy Spirit (47-62, 194). Second, the
becomes

an

as

herald

Church

emphasizes

such

From this

expression" (69).

expresses itself in activities such
as

proclaimed to

the

as

by the

as

place

servant

world in order to transform secular

acknowledges that this
no

real biblical

a

community

sacrament

emphasizes that the

concretely as

whereby [people]

are

bound

the grace of Christ

a

message of the

"their faith in Jesus

as

model

helps to turn its

grace

by

the Church

emphasizes that

gospel

which must be

Lord and Savior"

with the values of the

^that

�

dynamically

emphasizes that the church should be
society

"Church

sacrament

together in

nature of the church. This model

kerygmatic

in which

work of God's grace and the

worship and prayer (63-75, 194). Third,

evangelical

invite persons to

the Church

88). Fourth,

that it has

as

perspective,

the Church has been entrusted with the

Dulles

another"

actual event of grace when it appears most

is, in the actions of the Church
visible

network of relationships but

a

From this

(194,

76-

in service to the

kingdom of God.

While

attention outward, he also asserts

foxmdation, especially within the New Testament (89-102,

194).
In

Church
While

as

regards to the

last

institution holds

remaining model

a

of the traditional five, Dulles believes that

secondary position

in

relationship to the other models.

acknowledging the necessity of institutional structure,

potential

for

corruption and abuse

when institutionalism

dimensions of the Church. Hence Dulles
caution

(34-46, 194, 205).

Dulles also

recognizes the

gains prominence over the other

upholds that model only with repeated words of
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Nonetheless, Dulles believes that each of the above models, including that of
Church

as

Church.

institution, has

a

place

According to Dulles,

Church. He writes,

"[T]here

the Church. The Church,

reduction to

a

no one

can

as a

of value in

be

model

no

providing insight
can

be

into the nature of the

promoted as

"the

super model that does full justice to all aspects of

mystery, transcends all creaturely analogies and defies

single theological paradigm" (206). Nonetheless,

Dulles does suggest

additional model, distinctive from the five traditional models, that

ecclesiology of the Church

^the Church

�

small group of Jesus' followers
Easter

community of believers,

as

(207-222).

descriptions
closer to
renewal

the

discipleship model emphasizes

lives"

development of

commimity

and mission of

supplants

the other

church, he does indicate that this model "has the advantages of being

[in that it]

and of suggesting directions for

appropriate

motivates members of the Church to imitate Jesus in their

personal

(222-223).
Coming from

a

Protestant

Guder et al. advocate another dimension

perspective,

for the Church that Dulles' models

essentially

fail to address. In the

the model of Guder et al. would be called Church
"'Mission' is not

something the

Church's

is

essence

church

as a

does,

a

as

language of Dulles,

mission. Guder et al.

write,

part of its total program. No, the

missional, for the calling and sending action of God forms its

identity" (82). Consequently each
ways:

the

While Dulles does not propose that this last model

of the

to round out his

during Christ's earthly ministry and the broader post-

[the Roman Catholic] experience
...

helps

an

community of disciples. Based upon the

Christlike character in the believer within the context of the
Jesus

way" for the

local church exists in

unique community called

and sent

by God to

a

missional

capacity in three

live under the

reign of God,

as a
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Christlike servant

proclaiming the reign

messenger

Similar to

apostolic

engaging in "compassionate

of God with all of its

George Hmiter's position,

when it

church acts

to a secular world

sent out to

need," and

"implications

mission.

According to

this

1

Purpose-Driven Church (PDC)

Warren's PDC model represents

presented above.
Warren's model

a

what

model

presented by Rick

fimctional

Whereas the above

emphasizes

example.

Warren has

Baptist,

Warren would

other models, however,

even

a

Church

Church

�

as

herald

of disciples

as

(evangelism).

never

affirm the sacramental

perspective.

Church

as

(discipleship). Furthermore,

certainly writes from

a

short.

a

gross overstatement.

(375-379). Furthermore,

including Church as sacrament,

has

relate

direct correlation exists

a

certainly would be

For

share these

same

no

missional

place

servant

even

as a

perspective of Dulles.
do share

example, the

mystical communion (fellowship).

perspective of Guder et al.

ecclesiologies

Warren? In

church does. To assert that

primary models presented by Dulles

Warren

effective witness

ecclesiologies emphasize what a church is.

minimum in his model

elements with Warren's model and
of the

an

the

less to do with institutionalism than Dulles and advocates

even

reducing structure to an absolute
Southern

truly

of many of the other models

synthesis

between the PDC model and the other models
For

(103-109).

10; Hunter 28).

With both Dulles and Guder et al. in mind, how do the above
to the

and call"

perspective,

represent the reign of God and to give

(Guder et al.

as a

Guder et al. propose the church becomes

begins seeing itself as

as one

response to hmnan

some

main

important

emphasis

general emphases

Church

as

The

sacrament

in each

with

(worship).

(ministry), and Church as community

though Church as mission from the

in the five purposes of the PDC model. Warren

perspective.

From Warren's

perspective, the

local
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church needs to define its target

population in order to be effective (155-172).

words, the local church needs to determine

to whom God is

In other

calling the congregation to

reach.
Elements of Renewal
A

key concept to

the Church renewal movement

church health. This concept,

growth.
is

On the

healthy.

one

as

popularized by Rick Warren,

healthy churches will

grow

distinguishes

As

a

their

these elements fi^om the models

as an

while every church conducts

organism

"to

those

reproduce

that

highlight

to church

presented above
or

it

relates to

particular

and survive"

(78).

worship, healthy churches have elements

in

worship that promote the overall vitality of the congregation.
referenced Warren's work in earlier parts of the

Having already
focus

on

the

perspective.

following

authors

a

thousand

dissertation,

I will

representing a wide variety of backgrounds and

Christian Schwarz presents his research based upon

survey of over

congregations from thirty-two

19). Stephen Macchia bases his observations
annual congress of Vision New England,
Ken

I wish to

presently are lifting up as being essential

characteristics that enable the church

example,

necessarily mean

result, in this section,

what Schwarz calls the "biotic" dimension of church functions

For

not

along with many other authors, contends

naturally (17).

various elements which authors

around the idea of

stands in contrast to church

hand, just because a church is growing does

On the other hand. Warren,

health. What

today centers

a

on a

international church

countries around the world

survey of

regional

an

1,899 attendees

(18-

to the 1997

church renewal association

(22-23).

Hemphill, president of Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, presents

principles derived Irom

a

biblical

study of the church at Antioch

in the book of Acts

(13).
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Michael

Slaughter, lead pastor of Ginghamsburg United Methodist Church, presents his
for church renewal based

principles

on

his

study of renewal

movements

throughout

history (17-18).
Supernatural

Healthy churches
that

presence. One could refer to this dimension

have

a

spiritual

ambiance that often catches the attention of persons

something greater than themselves

is present

the "God factor."

as

is at work within the church

congregation that

love for the Lord

(Hemphill 15-34).

is in proper

Holy Spirit

This element has to do with

empowering the congregation (Macchia 27-29).

the character of a

^that the

�

relationship with Christ and has deep

Quality worship. Quality worship refers to worship that engages the worshipper
but exalts God. In order to engage the hearts and minds of the
need to be

music)

indigenous to the cultiire

that make

however, in

sense

an era

to the

in which "seeker services"

God

most

In this

are

At the

God in

a

meaningful

the believer's response to the self revelation of God"

spirituality.

as

prayer, Bible

as

is not whether it is

inspired and blessed by the work of the

way, persons

strengthened in their relationship with the Lord. Hemphill states,

congregation that comes

time,

light, the focus of quality worship should be to give glory to

only (Macchia 42). By lifting up

Authentic

same

as

gaining popularity within many church

important element of worship

unchurched but whether it is

Holy Spirit (30-31).

they occur and have elements (such

worshippers (Slaughter 59-63).

circles, Schwarz cautions that the

designed for the

in which

people, worship styles

worship is

spiritual integrity of a

individuals maintain their inner lives
and

"Authentic

(42).

This element refers to the

study, fasting, meditation,

moved and

are

through disciplines

mentoring (Macchia 70-75).

such

Of particular
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importance

in the Hterature

seems to

prayer is the fuel that makes

passion

runs

high

be the

practice of prayer. According to Hemphill,

growth possible (61). According to Schwarz, spiritual

in churches where the members find prayer

other words, their walk of faith is not just

a

an

inspiring experience.

In

duty but a fresh experience marked by

commitment, joy, and enthusiasm (26-27).

God-inspired vision.

If indeed the church is to exist

vision is what calls and sends the

can

go

a

mission, God-inspired

doing "good" things, Hemphill

obedience to God-bestowed vision is what

asserts that

"gives the church restraint and provides

(129-130).

Adequate leadership.
have chosen it for

describe the

a

While the word

"adequate" might

seem a

bit

mediocre,

couple of reasons. First, I believe that the word "adequate"

leadership needs

in

a

senior pastor in

"[Senior] pastors of growing churches do

a

very

not need to be

positive

sense.

superstars" (23).

need to have the basic character and skills to get the job done such
to

While the church

congregation into the mission field.

thousand different directions

direction"

as

communicate the vision of the church, trust in God, love

as

I

can

Schwarz states,
Rather

they

having the ability

people, equip others, and

delegate ministry (Schwarz 22; Slaughter 1 13-134; Macchia 124-126; Hemphill 81).
Second, adequate leadership refers

to

purpose and vision of the church. As

having a sufficient number of leaders to
a

persons for the purpose of multiplying

fiilfill the

result, the church must be intentional in training

ministry and acts of service

within the life of the

congregation (Schwarz 28; Hemphill 83-88).
Loving relationships. Considering that the Bible
this element

seems to

says "God is love"

go to the heart of what the church should be

a

�

(1

John

4:8),

community of faith
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whose

relationships are rooted in love

only for one

not

which it finds itself Thus Macchia states, "The
to build

loving, caring relationships
In

commimity they serve" (95).

within

another but also for the world in

healthy church

is intentional in its efforts

families, between members, and within the

support of that premise, Macchia lists

developing relationships: expressing unconditional
and

authenticity (including transparency, honesty,

seven

love and acceptance,

needs in

encouraging of

integrity), practicing grace and

forgiveness, using communication and conflict resolution skills, establishing a means
bearing the burdens
families

of others,

More than

(98-1 11).

believers needs to have

writing notes to

one

welcoming diversity,
feeling,

a

love

practical expressions

another

or

and

for

developing ministries to equip

expressed within and through the body of
of care and

relationship building such

sharing meals together (Hemphill 121;

Schwarz

as

37).

Growing disciples. Hemphill notes, "Healthy churches place a high priority on

promoting the growth of people toward Christlikeness" (181).
community is

an

isolation but in

essential part of the process. True

relationships; therefore,

growth process (Schwarz 32-33;
Gifted

again, however,

discipleship does

small groups

Macchia

Once

are

often

a

not occur in

valuable tool in the

87).

lay ministry. Healthy churches believe and practice the priesthood of all

believers in which

lay persons

are

actively

Participating in ministry, however,
factor in church members

ministering in the

area

is not

having a sense

of their

involved in the

ministry of the church.

enough. According to Schwarz,
of contentedness

giftedness.

or

fiilfiUment is for them to be

One of the greatest

help persons "identify their gifts and to integrate them

into

the greatest

nee^s of the church is to

appropriate ministries" (24).

Consequently healthy churches intentionally serve as training centers that provide

a
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equipping people

whole host of opportunities aimed at
Schwarz

for

ministry (Slaughter 82, 88-90;

25).

Engaging evangelism. Healthy churches have both the ability to
themselves and the desire to win the lost to Christ. For

a

clear focus

being a follower needs
research conducted
decline

was

both the

by Johnson, Hoge,

of salvation"

means

In

was

the

need for

within

Christ and the

having a

sense

means

laity's lack of conviction that Jesus

(151). Consequently the object of the church's
as

a

to

primary reason for the

the Son of God. Second,

flows out of the character of the church and its members. On the

emphasizes the

place

fact, Hemphill reports from

and Luidens that "the

in Jesus Christ

firmly grounded

lordship of Jesus

(Slaughter 25-45).

[of a mainline denomination]

the

first be

to exist

on

beyond

evangelism to effectively engage

the unbeliever for the Christian faith, several elements need to be in

congregation. First,

look

of "passion for the losf

alone

faith must

engaging evangelism

one

hand, Hemphill

(147-148).

On the other

hand, Macchia emphasizes the need for the witness of a joyful faith (138-141). Third,

evangelism needs to be
an

a

individual, the church

witness
efforts

as a

on

vibrant

team effort.

as a

can

the relevant

questions

do the work of evangelism

and needs of non-Christians

Healthy churches

through its collective

are

(Schwarz 35).

not isolationists.

Instead, they are

having interaction with influences outside the congregation both in terms of

receiving input and engaging mission.
for

gift of evangelism as

body of believers (148). Fourth, engaging evangelism focuses its

Outside interaction.
open to

whole

While not everyone has the

On the

one

hand, Schwarz emphasizes the need

congregations to receive input from outside the local

developing

its

ministry.

Outside influences here include

church for the purpose of

taking advantage of
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opportunities
hosted

as

the

of professional consultants and

use

attending conferences

by other churches. Interestingly, receiving training from

be much
other

such

more

valuable to churches than

outside

sources

having a seminary-trained pastor (23).

hand, Macchia emphasizes the importance of churches cooperating with

another for the purpose of more
local churches need to support

effectively reaching the community.

one

another in prayer and to share

tends to
On the

one

He advocates that

resources

in

evangelistic efforts that individual churches could never accomplish fiilly on their own
(179-196).
Organizational Change
The counterpart of church renewal is
renewal

requires change

organizational change. By

congregation attempts to realign

as a

itself with its

understanding of God's design for the church. Change, however,
notes

that

"major change

will not

complexity of systems, organizational readiness,

goals

seems

and

lay

predictable.

to

as

they relate

With that

to the

and elements of transformation.

Complexity of Systems

and the

Major change; why is it

always

is difficult. John Kotter

happen easily for a long list of reasons" (20).

awareness, this section deals with the difficulties of change

Change

its very nature,

have

down
The

a

so

difficult to

implement?

In

plans,

nor

sense,

certain element of mystery to it. While persons
one

of the difficulties with

change

path ofchange can take an unexpected turn.

develop as intended

one

have

change almost
can

is that it is not

establish

fiilly

Results may neither

lasting effects. Why is this the case?

In

short, the

answer

may lie in the concept of systems.

Systems theory takes

a

gestalt perspective

in which the whole of the

organization
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is greater than the

complex relationships
and not

Organizations, including churches,

of its parts.

sum

in which the interactions among component parts

from the whole

one

cannot isolate

a

and space

making interaction

thing can unexpectedly change everything.
more

problems (Herrington, Bonem,

Given the fact that systems involve

organizational life,

what

are

principles that effect their
elements

seem

the

common

and Furr

major parts
a

distinguishing the

with God. Paul in

Ephesians

under his feet and

body, the

God-factor

fullness of him who fills

impacts

a

congregation

understanding of God's
standards

will

impacts

(Herrington, Bonem,

of God will

impact its

sense

in

a

perspective on systems thinking
secularists, the Bible advocates
with any

concerning Christ,
over

particular person but

"And God

placed

all

everything for the church, which

everything in every way." Consequently the

variety of ways. First,

its value system. Is

and Furr

following

systems.

Christian

appointed him to be head

actually

relationships that affect

review of literature, the

actually originate

1 :22-23 writes

can

changing one

of a local church system and

from the secular worldview is that of God. Unlike the
not

are

153).

web of dynamic

interaction? From

leadership in the church does

Hence

A well-intentioned solution

a

In

within the system hard to discern and

to be common to most local church

God. One element

is his

multifaceted

part of the system and understand it apart

giving it the appearance of having a mind of its own (Senge 63, 89).

things

pattern of

(3). Furthermore, systems thinking recognizes that cause and effect

separated by time

that

are

a

necessarily obvious (Parsons and Leas 19; Herrington, Bonem, and Furr 144).

fact, according to Steinke,

create

have

144)? Second,

of vision and mission.

a

a

a

congregation's

church

being faithfiil

to

godly

congregation's understanding

According to Steinke, healthy
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congregations

are

constantly wondering what God
of the

healthy congregations have a sense

is

calling them to

do

(26). Third,

factor within the

Holy Spirit being a dynamic

membership of the church (15).
Culture. The culture in which

According to Herrington, Bonem,
to be both faithful to biblical

a

church exists has

an

impact on the congregation.

and Furr, churches live within the tension of God's call

standards and effective in

reaching the culture

in which the

�

church exists. Whereas

attempting to be faithful

and withdrawal from the
to

without

being relevant leads

to

world, attempting to be relevant without being faithful

meaningless organizational development as

far

as

the

kingdom of God is

legalism
can

lead

concerned

(144-145).
Vision. A shared vision

sense

of direction and purpose

clear vision

can

lead to

can

picture of the fiiture provides

(Herrington, Bonem,

and Furr

The

to the

heritage of a congregation includes all

and Furr

150).

people.

a

A lack of vision

detracting effects.

On the

growth.

organization down

the past aspects of its life

In the words of Herrington,

past is always presenf (154). The impact of the past
one

hand, past

On the other

another

Bonem, and Furr, "the

have both beneficial and

successes can create momentum

if left unresolved. Even

sensitive to other

can

hand, however, past failures

problems when the organization becomes
being

with

The presence of a

quality of the people's relationship with God and one

(Herrington, Bonem,

and

congregation

apathy or mere compliance (Senge 9).

they relate

change

a

149).

lead to enlistment and commitment among the

Heritage.
as

or

yesterday's

fixated

on

can

that promotes

continue to

drag an

become

today's

successes can

what has worked in the past without

changing dynamics impacting the system (Parsons

and Leas 21;
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Senge 57-58).
Leadership

relational, and organizational change

(Herrington, Bonem,
the most

and Furr

the

Leadership refers to

processes.

are

initiated and

150). Of all

"subsystem

in which

guided" within

spiritual,

the church

the authors I reviewed. Parsons and Leas do

thorough job of outlining major leadership processes that exist within a

congregation. They present six

scales which outline ways in which

function and expect to relate to

one

outline these scales in

another within

a

church.

people potentially

Although

diametrically opposed terms, please keep

I

am

in mind that

along a continuum between the tension points

churches exist somewhere

fact, healthy churches have

a

tendency to

move

along the

scale

as

going to

people and

of a

polarity.

In

circumstances dictate

(22-23).
The first scale is

congregation exists
open to

respond to

planned strategy versus spontaneous strategy in which a

within the tension of expecting

the moment and the movement of the

The second scale is concentrated

Spirit (Parsons

made

by a few or many people (30-3 1).

mandatory process versus a discretionary process as

sharing and decision-making process.
decision-making processes

encouraged to

initiate their

managerial pastors
pastor is

versus

follow

own

and Leas

25-26).

authority versus dispersed authority in which the

congregation expects decisions to be
scale is

well-developed plans or remaining

a

In other

it relates to the information-

words, do information-sharing and

well-defined

organizational

functional processes

(37-38)?

to focus on the currents needs of the church or its

people

map

or are

individuals

The fourth scale is

transformational pastors in which the

fifth scale refers to the relatedness of the

The third

primary task of the

ftiture

possibilities (41).

The

in terms of doing the work of ministry
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cooperatively versus independently (44-45).
transformational

versus

the fourth scale

which is similar to the

In the

The

case

of the

Kentucky

over

from

a

by

local

the

bishop,

the

Since the greatest influence that the

placement of pastors and mending

family-systems perspective that the hierarchy exists

extended emotional system which results in

issues"

a

Kentucky Annual Conference,

the local church includes the

problems, Friedman suggests
as an

issues addressed

Annual Conference, denominational factors

superintendents, and conference staff

hierarchy holds

pastoral

religious hierarchy of a denomination impacts

would include the General Conference, the
district

managerial lay leaders

(48-49).

Judicatory.
congregation.

lay leaders

The sixth scale is

a

"broad, complex

set of 'in-law'

(254).
In addition to the various elements that

comprise

and

impact a local church

system, basic principles exist which give insight into the way organizational systems

operate and respond to change. From
seem

to be

a

review of the

literature, the following principles

applicable to the PDC Network Pilot process.

Uniqueness. Every organizational system is unique. Something that works
one

place may produce an entirely different result

issues

a

in another. For this reason,

healthy word of warning when attempting to

follow another

Wheatley

organization's

example:
First, I no longer believe that organizations can be changed by
imposing a model developed elsewhere. So little transfers to, or

inspires, those trying to work at change in their own
organizations. Second, and much more important, the new physics
cogently explains that there is no objective reality out there waiting
to reveal its secrets. There are no recipes or formulae, no
checklists or advice that describe "reality." There is only what we
even

in
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through our engagement with others and with events.
Nothing really transfers; everything is always new and different
and unique to each of us. (7)
create

In this

light, implementing the PDC

prescribed results

if it stands

a

chance of being successful in the

same.

On the

one

On the other

7).

resistant to

change.

homeostasis
As

a

causes

remain

hand, the system attempts to mold people into predictable patterns

of behavior that make trust,
Leas

long run.

tendency for an organization to

Homeostasis. Homeostasis refers to the
the

require indigenous effort with few

process will

safety,

and the

ability to work together possible (Parsons

hand, the principle of homeostasis

Even

the

causes

though changes might appear to

organization to

revert back to old

occur

and

organizations to be
at the

patterns after

beginning,
period of time.

a

result, Senge observes that "the harder you push, the harder the system pushes back"

(58). Furthermore, Herrington, Bonem, and Furr assert that "congregations change in
order to stay the same"
will tend to

only change

Importance
focus

on

(156).

In other

in

in order to maintain its

of process.

focus

on

a

changing environment,

sense

a

congregation

of homeostasis.

Systems theory asserts that organizations often tend to

surface-level content issues

organizations tend to

words,

as

opposed to underlying processes. Accordingly

the immediate outcome of events

as

opposed to the more

long-range benefits of processes (Herrington, Bonem, and Furr 145; Senge 21-22).
Furthermore, when problems exist, organizations tend to address symptoms rather than
the actual

causes

because

Unfortunately, however,
address

addressing symptoms

"faster is slower" when

systemic problems (Senge 62-63).

often short-lived.

is both

quicker and easier to do.

significant changes

Peace

are

needed to

produced by the quick,

Significant change requires the more

easy way is

difficult work of addressing
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processes within the

organization that are producing the symptoms (Friedman 207; Senge

104).
Leverage points. While acknowledging the complexity of organizational
also affirms that

relationships, systems theory
other words, "small
most

changes

leverage points

exist within the system. In

produce big results." The difficulty, however, is that the

can

strategic points of leverage

are

the most difficult to find

(Senge 63-65; Herrington,

Bonem, and Furr 157).

Organic

organizational systems
into

Systems theory affirms

existence.

and

organizational development.

For

example,

In order to work well with the

personalities.

This

living organisms.

a

viewpoint brings significant insight

one

author asserts that

system,

personality of that organization (Herrington, Bonem,
writing

from the

organic-existence perspective

linear for

an

to remain

healthy,

roots of the

Change

Health does not

processes of pruning,

Organizational

one sense

and Furr

asserts that

always

mean

153). Another author

growth is

not

necessarily

bigger. Instead,

breakdown, and decay have to

of the word,

change

is the

change.

one

for

occur

constant in the life of an

Are the processes for

demographics around the organization change?

appropriately to
organization
to

needs to understand the

an

organism

for the

Readiness

What is at stake is the nature of the
while the

one

organizations have

organization to deepen and mature (Steinke viii-ix).

and

In

organization.

metaphorical resemblance between

is

its environment

impacted.

A

so as

to

organization.

doing business

Or is the

frozen

organization adapting

experience healthy change?

In either case, the

big determinant on how readily an organization might adapt

change depends largely on

its

position within the organizational life cycle.
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According to George Bama, local churches
organizational

evolution. The first

enthusiasm and
seek to

a

occurs

go

through four stages

when the church is

on

however, the second stage begins

more

to emerge as the

set in their ways, and their

the church enters

attitudes become

congregation

a

"mature

stage"

This is evidenced

by the

three to five years.

over

Finally,

decline in which the

in which

to

Other factors

forty years

of mission

unfialfilled

whereas

opportunities

usually only

society does every

purposes and

a

stage of

In other

impacting the

a

lack of consistent

and

emphasis
our

plateau/decline or reinforce the natural

as

change

of pastors,

a

long history of

being replaced by institutional self-preservation,

a

opposed to being oriented to the present and future,

goals and dreams

divisiveness and conflict in

"someone else controls

church either to

Such factors include

past accomplishments
over

new

(Bama 20-22).

can cause a

a sense

time,

members, practices, mles, and

unless intervention occurs, the church enters into

cycle leading to passivity.

fiiistration

Over

congregation gradually slumps into "ministry oblivion."

culture in which it exists

on

long haul.

entrepreneurial edge begins to dull.

words, the church becomes irrelevant both in fulfilling its

focus

the

fact that the local church

changes significantly about every twenty-five

short pastorates,

Persons

loses its childlike

firmly established that rapid responsiveness to

so

greatly diminishes.

life

point,

behalf of the church. Once the church is established,

innocence and confronts the harsh realities of ministry

Eventually,

At this

pioneering spirit characterize the attitude of the congregation.

employ their giftedness

people become

planted.

of

congregation,

held

by long-time members,

limited

a

history of

opportunities for corporate worship,

opportunity for spiritual growth, widespread feelings that

destiny," and the completion of a chapter or major goal

in the
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life of the church

(Schaller, Activating 40-77).

Together these
Bama, "once
a

a

forces

church loses its momentum, the most

stabilization at

a

much smaller level"

PDC Network Pilot have

exist in either the

Despite
factor is that

change to be nearly impossible. According to

can cause

outcome is either death

or

Given the fact that most churches in the

(17).

extremely long histories, the probability is that most of them

plateau or decline mode.

the note of discouragement,

change is

not

processes of change

are

change occurs. Accordingly the change

The bottom-line

impossible.

major change often requires understanding, time,

often, however,

former state

probable

and

persistence.

underappreciated. Nothing beyond
processes

collapse and the system

Too

surface level

regresses to its

(Kotter 13).

Processing Change
Just

as

Bama suggests

a

four-step process to

church, organizational psychologist Claes
suggests
room

a

four-step process toward renewal.

apartment. Renewal requires that

characterized

by contentment.

Its

At

where most

first, people either do

not

notice

"room" of denial. Here persons

they are not.

While fear and

to act as if all is well.

Janssen likens
from

change

room are

or

to

room

stability and familiarity feel

people would like to stay.

plateau in the life of a

(as outlined by Howard Friend)

one moves

inhabitants. The mles and routine of this

room

Janssen

decline and

having a four-

room.

The first

room

is

safe and comfortable to its

predictable.

Over time,

to

As

a

result, this is the

however, circumstances change.

do not want to notice. Hence

pretend that circumstances

are

they enter into the

the same,

even

though

anxiety related to change increase, people in denial attempt

Amazingly, people can stay in denial for a very long time. They
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point,

persons enter into the

all because fear and

can cause

paralysis.

frightening room

room

anxiety can
Too little

amount of motivation,

of confusion. This is

anxiety can

^the

apartmenf

While Janssen illustrates the

Rogers helps
In his

five

us

persons to go

cause

result in

however, the person

in the

and

they finally own their feelings

remain stuck there until

perhaps the

one

to understand that persons process

crucial

With just the

complacency.

of renewal

psychological

most

right

difficult, painfiil, and

accepting change,

at different rates

and

Everett

reasons.

research, Rogers discovered that people who accept change tend to fall into

categories

when confronted

venturesome and

change

like to try

and have respect

deliberate in

as

new

by a new paradigm: early
ideas

leaders

majority to adopt an

idea

and

While this

late

majority who

"laggards"

are

are

are

perspective helps

us

one

of

are

ready for

open but

skeptical

and wait for

who tend to be bound

explain what

a

by tradition

to understand the

nature of influence among a network of people, it does little to
to lead persons

who

(13.5 percent); early majority who

(34 percent);

(16 percent) (162, 168-171).

innovators who

(2.5 percent); early adopters

adopting an idea (34 percent);

anxiety

(Friend 20-21).

process in

change

of

room

of two ways. Too much

enters into "the most

room

At that

recognize reality.

gradual

is necessary

through change.

Ten Elements of Change
In

outlining elements of organizational change,

two authors who both

I

present eight-step models. On the

his model of transformation based upon his
other hand, Dan Southerland presents

experience

a more

understanding of the book of Nehemiah (17).

am

reviewing the literature of

one

hand, John Kotter derives

in the business world

biblically based model

(x).

On the

derived from his

While Kotter presents his model
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combining a variety of elements, Southerland centers his thoughts around a "process of
vision"

Between the two

(17).

Comprehending
see

the need for

process is for

the

authors,

ten elements

the need. In order for

people to accept change, they first must

leadership intentionally to

increase

a

a

crisis

(such as

establishing goals that cannot be reached,

financial

and

begins

the situation,
and

loss), eliminating perks,

with

coming

into contact with God's will

to persons dissatisfied

will

waiting upon God to reveal his
a

leadership

team. Both Kotter and Southerland believe

(75). According to Kotter, failing to

is

have fatal results in

so

sustain the

difficult to

leaders who have

have

a

a

vision for

often overlooked in

team of leaders who can

attempting to bring about change.

accomplish,"

process" (51).

warns

vision for what needs to

concerning the situation (20-42).

According to Southerland, having a vision team "is

can

or

vision, Southerland advocates studying

important in helping to establish and implement

of leaders is

Kotter

allowing the

allowing oneself to be brokenhearted about the circumstances, fasting,

Building

change

as

exposing personnel

In order to prepare for God's

accomplished.

process

tactics

organization (35-49). Taking a more spiritual approach, Southerland advocates

that the need

praying,

a

change

"sense of urgency" within the life of

organization. Increasing urgency might include such

with the

in the

change. According to Kotter, the key to this initial step

organization to experience

be

of transformation emerge.

In other

Kotter

writes,

"a

powerfijl

having a team

change.

our

churches"

help in the visioning

"Because

force is

major

required to

words, this leadership team needs to be

a

coalition of

"strong position power, broad expertise, and high credibility" (66).

that if the team is

opportunity to make

simply a rubber-stamp committee which has little

substantive

contributions,

team members will have little
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leadership team must be

commitment to the overall process. Thus the
with the

the

who

are

mature

Kotter. For

or

While

recognizing that the visioning process often begins

possibility from

an

a

single individual,

leadership team

important to Kotter
...

Kotter

places

in the

Kotter defines the

mind,

of adjustment and

in five minutes

or

less"

Southerland defines the

with

much greater

members

a

statement

emphasis

development of the

visioning process

more

and the acceptance of a messy

readjustment as the process unfolds.

is "a direction for the fiiture that is desirable,

conveyable

perspective, however,

a

actually participating

activity necessitating teamwork, time,

procedure requiring a great deal

flexible, and

in

With that in

organization.

in terms of a group

Also

team

vision. Vision is another essential element for both Southerland and

a

upon the role of the

vision for

leadership carefiilly chooses

Southerland, defining the vision actually comes before building a leadership

(67-68).

of need

advocates that the

believers, "big picture people," and trustworthy individuals (76-78).

Clarifying

team

In terms of functioning within

opportmiity for genuine input and influence (54).

church, Southerland

able to function

(81). Coming from

feasible, focused,
a

ministry

development of a vision as including three

steps: discovering the purpose of the church, defining the target population for ministry

(geographically, demographically, culturally,
that reaches the target and

the

spiritually),

and

determining a strategy

accomplishes the purpose (44-62).

Communicating the
of good communication in

and

vision. Both Kotter and Southerland advocate the

sharing the organization's

new

necessity

vision with others. Some of

principles of communication that both Kotter and Southerland highlight include the

repetition of message, using multiple

forms and forums for

for leaders to model behavior consistent with the vision

communication, and the need

(Kotter 90; Southerland 89-95).
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In

the need to communicate to

addition, Southerland emphasizes

before
for

speaking to

the church

as a

(85-88). Likewise,

whole

Kotter

keeping the message simple, using of metaphors and imagery

intentionally clarifying any apparent inconsistencies,
to occur in which

a

advocates

others to

in

emphasizes the need
explaining the vision,

allowing for two-way dialogue

genuine listening takes place (90, 97-100).

Enlisting a
become

and

key power people

broad base of people for active

reality, enlisting active assistance
placing key leaders

in

from others is necessary. Southerland

highly visible places to

participate. Furthermore,

match their interests and

support. In order for the vision to

he promotes

passions which,

do their work in order to

placing people

in

areas

proposes that

and

organizational systems

may need

(104-105).

process, Kotter

may need to occur, structural barriers

training opportunities

change may need to go,

of work that

in turn, encourages self-motivation

Likewise, for an ever-increasing base of people to join into the change

inspire

preventing

realignment to provide

support for the vision (103-1 15).

Implementing change strategically. Both Kotter and Southerland emphasize the
fact that

genuine change

Southerland encourages

takes time

people to

(Kotter

move

strategic order to the transformation
Coming

from

a

1 1 ; Southerland

slowly

in

With that in

implementing change,

process, and to focus

spiritual perspective,

98).

on one

change

mind,

to have a

at a

time.

Southerland also encourages the need for the

leadership to seek God's direction in determining the right order of change (97-102,

108-

109).
Confronting

resistance. In addition to obstacles inherent within

organizational system

and structure,

one

of the greatest obstacles to

an

change emerges

from
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the resistant attitudes and

personaHties

of people. Southerland advises that leaders

should expect

from others.

Opposition

opposition

ridicule, criticism,

and

can

outright fighting (112-118).

take many forms:

In order to confront

Southerland suggests that persons attempt to please God (as

strong in prayer,
fear

to

resistance,

opposed to others),

keep working despite the discouragement,

to be

anger,

change process,
and to be

guiding purpose, to
to be

on

encouraging,

who

people

on

those who

leave

are

Kotter

(1 18-128). Likewise,

highly resistant to change with

unwilling to confront problem people usually only delays the
Realizing and capitalizing on
come

slowly,

gains

wins

help to build confidence

change

victory too

within the

soon"

warns

(12-14).

An

that

an

the

gains

in order to

realizing some

waiting to

dialogue. Being

inevitable

(1 12-1 14).

organization can realize short-

on

the

ultimate

goal.

These types of

to fine-tune

organization to produce (1 IT-

organization

needs to be careful not to become

success, resistance to

overly

opportunity to consolidate

provide the basis for fiirther change.

reassert itself

in the

organization can become complacent by "declaring

satisfied with the achievement of sub-goals but to take the
those

the need to

organization and to build momentum

keeps a healthy amount of pressure

DO). Kotter, however,

going well,

are

Furthermore, planning for short-term results helps leaders

process.

their vision and

sure

clearly demonstrate progress toward the

term

to

willing to join the

emphasizes

honest

not to

short-term wins. Since transformations often

Kotter advocates that leaders make

which

are

guard for attacks of opposition even when things

willing to let people

confront power

focus attention

keep

to

critics, to remember the promise of God's support and presence (Rom. 8:3 1),

remember one's

be

apathy,

While

an

organization may

change is always lurking beneath the surface

Interdependent relationships exist within the organization that
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attempt to pull the organization back to the old way of operation despite the initial
Thus leaders need to

success.

use

wins to make further

network of relationships within the
progress

genuine

to

strategy that require

While

organization and allow the organization to

sustain its

(131-144).

Tending

change

changes that effect the greater

will

some

vision for

negotiate

people

may just be

some

prepared to

points out that needs

may emerge in the

mid-course corrections. Often times, persons

complain about the difficulty,

change,

need to be

some

needs. Southerland

may be

the cost,

complainers

or

the fairness involved with

and others may

expressing a genuine

need. With this in

mind, leaders

emerging needs and to

organization. Important to the

Southerland advocates that leaders need to stay close to the

privileges, by sharing provisions, by treating others

change.

simply not understand the

make mid-course corrections that address

peace when conflicts arise within the

undergoing

process,

people by not taking special

with respect and

dignity,

and

by

working beside others (129-148).
Anchoring the change. According to Kotter, the transformation process

is not

complete until the changes become anchored in the culture of the organization.
"Culture,"

Kotter states, "refers to

people" (148). Since the roots
organization,
at

the

cultural

beginning.

organization,

For

most

norms

of behavior and shared values among

of the old culture

spend

a

group of

usually go very deep within an

change comes at the end of the transformation process
changes to be accepted as part of the

rather than

normative structure of the

people have to perceive the new mode of operation as being clearly

beneficial and better than the old behavior.
need to

a

Consequently,

in addition to

action, leaders

great deal of time verbally supporting and interpreting the

new
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procedures; furthermore, key people
need to be
with

who

unwilling to accept the

are

replaced. Likewise promotions within the organization

new

culture may

need to be congruent

performance according to the new standards (151-158).
Leadership
Crucial to

organizational

change

life

was

in

Change

is the role of leadership. Whereas

discussed earlier in this

responsibility of the individual

chapter, this section

leader and the

as

leadership

point of influence

as a

focuses

an

subsystem of
on

the

individual has in

leading change.
The

Responsibility of the

Individual

as

The literature reviewed tended to
two ways. Friedman refers to this

Leader

see

polarity

the

responsibility of leadership in one

in terms of existing

on a

of

charisma-consensus

continuum. On the charisma end of the continuum, the individual "stands out from the

group" (228).
continuum

In Turnaround Churches, Bama

seems

to

favor the charisma end of the

by squarely placing the responsibility of leadership on the shoulders of the

pastor. In fact, Bama writes that "the pastor
for the church's
On the

growth"

as

consensus

if the

must create and

champion a strategic plan

responsibility is solely that of the pastor (101-106).

end of the continuum, Friedman suggests that leaders tend to

blend themselves into the group

(228).

Kotter

seems

to

favor this end of the continuum

when he writes:

Major transformations

are

visible individual. Consider

often associated with

Chrysler's comeback

one

from

highly
near

in the

bankmptcy
early 1980's, and we think of Lee lococca.
Mention Wal-Mart's ascension from small-fry to industry leader,
and Sam Walton

comes

to mind.... After a while one

conclude that the kind of leadership that is

change

can come

only from

a

so

might easily

critical to any

single larger-than-life person.
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This is

For this reason,

While

a

as

a

dangerous behef (51)

highlighted earlier,

individual may initiate the

single

suggests that the guiding coalition
in the process

responsible

(81).

for

He

creating plans

individuals to whom God

and

land. Their task

guiding coalition.

larger group of people needs

say that the

to

participate

pastor should be the only

one

might point out that the Bible

to lead

change

upon examination of the

change

persons such

�

Scriptures,

without the assistance of a

one

one

as

is fiill of

Moses,

finds that

even

guiding coalition.

was

to

guiding coalition for the

explore

Canaan in

purpose of entering the

preparation

for the transition.

guiding coalition returned, all but two said that taking the

done. Thus the

plans

a

For

in Numbers 13, Moses recruited leaders from each of the twelve tribes of Israel

to serve, in essence, as his

the

need for

carrying them forth.

imparted visions

those persons could not lead

when his

or an even

perspective,

David, and Paul. Nonetheless,

emphasizes the

visioning and strategic planning process, Kotter

certainly would not

In defense of Bama's

example

Kotter

from

The story does

actually to

transpiring.

Did that

mean

that Moses

land could not be

was a

poor leader?

Certainly not.

highlight, however, the need for broad-base leadership support
Likewise, while the pastor of a church certainly needs

forefront of change in many cases, the pastor is
for

Unfortunately,

guiding coalition actually became the stumbling block which prevented

occur.

responsible

promised

for

to be at

change

the

only one of several persons needing to be

leadership in change.

Point of Greatest Influence
In the

false

end, Friedman

argues that the charisma-consensus continuum represents

dichotomy in terms of the relationship that a leader has with

an

organization.

a

For
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Friedman, the
which

important

more

issue exists with the process of self-differentiation in

a

leader takes

"primary responsibility

work[s]

to define his

or

her

own

for his

or

her

more

likely to

follow

organism,"

larger debate foimd

renewal to

In The

occur.

reshape a church is
cutting edge

up

of change does have

Purpose Driven Church,

From

an

begins

planting a church,

the

inside

Likewise,

a

genuine

philosophy

change that occws only

the old

core

is still the old

only on the

outside is not

at risk of being

good principle to follow in

transforming an existing church.

of leaders of an

person's being which he calls the
where

in may be

edges of growth. Friend believes

core

The

that has occurred

Warren, Friend suggests that renewal

on

into the church and

result, the growth on the edges is

it has its limitations in

Instead of focusing

place

a

words, the

I have discovered that this

fringe shows potential,

going from the outside

In contrast to

by focusing on the

As

In other

(138).

bringing new people

According to Kotter 's model, change

short-lived. While

are

Warren suggests that the way to

impact but only to a certain degree.

grounded in the church cultiu^e.

is the

with

personal experience,

tends to be surface level. While the

core.

people

family systems theory speaks

to grow the church from the "outside in"

right.

then

concerning the primary leverage point for

in other literature

in transformation

training them

'head' and

(228-229).

Friedman's concept of self-differentiation rooted in
to the

position as

If a leader is able both to

goals and self (228-229).

self-differentiate and to stay "in touch with the rest of the
much

own

occurs

from the inside-out.

that renewal

organization but also

on

begins not only

the inside of a

"sacred center." Friend suggests that the sacred center

renewal

begins (30).

in the PDC Network

Pilot,

a

key concept is that "personal

renewal
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precedes corporate renewal" (Walling, Purpose 3).
and motivation must be addressed before

dictum

In other

congregational

applies to the leadership core of the as well

as

words,

renewal is

the pastor;

a

person's

possible.

shaping that person's experience and values. "Purpose

has stated, "can
A

of literature

as

it relates to

Network Pilot is The

Making of a Leader by J.

defines

"a

leadership

as

capacity influences
(14).

a

dynamic

beginning to

The transition between

the third

begins,

a

a

basic

with

God-given

individual's

capacity to

a

phase

a

five-phase, generalized

understanding that God works

sovereign foundations phase

character traits that

conversion. Phase two relates to
Christian

an

follows

according to Clinton,

end. First is the

experiences establish basic
(31).

book, Clinton

essentially a process of self-differentiation.

person from

God"

a man or woman

in the PDC

specific group of God's people toward His purposes for the group"

time line. Essential to this process is

life

Robert Clinton. In his

process in which

The formation of a leader,

a

how God has

churches," Walling

leadership development

The process which Clinton has observed to increase

influence is

driven

on

only be led by purpose driven leaders" (3).

piece

core

This

therefore, the pilot

process encourages all leaders to seek God's vision for one's life based

been

inner life

one

can

later be

in the life of

in which

early

"adapted and used by

and two oftentimes includes Christian

time of discipleship

training when initial growth as

a

person's character is tested, and initial ministry experiences begin. In

phase, the emerging leader seeks to grow in both skills and giftedness.

After

a

while, however, the growing leader realizes that simply performing the mechanics of

ministry is not enough. Accordingly one
God does

more

work in

a

moves

person's character.

into the

Here

one

life-maturing phase

gains a sense

in which

of priorities about
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life and

ministry.

basis for
"God

result, ministry begins

a

the leader into

is maximized"

a

(46).

role that matches his
The last

person's being

^the

�

appreciation,

or

her

in the

on

wide-scale basis

phases of one's time

so

that

is

into

leadership culminate

of ministry and

and indirect influence

Important to moving forward

gift-mix and experience

phase, which Clinton claims few attain,

afterglow or celebration in which a lifetime
time of recognition,

to flow more out of a

and influence. Phase five represents convergence in which

spiritual authority

moves

ministry

As

a

(47).

line is the need for the

individual to be sensitive to the lessons God and to be submissive to God's attempts to

shape one's

life

(Clinton 45). Likewise,

submit to work of the
been restored to His

Jan David

Hettinga emphasizes

kingdom in one's life. Hettinga writes,

rightful place as

marching orders" (56).

For

matter of willfulness but a

our

"When Jesus Christ has

Leader, authority and power

willingness to

Systems theory
are

not

a

submit oneself to God and to God's power to

contact with what God intends to work in their lives

within the

emanate from His

Friend, moving toward God's design for one's life is

work the necessary inner transformation. The idea here is that

change agents

the need to

once

leaders

come

into

they will become more influencial

as

larger organization (37-40).

would affirm that renewal both

necessary for renewal to take

place in the

necessarily going to effect the other from

a

on

the inside and

local church.

Change

systemic perspective.

in

on

the outside

one area

is

Likewise the PDC

Network Pilot attempts to address renewal for both the inside and outside aspects of the

churches. The

personal,

weight of the literature I reviewed, however,

inward renewal is the initial

leverage point

seems

to

for substantial

suggest that

change to occur.
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Research Methods

Since the PDC Network Pilot
control in terms of program

design,

researchers have considered the

analysis (Yin xiii).
case

studies have

a

In

a

advantage of the
researcher in

a

in

important place

of investigation

In addition to

for

investigator,

other data sources,

as a means

in

a

how and

why (6),

that

another chief

it offers the

(Merriam 10).

regarding the
a case

distinctions between

study can

combine the two

distinct types of data, several

advantages

single study. First, using both types of data

in which

"any bias inherent in particular data

and method would be neutralized when used in

investigators,

case

of

and methods"

conjunction with

(Creswell 174-175). Second, combining

study allowing new facets of insight

and

perspective

to

Third, qualitative research helps to inform quantitative information (175).

Just

a

as

Yin suggests that

providing two

triangulation

methods adds dimension to the

emerge.

such

answering questions

utilizing both types of research

sources,

weak

times,

in evaluative research. In addition to

debate exists in evaluative research

gathering provides

At

study.

as a case

study method of research to be

quantitative and qualitative research,

exist to

which I had little

study method of investigation is the flexibility

case

strategies (14-15).

over

limited review of literature, however, authors make the

pursuing the goals

While

process of change

1 chose to do my research

case

valuable and

being especially helpful

was a

as case

studies

variety of methods

questionnaires

in

can

utilize

gathering data.

more

than

one

type of data,

Three methods

in which fixed-choice items and

case

apply to this

open-ended items

studies

can

dissertation

are

utilize

project:

presented (Merriam

7-8; Fink and Kosecoff 16), focused interviews in which subjects respond to questions for
a

short

period of time with the opportunity for responses to be conversational and open-
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ended
"the

(Yin 84-85), and archival analysis (6).

primary instrument for data collection

to the process

as

the researcher is able to

and

analysis"

is

points out, the researcher

As Merriam

which

brings

further

adapt to evolving circumstances

flexibility

within the

study (Merriam 19).
Another

area

of flexibility in the

scope. Whereas Merriam states that
or

all of the variables within

embedded

a

design that focuses

focus of the

methodology

case

studies need to be holistic

bounded unit

on

of case studies has to do with

(7),

Yin

subunits within

encompassing many

recognizes the validity of an

a case

and, thus, helps to maintain the

study (41-42).
Summary

Several

key concepts from the literature review provide the foundation for this

research

project.

growth.

In

and

a

A

primary concept

healthy church, renewal is

design for the church.

In

is that of change.
often

Change

is

a

variety of elements such

coming into aligrmient with God's

usually difficult because change

in

multifaceted process that progresses

case

a

as

need awareness, team

anchoring.

time

will

balance of a

one area

over

key concept

of an
In this

involving a

building, vision, communication,

Yet another

important concept is the role

change agent and the need for self-differentiation.

concerns, the

church

five purposes of the PDC model. Another

conflict management, and cultural
as

matter

opposed to

precipitates changes throughout the system of the organization.

light, change becomes

of pastor

a

as

addition, healthy churches tend to have

variety of elements including the

organization

is that of church health

study method of research appears

to be

To

explore these

best suited for the task.
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CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this

project is to study the impact of the Purpose-Driven Church�

(PDC) Network Pilot on participating pastors
Conference

(KAC)

and churches in the

of the United Methodist Church.

Kentucky

Originally sponsored jointly by the

Kentucky Annual Conference and Saddleback Commimity Church, the
Pilot

was a

program of renewal and

United Methodist churches to

year.

During that year,

implement the PDC model.

the

PDC Network

change aimed at helping a select group of Kentucky
The two

sponsoring

organizations contracted with Church Resource Ministries (CRM) to
one

Annual

pilot consisted of a three phase

lead the program for

process

including

church, and strategic renewal for the

personal renewal,

purpose renewal for the local

local church. The

goal for the PDC Network Pilot

was

to

equip local church leaders to

guide their churches through renewal and change using purpose-driven principles with
the pastor

being at the

While the

of the

pilot eventually developed into

pilot occurred

descriptive mode

forefront of the process.

as

planned; therefore,

this

a

two-year process, the initial scheme

project is

an

of the first year of the PDC Network Pilot

effectiveness of the

evaluative

study

focusing on both

pilot in producing change and systemic issues

Annual Conference that affect the renewal process

case

within the

in the

the

Kentucky

(Yin 15). Employing an embedded,

single-case design, the research focused on the training and general perceptions of
pastors and organizational leaders
events in the local church

(38-44).

as

opposed to lay persons and the delivery of renewal
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Research

Questions

Based upon the above-stated purposes, the

questions,

hi this

section,

associated with each
Research

Question

What

are

study will focus

questions and discuss

I state the

some

on

four research

of the relevant issues

question.

#1

important changes

in the effectiveness of congregations

as

they relate

to

the five purposes of the PDC model?

This
able to

question attempts

produce

substantive results

other words, what

congregations

discipleship,

Research

are

were

and

benefit of each

making changes

phase

impacted by the

implementing the PDC

was

model. In

data that indicate

they related to worship, lay ministry, evangelism,
this

question is the basis

for

exploring the

relationship to the overall

process.

focus

in

leading

PDC Network Pilot?

on

the pastor

as

change agent.

The

expected

empowering process of the pilot would raise both pastoral

ministry and the pastor's ability to produce change. Furthermore, this
whether

fulfillment. The

rises

church

pastors' fulfillment in ministry and effectiveness

question attempts to

question examines

change

a

#2

result would be that the

pastoral

as

of the PDC Network Pilot in

process of change be

satisfaction in

it worked toward

fellowship? Likewise,

Question

This

as

tangible signs found through qualitative

In what ways will the
a

to address the bottom-Une issue on whether

so

does

a

correlation exists between the

ability to

lead

change

and

expected result would be that as the ability to bring about

pastoral

fulfillment.
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Research Question #3
What is the
actual

relationship between the perceived changes (Likert responses)

changes (year-end statistical data)

in the church's effectiveness in

and

fulfilling the

PDC model?
This

question involves

of pastors and the
basis for

as

Research

here is to

data of year-end statistics.

This

Kentucky Annual Conference
need to

adapt

to

the

five purposes. A

as a

system including the behavior of

in order to allow and to maintain

an

of change in the life of the local churches?

question considers the dynamics of the Kentucky Annual

they relate to the transformational

Conference initiated the process, the future
on

they relate to four of the

Question #4

atmosphere

as

as

identify categories of data that adequately measure the health of

cabinet, pastors, and churches

whole

church

Furthermore, this question is the

related to each of the five purposes.

How will the

the

quantitative analysis of both the subjective perceptions

exploring trends within the

primary issue
churches

objective

a

process. Since the

in the

as a

Kentucky Annual

viability of the program

continuing support of the conference. Changes

Conference

will

system's

depend in part

structure will need

reflect that support.

Subjects
By following an embedded, single-case design,

1 have studied

only four levels

possible subjects related to the PDC Network Pilot (Yin 38-44).

The first group

local church pastors

was

participating in the pilot.

The second group

churches. The third group included the outside consultants both

the

was

of

the

participating

leading and overseeing
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the

pilot project.

The fourth group

Fifty-six pastors

initially

in the

invited those pastors

pilot

pastors

we

on

perceive

few pastors

were a

part of the study group. KAC officials

they believed would have the potential

implementing the PDC principles
conference council

targeted leaders from the KAC cabinet.

in their present

ministries director in

a

1999, explained, "These

superintendents

order to be

an

accepted.

associate pastor

as

general invitation issued by conference

churches and
In

addition,

a

officials to all pastors

approval

from their

of benefiting from the program in

having a legitimate chance

Out of the

are

(Peters, July).

of the conference. Even these persons, however, had to receive
district

effectively

Rhoda Peters, the

ministry context.

to be on the bubble of breakthrough"

responded to

for

fifty-six pastors, fifty-five were

senior pastors. One

was

(Peters, July; Howlett).

A total of fifty-foiu' churches in the

had fewer churches than pastors for two
associate pastor in the above
of the pastors in the above

pilot were

reasons.

pool served the

pool

served

a

a

One

same

part of the study pool. The study

was

that

a

senior pastor and

church. Another

church that had

never

reason was

submitted

an

that

one

year-end

reports from which I gathered data.
I chose to interview both the outside consultants and

Conference because

Kentucky Annual

conference and the program

as a

leadership from

they had a systemic perspective of both the

whole. The outside consultants included two

missionaries from CRM and the director of training from Saddleback
Church. From the
of the conference

within the

Kentucky Annual Conference,

during the study period, the

I interviewed the two resident

director of leadership

director of spiritual formation, and four district

Community

superintendents.

bishops

formation, the

Out of that group, CRM
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trained the director of leadership and the director of spiritual formation to carry the PDC
Network forward within the

be

Kentucky Annual Conference once the pilot

process

was

to

complete.
Instrumentation
I used three

designed set
based upon

questions
Pastor

types of instruments in my research. First, I used

of questiormaires with pastors. Second, I utilized

simple forms

of data

in my interviews with

factoring. Third,

1 followed

a

a

set

a

researcher-

of health indicators

researcher-designed

primary instruments

designed questionnaires.

pilot and conference leaders.

1

in

collecting data from the pastors

designed the

first

Seminary,

and

four researcher-

Asbury Theological

Terry Walling, vice president for church revitalization with CRM.

designed the remaining questionnaires (see Appendixes D-G) to
the three

were

questionnaire (see Appendix C) with input

from Tom Tumblin, director of the doctor of ministry program at

phases of the PDC Network Pilot with input from

collect data

on

I

each of

Tom Tumblin and Coleman

Howlett, director of spiritual formation in the Kentucky Annual Conference. When
a

couple of pastors

stated

they had not completed a personal renewal

they had not yet conducted a personal renewal
the surveys for the third and fourth

phases to

Presented Yet." I further amended the
based

of

Questionnaires
The

least

set

on

insights

event in their local

include

professor of counseling,

survey because

churches,

I amended

response of "Workshop Not

questionnaires for the third and fourth phases

from my dissertation committee at

including Leslie Andrews,

a

at

Asbury Theological Seminary

dean of the doctor of ministry program,

and Tom Tumblin

(see Appendixes E-G).

Anthony Headley,
For the last

phase,

1
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specifically

made

a

survey for those

appointment during the
Likert scales and

summer

subjects

who had moved to

(see Appendix G).

Each of the

a

different

pastoral

questionnaires

utilized

open-ended questions.

Health Indicators
I measured for collective

churches

as

(1)

they relate

The

mean

of relative health for

(2)
average

to

changes

the PDC model

in the

demographics

of the

participating

through five health indicators:

level of worship attendance from year to year

provides the

indicator

worship.

A rate of professions of faith

of faith divided

using total professions

worship attendance provides the

statistical tools for

by

measuring health in

evangelism.
(3)
average

A rate of inactive

worship attendance

health increases

as

the rate

fellowship using total
is the basis for

approaches

(4) A rate of church school
attendance divided
health in

average

measuring health

in

divided

by

fellowship assuming

one.

attendance

worship

membership

using the

average church school

attendance is the statistical tool for

measuring

discipleship.

(5)
divided

by

church

A rate of service

using the mmiber of persons

by average worship attendance

in active service to others

is the statistical tool for

measuring health

in

ministry.
Leadership

Interviews

A third instrument for

collecting data was

a

set

of questions that I

the purpose of interviewing both the outside consultants of the

developed for

pilot process and leaders
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within the

The

Kentucky Annual Conference cabinet (see Appendix Q).

designed to explore systemic

questions were

issues connected to the renewal process.
Data Collection

Data collection occurred from

procedures

for

gathering each type

September

1999

through June

of data in this section

including a

2001

1 outline the

.

summary review in

Table 3.1.
Pastor

Questionnaires
The

subjects completed

(see Appendix C)
information.
series

at the Pastor's Retreat on 16

design. Rather than distribute the
at

strategic

the renewal events should have

personal

training
first

renewal survey

sessions

on

on

according to

surveys

on a

moments when each of the

already occurred

19 and 26

February 2000.

had

a

a

a

survey

baseline of

modified time-

strict time-interval basis, 1 had the

intervening

variables of

in the local churches. Pastors received

(see Appendix D) to complete

opportunity, participants

survey

surveys

completed the beta

1999 to establish

September

They completed the remaining three

pastors take the surveys

the

total of four surveys. Pastors

a

at the

If they failed to

second chance to

regional

purpose team

complete a survey on the

complete the personal

renewal

30 and 3 1 March 2000. Likewise pastors received the purpose renewal survey

(see Appendix E)

at the

Finally, the subjects

regional

received the

purpose team

training sessions

strategic renewal

survey

complete at the regional pastors' meetings both on 28

on

13 and 20

(see Appendixes

and 29

May 2000.

F and

September 2000

G) to

and

on

30

November and 1 December 2000.
I chose to have the

might remain

anonymous

training personnel

as

being the

one

distribute each of the surveys in order that I

doing the research.

In that way, I

was

able to
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Table 3.1

Timetable of Data Collection in

Relationship

Data Collection Tool

Event

Date

13-17

to Pilot Schedule and Events

1999

September

7 �& 8 October 1999

12-13 November 1999
9 & 10 December 1999
14 December 1999

27 & 28

January 2000

19 & 26

February 2000

Pastors Retreat

Regional

Pastors

Purpose
Regional

Team Retreat

Pastors

Meetings

Pastors

Pastors

Questions

1999 Data Postcard

Teams

Personal Renewal Phase

Regional Purpose

Regional

Interview

Meetings

Day Training
30&31 March 2000

Survey

Meetings

Personal Interview

Regional

Initial Information

Meetings

Survey
Personal Renewal

Survey

(Follow-up Collection)
17 & 18

April 2000

13 & 20

May 2000

28 & 29

September 2000

Regional

Pastors

Meetings

Regional Purpose Teams
Day Training
Regional

Pastors

Meetings

Purpose Renewal

Phase

Survey

Strategic Renewal Phase
Survey

30 November &

Regional

Pastors

Meetings

1 December 2000

(Follow-up Collection)

28 December 2000

28

Strategic Renewal Survey

January 2001

Mailing

2000 Data Postcard

Mailing

2000 Data Postcard

(Follow-up Collection)
December 2000

Four

Six

June 2001

January 2001

-

-

February 2001

personal and

phone

Interview

Questions

interviews

End-of-Year Reports
for 2000
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keep my participation in the pilot program on a more collegial
participants.

1

surveys with instructions

provided those distributing the

the surveys to the pastors. For the beta survey, 1

administrator to mention that

project and that this

a

basis with the other

simply

how to present

gave verbal instructions to the

doctor of ministry student would be

would be the first of four surveys. For the

provided the administrators of the survey with

on

tracking the pilot
I

subsequent surveys,

written instructions

(see Appendixes H-K).

Year-End Data
1 collected most of the information for the

in the health indicators and

year-end statistical analyses contained

five-year trend analyses through the journals of the Kentucky

Annual Conference from 1997

which contain statistical tables for the

through 2000

previous years (Bowdan "1996"; "1997"; "1998"; "1999").
the conference treasurer's office to send

participating churches
Conference

(Bowdan "2000").

February 2001.
faith,

mean

The

which later

1 did not receive the final

From these sources, 1

piece

mean

actively served

in

2000. The pastors

were

were

reports until the end of
number of professions of

in the life of the church. To

at the

regional

instructed to mail the

was

the

gather that

postcards (see Appendix L).

postcard upon completing the card (see Appendix M).
card, pastors

Kentucky Annual

gather from the year-end reports

information, pastors received the postcards

January

of the

worship attendance, and membership.

information for both 1999 and 2000, 1 used data
1999

1 asked for

2000,

year-end reports for each of the

gathered data on the

of data that I could not

number of persons who

copy of the

appeared in the 2001 journal

church school attendance,
one

me a

For the year

purpose team

For the

meetings

self-addressed, stamped

For those that did not return

given another opportunity to receive a card at the regional pastor

a
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meetings

in

mailed pastors the 2000 data
return

a

postcard,

to maintain my

1999 data

1 December

February 2000. Since no pastor meetings occurred after

I sent

a

second

anonymity,

postcards

was

postcard on 28 December 2000.

to

Due to time

was

mailing out at the begirming of February 200 1

Gary Mayes'

address in California. For

consistency,

no

personal

names were on

the

address.

Interviews

of the interviews in

directors,
over

the

leadership

interviews

personal settings.

two

district

phone.

In each of the
set of predetermined

conversational and

were a

Of these

superintendents,

part of the study. I conducted five

interviews,
and

Of these interviews, I

from CRM and Saddleback, two district

wished

I

postcards to Gary

simply read "PDC Network Pilof followed by the

A total of eleven

interviews

In order

constraints, however, the second distribution of 2000 data postcards

label. The return label

program

.

the return address for both the first and second distribution of

made out to my address in Louisville. In each case,

Leadership

a

I met with the two conference

bishop.

spoke

I conducted six of the

with the three outside consultants

superintendents,

and another bishop.

interviews, I followed a focused interview design in which I had

questions (see Appendix Q).

At the

provided open-ended opportunities

(Yin 84-85). Typically the interviews

lasted

same

for the

anywhere

time,

I

a

kept the interviews

subjects to respond as they
from fifteen to

forty-five

minutes.

Variables
The

1

For those who did not

likewise made the return address for the first distribution of 2000 data

Mayes.

2000,

independent variable of this project was the PDC Network Pilot.

dependent variable

was

the

change or impact the pilot had upon the

The

churches and their
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pastors. Areas of assessment to detect the impact of the

attendance,

rate of professions of faith, rate of inactive

attendance,

rate of service to

pilot included

fellowship,

pilot upon the pastor included pastoral perceptions

change agents

and

sense

worship

rate of church school

others, and pastoral perceptions of their church's

effectiveness in following the PDC model. Areas of measurement
of the

average

of fulfillment in

of their

detecting the impact

own

effectiveness

as

ministry. Intervening variables for which I took

account included the initial size of the

congregation, the age of the congregation, the

length of tenure

ministry,

appointments.

of pastors in ordained

Other

included issues such

and the tenure of pastors in their present

intervening variables that lay outside the

as

church location, skill levels of pastors,

scope of this

study

styles of leadership,

temperament, and theological perspectives.
A

confounding variable

which appears to have had

a

significant impact on the

study was the appointment process of the pastors to

local churches. Under the United

Methodist system of governance, the

pastoral appointments

year at

a

time. As

appointments

a

result,

a

bishop

makes

number of pastors

the local churches in the midst of implementing the PDC

been

only one

participating in the pilot moved to new

Removing the primary leaders of the change

in June 2000.

for

pilot process

process within

appears to have

quite disruptive.
Control
Given that the

on

the

study.

In

an

subject population was defined for me, 1 could place few controls

attempt

to

avoid any

political overtures, I attempted to gather data

anonymously from the participating pastors.
and collected the surveys for

me

at the

With this in mind, CRM leaders distributed

training

sessions. CRM leaders told

participants
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that the information

was

being tracked by a doctor of ministry

to person or school. The surveys

the

student without reference

requested identification by listing the

pastors' social security number plus the first initial of the maiden

mothers in

an

attempt

data I

analyses,

name

digits of

of their

protect the identity of those desiring complete confidentiality.

to

Data
In the

last four

I utilized

a

Analysis

variety of methods to

examine the data. The type of

analyzed involved both quantitative and qualitative

information.

Quantitative Analyses
For the

quantitative data.

of Louisville, assisted
For

descriptive statistics,

Cathy Bays,

analyzing the

in

me

Dr.

we

made

use

an

information

of mean

scores

31-39). Other statistical analyses have included the
(Weinberg, Schumaker,

and Oltman

analysis (Stevens 460-468),

(Nunnally and Bernstein 120-123).
coefficient, I used

Munro 's

267-271),

and Pearson's
In

assistant

professor at the University

using the

SPSS statistical

and standard deviations

use

of paired

MANOVA

package.

(Munro

sample t-test

repeated-measures

trend

product-moment correlation analysis

describing the strength of the correlation

descriptive terms

of strength for

r as

outlined in Table 3.2

(234-235).
Qualitative Analysis
For the

survey into

questions,

a

qualitative dimension of the study,

1 first recorded

computer database. While looking over the

I wrote down

numeric code to each

a

one

list of major
of the

answers

answers

to the beta

from each of the

topics as I considered the responses.

major topics.

I

assigned a

I marked each of the responses with

of the numeric codes. I then sorted the responses

by code

in order to group similar

one
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responses. When the

remaining

surveys

were

collected,

1 went

assigning codes and making adjustments to the categories as
Before
for

making the

final summaries for report, I went

consistency and to adjust assigned codes to

through the

new

through all

responses

as

surveys

information warranted.

sets of surveys to check

needed

(Creswell 153-157).

Table 3.2

Strength Descriptions for Values

of Correlation Coefficient

r-values

Strength

0.00-0.25

little if any

0.26-0.49

low

0.50-0.69

moderate

0.70-0.89

high

0.90-1.00

very

high
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this

Church� Network Pilot

project has

as a means

been to

study the impact of the Purpose-Driven

of change and renewal for

participating churches and

pastors within the Kentucky Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. Four

questions have

changes

in the effectiveness of congregations

PDC model? In what ways will the

leading a process

study: What are important

formed the parameters for this

research

of change be

as

they relate to the

pastors' satisfaction

in

five purposes of the

ministry and effectiveness

impacted by the PDC Network Pilot?

What is the

relationship between pastoral perceptions of change (Likert responses)
changes (year-end statistical data)
model? How will the

in the church's effectiveness in

Kentucky Annual Conference

the cabinet, pastors, and churches need to

atmosphere of change
Results

as a

and actual

fulfilling the PDC

system including the behavior of

adapt in order to allow and to

maintain

an

in the life of the local churches?

being reported in this chapter are based upon

three ways. First, pastors took

administered at the first

a

series of four surveys

information

gathered

in

beginning with a beta survey

training event followed by three post-treatment

administered at intervals

surveys

corresponding to time periods in which churches

were

to

have

completed each of the three phases of the pilot. Second, I gathered demographic data
about the

congregations from year-end statistics presented by the Kentucky Aimual

Conference journals

as

well

as

self-reporting postcards given to the pastors. Third,

interviewed several leaders within the

consultants

in

Kentucky Annual Conference

overseeing the pilot process.

I

and the outside
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Profile of Subjects

This

study had four levels

of subjects. The first group

pastors participating in the pilot. The second group
third group included the outside consultants both
The fourth group

targeted

leaders from the

was

the

was

the local church

participating churches.

The

leading and overseeing the pilot project.
Annual Conference cabinet.

Kentucky

Participating Pastors
A total of fifty-six pastors in the

those pastors
six pastors,

fifty-one responded to
The

Appendix C).
was

19.0 years

2.8 years

associate pastor

was an

mean

during the

part of the survey pool. One of

the beta survey which asked for

mean

in

Out of the

descriptive

data

fifty-

(see

pastoral ministry among the respondents

length of time

Fourteen pastors

year of the

a

participating with her senior pastor.

length of service

(SD=7.99). The

(SD=2.71).

pilot were

for their present

(25.5 percent)

moved to

new

appointment

church

was

appointments

study.

Participating Churches
A total of fifty-four churches

of the survey

In addition to

pool.

participating in the PDC

one

church

being served by two pastors,

failed to have information listed in the annual journals of the

Conference. As

a

result,

two fewer churches than

statistical tables of the 2000 Journal of the

descriptive

data

on

reported in Table

the average

4. 1

.

pastors

were a

part

another church

Kentucky Annual

were

in the

study.

From the

Kentucky Annual Conference, I gathered

worship attendance

Note that

Network Pilot

for 1999

on

the

fifty-four churches as

thirty-seven churches (68.5 percent) had an average

worship attendance of two hundred people or less.
From the beta survey which the

pastors completed (see Appendix C), I also have
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Table 4.1

Distribution of Churches

according to Average Worship
No. of Churches

Average Attendance

collected

descriptive

data

on

1-100

16

101-200

21

201-300

7

301-400

7

401-500

1

501-600

2

the ages of the local churches. Table 4.2 presents the

responses of the pastors who returned

percent)

Attendance

have been in existence for

a

survey. Note that

more

than

one

thirty-four

churches

(68

hundred years.

Outside Consultants
A third set of subjects involved in the

who

were

the consultants from California

provided leadership and helped to present the pilot process.

Sprague and Gary Mayes who
Ministries

sessions

was

study

are

with the revitalization team of Church Resource

(CRM). Together they were responsible

during year one

responsible

for

of the

pilot.

As the

he served

as a

training sessions.

for

leading the clergy training

pilot entered year two,

Brad

Sprague alone

leading the clergy training sessions. Also, I interviewed Dan Morgan

who is the director of training at Saddleback

pilot,

1 interviewed both Brad

Community Church. During year one

consultant from Saddleback and

as a

table leader

of the

during the clergy
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Table 4.2

Distribution of Churches

according to Average Age

Years

No. of Churches

6-10

1

11-15

0

16-25

2

26-50

3

51-75

4

76-100

5

34

101+

Unknown

Kentucky Annual Conference
I interviewed

Annual Conference.

Kentucky Annual

a

of Congregation

1

Leaders

total of eight leaders from within the

leadership of the Kentucky

Subjects included both resident bishops

Conference

dm^ing the

course

of this

study.

who

presided over the

One

bishop

was

Robert C.

Morgan who presided over the Kentucky Aimual Conference during year one of the pilot
process. The other

bishop

was

Bishop Morgan retired. Also,

James R.

leadership formation

spiritual

was

to be

Furthermore,

presided over the

conference after

formation director, and Christine Harman, the

director. CRM trained those two persons to carry the

PDC network process forward in the

with CRM

Jr. who

1 interviewed two persons from the extended cabinet:

Coleman Howlett, the conference
conference

King,

Kentucky Annual Conference after the relationship

brought to completion.
1 interviewed four district

superintendents: Edgar Goins

of the
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Owensboro district, Todd Love of the Madisonville district, Deborah
the

Wallace-Padgett of

Prestonburg district, and George Strunk of the Covington and Lexington districts.

chose to interview Goins because he had

for

a

pastors and churches

participating (eight)

By the time I interviewed Love, he had actually left the

than any other district.

superintendency

more

I

local church pastorate in June 2000. I chose him, however,

because of his intense interest in the program at the
interviewed Strunk because he

changed districts

beginning of the

process. I

in June 2000 which gave him the

opportunity to be exposed to a broader area of participation in terms of knowing the
situations of pastors/churches in two districts. 1 chose to interview
because she had strong

appeared to

be

participation of pastors and churches

effectiveness of congregations

each

Chapter 3, part of the

as

begin by giving a

purpose of this
as

summary of the

phase of the PDC Network Pilot as

contained within each

pastors claim

question:

they relate to the

phase of the PDC Network Pilot

Thus 1

(six) and

in Effectiveness

This section addresses the first research

each

from her district

quite supportive of the pilot process.
Important Changes

stated in

Wallace-Padgett

What

are

important changes

five purposes of the PDC model? As

question

includes

exploring the

it relates to the overall process of the

pastoral perceptions of the
well

as

in

the individual

benefit of

pilot.

overall benefit of

clergy training sessions

phase. Then 1 present a summary of the significant changes

to have occurred

during the pilot process.

Perceived Benefits

Each of the three
issues

as

phases of the pilot included two training sessions

they relate to the

overall renewal process. The

that dealt with

subjects rated both the

overall
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benefit of each

phase

and the

subjects registered scores

training sessions

on a

scale

ranging

on a

five-point Likert scale. While the

from 1

(very helpful)

to 5

(not helpful)

on

their surveys, 1 have reversed the scale for the purposes of reporting the information in
this summary

(see Table 4.3 and Figure

4.

1).

Table 4.3

Training

Sessions

M

SD

N

Overall

4.67

0.66

48

1. Pastors' Retreat

4.77

0.69

48

4.17

0.85

46

4.13

1.26

24

4.17

1.1

29

3.93

1.25

28

4.27

0.83

22

Defining Vision and Solving Problems

4.03

0.87

31

Strategic Renewal

4.17

0.79

30

Mean Pastoral

Ratings

of Overall Phases and

Phase
Personal Renewal

2.

Mentoring and Coaching Leaders

Purpose Renewal
Overall
1 Process of Change and
.

2.

Building Teams

Leading Change and Managing Conflict

Strategic Renewal
Overall
1

.

2.

the

Note. Reversed

mean

The

data

descriptive

and

Communicating

scale ranges from 5

(very helpful) to

gathered from the three

pastors' impression of the process.

In

surveys

1

(not helpful).

provide a general picture

looking at the results, please note that the

of
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training sessions did not necessarily deal directly with the theme of the pilot phase
which

they occurred. Except for the training session on leading change

conflict,

all the responses for both the overall

between 4.0

and 5.0

(helpful)

overall benefit of the

and

phases

(very helpfiil). The

most

personal renewal phase (4.67)

and

in

managing

training sessions ranged

positive

results

were

and the benefit of the

with the

pastors'

retreat

(4.77).

Figure
Mean Pastoral

Ratings

4.1

of Overall Phases and

Training

Sessions

5
4.5
4

3.5
3

2.5

m Overall

2

H Session 1

1.5

? Session 2

1

0.5
0

+

Personal

Purpose

Strategic

Renewal Phase

Renewal Phase

Renewal Phase

On the final survey, I asked the

Church� Network Pilot meet

surveys

or

question:

exceed your

expectations?"

a

Purpose-Driven

Out of the

thirty-five

returned, twenty-seven subjects (77. 1 percent) responded by circling yes. Three

subjects (8.5 percent) responded by circling no.
circle

"Did Year One of the

response. One

marked the

subject (2.9 percent)

Four

subjects (1 1.4 percent) did not

marked both yes and

no.

pilot as not meeting expectations, follow-up explanations

From the

ones

that

included: "Seems

a
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bit slow" and "We didn't

one

move

of the surveys without

end of year one, not
wrote

aware

a

to PDC in our

congregation as

circled response, the

of what

was

positive follow-up comments

subject wrote,

coming next."

was:

"1

was

confused at the

hand, nine persons

that included affirmations about the

change. Perhaps the highlight comment as

"Truly experienced renewal

1 wished." From

as

On the other

in

our

visioning

learned, and the tools to

process, the biblical basis of the program, the information

facilitate

far

it relates to the purpose of the

pilot

congregation and God opened our hearts to what
While anecdotal in nature, these

He desires

through our lives and congregation."

comments

seemingly reflect the overall variety of experiences and benefits

as

perceived

by the pastors.
Important Changes
On each of the written surveys, 1 asked the

major changes

subjects to

in their churches. On the beta survey, 1 asked them to

of twelve to

eighteen months leading up to the survey.

them to

the time frame from the

use

write down two to three

previous

On

use

the time frame

subsequent surveys,

I asked

survey in reference to their responses. In

analyzing the data, I grouped their responses into eight basic categories: discipleship,

evangelism/outreach, fellowship, lay ministry/leadership, worship, facility/property
issues, staff/pastor changes, and vision/purpose.
of positive and

negative

comments from each survey as

stating that a comment is negative,
discontinuation of a

In Table

I

am

worship service

implementing the PDC model.

they relate to

generally referring to a loss

or an

�

4.4, 1 have placed the number
each category.

�

item of discord

�

such

as

such

as

the

resistance to

By
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Table 4.4

Qualitative Responses

Important Changes Questions

to

Number of Responses

on

Surveys

positive/negative

Categories
Beta

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Discipleship

5/0

5/0

2/0

5/0

Evangelism/Outreach

3/0

2/0

5/0

3/0

12/10

8/1

4/0

5/0

Lay Ministry & Leadership

7/1

6/1

2/0

7/0

Worship

10/3

10/0

2/0

3/0

10/0

13/1

14/0

6/2

17

1

2

0

30

5

0

0

Fellowship

Vision &

Purpose

Facility/Property

Issues"
~

StaffPastor

Responses

Changes
in this category

are

neither

positive

nor

negative.

Discipleship. Relatively few comments (two to five per survey)
regards to discipleship across
desire for

spiritual growth,

Evangelism

the addition of church school classes, Bible studies,
seem

as a

study

to vary much from the

survey process.

and Outreach. Across the survey process,
areas

In what few comments

were

a

to the end of the

In the beta survey, two of the comments

made, however,

that

evangelism and outreach

directly relate to the PDC model.

received fewer comments than the other four

pilot.

made in

all four surveys. The comments related to issues such

groups, and prayer. The nature of the comments did not

beginning to the end of the

were

notable shift occurred from the

were

beginning

about the start of
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and

daycare ministries,
phase two

and

one was a

phase three

statement about

care

for the less fortunate. In the

surveys, four comments related to conversions and

of faith, and two comments referred to unchurched persons
the beta survey

missing apart from

were

comments about

evangelistic outreach being devised and/or implemented.
responses,

however,

one

pastor mentioned to

mission mindset his church to

persons

were

growth/decline

in

within

a

In contrast to the survey

pilot process

membership and attendance

in the

depth

comments grew

beta survey had almost

pilot which

across

in which

all four surveys. Outside

referred to

of fellowship within the

positive

more

an even

(10), the remaining three

had caused the

relating to fellowship primarily centered around

Comments

youth being "on

congregation finding healing, virtually no

refiecting changes
however, the

specific strategies of

involved in outreach.

comments toward the end of the

feelings

that the

attending. Noticeably

"explode" as part of a dramatic growth trend

getting personally

Fellowship.

me

professions

as

the

split of positive

surveys had

only

one

pilot process

comments

(12)

few

fire" and to hurt

other comments

congregations.

a

were

At the

made

same

time,

unfolded. Whereas the
and

negative comments

negative comment with none

in the last

two.

Lay ministry
comments on

and

leadership. Apart fi'om the phase

the number of

lay ministry and leadership remained fairly constant at seven

Following phase

one, four of the

seven

comments

ownership by the leadership of the church. Both
development of the
two

two survey,

pastors focused

churches'
more on

core

or

related to enthusiasm and

comments after

phase two

eight.

a sense

of

addressed the

leadership teams. Following phase three, however,

actual

ministry by stating that both of their churches

had
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made

plans

to start six

new

ministries

as a

result of the

Given the nature of that final renewal event, I

was

strategic renewal workshop.

surprised that more

comments were

not made in that direction.

In the

Worship.

area

of worship, twelve comments

the addition/discontinuation of worship services

blended

or

contemporary worship. One

of the church. On the survey for the
new

enthusiasm,

a

richer

or

changes

comment noted a

on

the beta survey related to

in

worship style to
in the music

change

personal renewal phase,

worship experience, the addition of a new element of worship,

additional comments referred to

new

worship services

and

worship by subjects throughout the pilot process

however, five
Thus the greatest

styles.

worship services/styles.

Vision and purpose. Comments that related to vision and purpose

that remained strong

demonstrated

a

marked

pilot or formulating a purpose

concern

were

the

only

all four surveys. In the beta survey, all ten responses

across

dealt with joining the PDC

area

centered around the

addition and/or the discontinuation of contemporary and blended

ones

ministry

ten comments referred to

and fiirther additions of worship services. On the last two surveys,

of response in

either

for

statement.

Subsequent surveys

implementing the PDC pilot process, dealing with

resistance, and churches owning the process.

Facility

changes
this

as

and

property issues. On the beta survey, subjects noted

they related to facility

area were

noted in the

Staff and

and property issues.

noted

additional

changes

subsequent surveys.

pastoral changes.

significant changes

Only three

seventeen

On the beta survey, the

by the pastors

appointments (thirty responses).

had to do with

While the

subjects

largest response to

changes in

indicated

staff and

pastoral

relatively few staff and

in
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pastoral changes

phase survey),

on

subsequent

four notations

25 .5 percent of the pastors did receive

churches could

complete the PDC pilot process

staffing and pastoral appointments
and their churches

seem

new

on

the

renewal

personal

appointments

in their churches. Thus

before their

changes

to have been a dominant issue for the

in

subjects

throughout the PDC pilot process.
Leading Change

This section
fulfillment in

(only

surveys

explores the

and Fulfillment in

second research

ministry and effectiveness

in

Ministry
In what ways will the

question:

pastors'

leading a process of change be impacted by

the PDC Network Pilot? In each of the four time-series surveys, pastors rated their level
of fulfillment/satisfaction in
5

ministry

(highly fiiistrated). Likewise,

of effectiveness
5

effective) to

as one

who

on a

Likert scale

each survey

can

(very ineffective).

lead

ranging from

requested pastors to

1

(highly fulfilled) to

rate themselves in terms

change on a Likert scale ranging from

For the purpose of reporting the

findings

1

(very

for this

dissertation, however, I have reversed the scales for both leading change and fiilfillment
in

ministry

in order for five to reflect the

positions (see Table 4.5 and Figure 4.2).
tended to be
As

positive positions
For both

modestly positive residing between

can

be

seen

in Table 4.6 and

and

one

to

reflect the

categories of statistics,

3

Figure 4.2,

(neutral)

and 4

of the

pilot.

on

the other

effectiveness in

All other

insignificant.

hand, dropped significantly

changes

in both

at the

leading change
The level of

completion of the

categories of measurement

means

(effective/fiilfilled).

significantly increased at the completion of the first phase of the pilot.
fiilfillment,

all

negative

were

third

phase

statistically
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Table 4.5
Pastoral

Self-Ratings

for Effectiveness in

and Fulfillment in

Leading Change

Ministry

Leading Change

Fulfillment

M

3.47

3.85

SD

0.87

1.06

49

52

M

3.73

3.85

SD

0.74

1.01

48

48

M

3.70

3.94

SD

0.71

0.77

28

25

M

3.72

3.53

SD

0.55

1.13

30

29

Survey
Beta

n

Personal Renewal

n

Purpose Renewal

n

Strategic Renewal

n

Note. Reversed
to 1

mean

(not helpfiil).

scale ranges from 5

(very helpful)
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Figure 4.2
Self-Ratings for

Effectiveness in

Leading Change

and Level of Fulfillment

4
3.9

3.8
3.7

-

_

_

V

-

-� >

Effectiveness

�

as

Change Agent

3.6
�

�

y

3.5

Level of
Fulfillment

3.4
3.3

3.2
Phase 1

Base

Phase 3

Phase 2

Table 4.6

Significant Changes

in

Self-Ratings

and Fulfillment In

for

Leading Change

Ministry

Category

Pairing

t

P

Leading Change

Base-Phase 1

-3.207

.003**

Fulfillment

Phase 2-Phase 3

2.303

.038*

*p<

Correlations with Phase and
In

.05

**p<

.01

Training Ratings

relationship to the phase-ratings of the pilot process, both leading change and

fulfillment have

only at the

significant correlations

end of phase

one

with the

perceived benefits

(see Table 4.7). Leading change has

a

of the

pilot process

low but very
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Table 4.7

Correlations of Pastoral

Self-Ratings

Overall Phases and

Training

with

Fulfillment in
3

12

for

Sessions

Leading Change
Renewal Phase

Ratings

Ministry
3

12

1 Personal
.

.396**

.135

.238

.370**

.101

.374

Pastors' Retreat

.166

.156

.053

.225

.126

.521*

Mentoring/Coaching

.063

.137

.403

.318*

-.126

.438*

Overall Phase

.014

.085

.243

.146

.384

.529

Process/Building

.097

.259

.483*

-.084

.401

.615*

Leading/Managing

.136

.201

.528*

-.153

.352

.506*

Overall Phase

.073

-.277

.215

.240

-.226

.176

Defining/Solving

-.037

-.140

.253

.010

-.150

.620**'

Strategic/Communicating

-.092

.164

.207

^.207

.010

.215

Overall Phase

Purpose

.

Strategic

.

*p<.05

significant correlation

with

phase one.

**

p<.01 ***p<.001

Level of fulfillment also has

a

low but very

significant correlation with phase one.
Several of the
Table

4.7).

The

fulfillment at

training sessions

personal

phase three.

correlate with fulfillment and

renewal retreat has
The session

on

a

moderate but

leading change (see

significant correlation with

mentoring and coaching leaders has a low but
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significant correlation

with fulfillment at the end of phase

one

and

correlation with fulfillment at the end of phase three. The session

a

low but

on

significant

the process of

change and building teams has a moderate but very significant correlation with
fulfillment at the end of phase three and

change

a

low but

at the end of phase three. The session on

significant correlation

leading change

and

with

leading

managing conflict

has

a

moderate but

significant correlation with leading change at the end of phase three

and

a

moderate but

significant correlation ^mth fulfillment at the

training session

on

defining vision and solving problems has

extremely significant correlation with fulfillment at the
the

sessions but the last correlate

training

end of phase three. The

both

a

moderate and

end of phase three. Note that all

significantly with

fiilfillment at the end of

phase three.
Correlation of Fulfillment in
In

Ministry

with

Leading Change

relationship to each other, leading change

another at three of the four intervals.
the base measurement,

phase one,

and

a

a

low but

They have

moderate and

correlates

fulfillment

interval.

negatively with the

leading change

Figure 4.2),

its

words,

even

Table

4.8).

statistically
fulfillment at

phase

four elements with which it does correlate: base

(r=-.479, p=.019, n=22),

In other

is

Interesting to note, however,

base

evangelism (r=-.460, p=.031, n=22), base

ministry (r=-.503, p=.017, n=22), and church worship at phase
n=15).

significant correlation at

low but very

significant correlation at the end of phase three (see

insignificant at the phase two

one

extremely significant correlation at the end of

The correlation between fulfillment and

two

a

and fiilfillment correlate with

three

(i^-.748, p=.001,

though fiilfillment rates highest at the end of phase two (see

relationship to the

other elements

seems to

be out of character with the
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behavior of elements in the rest of the

study.

Table 4.8

Correlation of Leading

Change

and Fulfillment in

Ministry

at Each Interval of Concurrent Measurement

Personal Renewal

Beta

Purpose Renewal Strategic Renewal

r

.406**

.555***

.008

.411*

P

.004

.000

.970

.027

n

49

48

25

29
*

*p<.05

Other

Significant Correlations
While not at the focus of one of the research

fiilfillment and

leading change

study.

In addition to

two

mentioned

as

Table

4.9).

phase

one

n=37),

*p<.01 ***p<.001

leading change

correlates with

at the base measurement and fulfillment at

evangelism

correlating with leading change

phase

at

phase one,

fulfillment at

leading change at the base measurement (r=.325, p=.050,
at

phase

phase one (r=.437, p=.002, n=48).
fulfillment at

significantly to other elements contained within the

above, base fulfillment correlates significantly to eight other items (see

In addition to

church

relate

questions, the elements of

one

(t=.307, p=.034, n=48),

In addition to

phase three correlates significantly

and church

fellowship at

leading change at phase three,
with church

evangelism at phase three

(r=.559, p=.002, n=29).
In addition to

correlating with fiilfillment at both the base

measurement and

phase
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one,

leading change at the base measurement correlates significantly to leading change

phase one (see

Table

4.10), church discipleship

at

phase one (r=.375, p=.030, n=37),

church

worship at phase two (r=.448, p=.028, n=24)

n=23).

In addition to

correlating with leading change

fulfillment at both the base measurement

change

at

phase

one

and

(see Table 4.9)

correlates with nine other factors

and at

(see

phase

Table

one,

leading

4.10).

Table 4.9

Correlation of Fulfillment at Base Measurement with Other Elements

Survey Elements

r

n

Base

Church

Discipleship

.332*

52

Church

Ministry

.350*

52

742***

39

Leading Change

437**

39

Church

Discipleship

415**

39

Church

Fellowship

.376*

39

Leading Change

.474*

24

Personal

.476*

26

Personal Renewal

Fulfillment in Ministry

Purpose Renewal

Evangelism

and

phase three (r=.610, p=.022,

at the base measurement and

*p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001

at
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Table 4.10

Correlation of Leading

Change

at Phase One with Other Elements

Survey Elements

r

n

Leading Change

.398*

37

Lay Ministry

.429**

39

.297*

48

Leading Change

.485*

25

Church

.583**

27

.540**

27

Leading Change

.445*

23

Church

.439*

24

Base

Personal Renewal

Church

Ministry

Purpose Renewal

Worship

Personal

Fellowship

Strategic Renewal

Worship

Personal

Evangelism

.431*

24

Personal

Fellowship

.505*

24

*p<.05 **p<.01

In addition to

leading change
with church
two

on

correlating to the

phase

one

(see

initial fulfillment

Table 4. 10),

(see Table 4.9,

leading change

at

p.

98)

and

phase two correlates

fellowship at phase two (r=.536, p=.003, n=28), personal fellowship at phase

(r=.483, p=.009, n=28)

In addition to

and

personal worship at phase two (r=.428, p=.023, n=28).

correlating with fiilfillment at phase three (see Table 4.8,

p.

97) and
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leading change at phase one (see Table 4. 10,
correlates with church

evangelism

at

fellowship

at

p.

99), leading change

leading change

phase

three

phase two (r=.702, p=.001, n=18) and church

phase three (r=.364, p=.048, n=30).

correlates with

at

at every other

Note that

leading change

point of measurement (see

at

phase

Table 4.

one

10).

Church Effectiveness

This section addresses the third research
between

pastoral perceptions of change (Likert responses)

statistical

data)

in the church's effectiveness in

explore this question,
Likert scale

Second,
Likert

question:

I used two different

rating system to indicate

I collected

year-end

What is the
and actual

fiilfilling the

relationship
changes (year-end

PDC model? In order to

types of data. First, pastors responded

to

the churches' effectiveness in each of the five

a

areas.

statistics.

Rating
On the time interval surveys, pastors

effectiveness in each of the five

(very ineffective).

areas

were

asked to rate their churches' current

of the church

on a

scale of 1

For the purposes of this report, I have reversed the scale in

the results to range from 1

(very ineffective) to

5

areas

fellowship were

(see Table 4. 1 1

and

Figure 4.3).

ministry showing an overall

The average

not all that

high in any

ratings for worship and

in the neutral range between 2.5 and 3.5 with

decline. The average

somewhat ineffective range between 2.0 and 3.0.
none

presenting

in the somewhat effective range between 3.0 and 4.0. The average

ratings for ministry and discipleship were

however,

to 5

(very effective).

Overall, the pastoral ratings of church effectiveness were
of the five

(very effective)

of the differences between

ratings for evangelism were in the

According to paired sample t-testing,

means were

significant

for any of the five
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Table 4.11
Pastoral

of Church Effectiveness

Worship

Ministry

Fellowship

Evangelism

Discipleship
Phase

n

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Beta

52

2.88

0.90

2.47

1.22

3.39

0.91

3.16

0.84

3.62

1.02

1

48

2.92

0.82

2.29

1.03

3.57

0.92

2.90

0.88

3.88

0.91

2

30

3.03

0.89

2.37

1.03

3.87

0.73

2.90

0.80

3.97

0.85

3

34'

2.79

0.88

2.53

1.16

3.44

0.99

2.73

0.84

3.66

0.89

Note. Reversed
'

Ratings

For

mean

scale ranges from 5

ministry in phase 3,

(very effective) to

1

(very ineffective).

n=33.

Figure 4.3
Pastoral

Perceptions of Church

Effectiveness
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any of the intervals.

areas over

In terms of correlation, the

only two phases

relate to the five purposes of the church at their

phase three.
in low but

one.

In

As

seen

significant

in Table 4. 12, the overall
ways to

perceived benefits

in which overall

respective

intervals

are

phase one

perceived benefit of phase

evangelism, fellowship,

and

addition, the overall perceived benefit of phase

worship

one

has

a

one

correlates

at the end of phase

low but

significant

correlation with the church effectiveness of evangelism at the end of phase three

p=.0 14, n=24). Furthermore, the overall benefit of phase three
correlation with
overall

evangelism at the

perceived benefit of phase

correlation with church

end of phase three
three has

a

has

and

a

low but

(r=.495,

significant

(r=.470, p=.027, n=22). Also,

the

moderately negative but significant

discipleship at the end of phase two (r=-.609, p=.027, n=13).

Table 4.12

Overall Benefits of Phase One Correlated with
Church Effectiveness of Five

Purposes

Discipleship Evangelism Fellowship

at Phase One

Lay Ministry

Worship

r

.065

.363

.356

.158

.316

P

.66

.013*

.013*

.284

.029*

Note. n=48

The

*p<.05

training sessions

purposes. The

pastor's

also have

a

couple

of correlative

retreat has a moderate and

relationships

with the five

extremely significant correlation with

worship at the end of phase one (r=.492, p=.000, n=48).

The session

on

the process of
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change and building teams has a low but significant correlation with evangelism at the
end of phase

one

{r=.393, p=.047, n=26).

Of particular note is the fact that

phase

is the

only factor that significantly correlates

element at the end of any
of significance

across

end of the

fellowship at the

phase interval (see

personal

renewal

with every other concurrent

major

Table 4 .13). What is remarkable is the level

the board. Outside of overall benefit and

ministry, the significance

of all other correlations is less than the .01 level.

Table 4.13

Correlations between Church

Fellowship

and

Other Elements at Personal Renewal Phase
Overall

Leading

Fulfillment

Benefit

Change

in

r

.356

.386

.437

.418

.405

.299

.519

p

.013*

.006**

.002**

.003**

.004**

.039*

.000***

Ministry Discipleship Evangelism Ministry Worship

Note. n=48

*p<.05 **p<.01

***p<.001

Year-End Statistics

Year-end statistics
for average

baptisms.

were

collected for

worship attendance, membership,

Persons in active service could

a

period five

average church school

only be gathered for

data cannot be collected from past records. With average
a common

years from 1996

through 2000

attendance, and

1999 and 2000 since that

worship attendance serving as

denominator, I have converted the data except average worship attendance

to
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a

"rate of number

(e.g.,

rate of profession of faith) in order to

health in each of the other four

attendance
to any

to

serves as a

given year.

determine if a

pilot. Also,

I

am

areas.

As the

baseline number for

For all five

areas

common

measure

denominator,

the

change

average

worship

measuring health in a manner that

of statistics, 1 have

run a

of

is relative

paired sample t-test analysis

quantitative change in participation exists during the

initial year of the

for each category except rate of

presenting a five-year trend analysis

service.

Average worship
show

a

gradual

attendance. The

increase in the

participating churches

hint of a jxmip exists from 1999 to 2000
t-test failed to

(see

demonstrate any statistical

also failed to demonstrate

a

raw scores

of average

over

worship attendance

the past three years. While the

Table 4. 14 and Figure

significance.

significant pattern,

the

While

a

4.4),

97

98

upward movement

99

paired sample

five-year trend analysis

analysis period may be clinically significant over the course of time.

96

a

00

at the end of the
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Table 4.14

Average Worship Attendance
96

97

98

99

00

Mean

174.6

172.6

174.9

175.4

178.6

SD

113.6

112.3

115.5

120.7

125.0

Note. n=54

Rate of church school attendance. Since church school is the

all churches tend to have which focuses

of church school attendance to be

an

on

Bible

indicator of health in the

rate of church school attendance is determined

divided

study and learning,

by the average worship attendance

by the

of the

area

I

only activity that

am

using the

rate

of discipleship. The

average chm-ch school attendance

same

year.

Figure 4.5
Rate of Church School Attendance
0.57

0.56

0.55

0.54
�Rate

0.53

0.52

0.51

0.5

97

96

While the

raw

98

99

average of church school attendance did rise

00

slightly in 1998,

the
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rate of church

school attendance reveals
Table 4. 1 5 and

five-year period (see
however, the

a

significant linear decline (p=.012) over the

Figure

declines from year to year

4.5

were

above).

In

paired sample t-tests,

statistically insignificant including the drop

from 1999 to 2000.

Table 4.15

Church School Attendance Rate and

Average

96

97

98

99

00

0.564

0.564

0.556

0.543

0.526

0.110

0.139

0.170

0.159

0.147

Mean

96.8

95.4

98.4

93.3

89.3

SD

63.4

64.1

86.2

66.6

57.4

Rate

SD

Note. n=54

Rate of professions of faith. Since

evangelism and
faith

as an

can

by the

attendance of the

the

rate

churches,

area

1

am

using the rate

same

year. While the

mean

the declines from year to year

are

of professions of

by the

average

worship

of professions of faith does vary up and

of profession of faith does show
Table 4. 16 and

fruit of

of discipleship. The rate of professions of faith

number of professions of faith divided

five-year period (see

to 2000.

across

indicator of health in the

is determined

down, the

be measured

professions of faith are the

significant linear decline (p=.022)

Figure 4.6).

In

over

paired samples t-tests, however,

statistically insignificant including the drop from

1999
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Table 4.16

Professions of Faith Rate and

Rate
SD

96

97

98

99

00

0.060

0.056

0.046

0.042

0.037

0.089

0.067

0.049

0.041

0.035

9.41

8.56

7.48

7.91

7.65

10.70

8.21

7.59

9.83

9.05

Mean

SD

Average

Note. n=54

Figure 4.6
Rate of Professions of Faith
0.070
0.060
0.050
0.040

�--0
0.030

Rate

0.020
0.010
0.000
96

97

Rate of inactive

as

it relates to the

98

fellowship.

fellowship of the

1

99

am

intending this

00

rate to

be

an

church. This statistic is calculated by

membership of the church by the average worship attendance of the
the fact that the

average

membership of most United Methodist churches

worship attendance,

value greater than

one.

Thus

this statistic
a

rate

indicator of health

actually reflects

approaching one

same

dividing the
year. Given

is much greater than the

inactive

fellowship for any

reflects greater active

participation
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in the

fellowship of the church.

Table 4.17
Rate of Inactive

Fellowship

and

Average Membership

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2.65

2.70

2.66

2.72

2.72

SD

0.711

0.741

0.729

0.732

0.810

Mean

474.6

474.0

475.1

477.4

484.0

SD

372.3

367.9

370.7

366.6

370.2

Rate

Note. n=54

Figure 4.7
Rate of Inactive

Fellowship

2.75
2.73
2.71
2.69
2.67

-

-

A

-

-

Rate

2.65
2.63

2.61
2.59
1996

1997

1998

According to Table 4. 17, membership from
Likewase, the
however,

rate of inactive

1999

1997 to 2000

fellowship went up as well

note that the rate of inactive

gradually increased.

overall. At the

fellowship remained flat between

same

time,

1999 and 2000
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despite the
p.

108).

A

fact that

membership increased during the

paired sample t-test demonstrates

measurement.

Furthermore,

an

no

time

same

period (see Figure 4.7,

significant changes

analysis of variance demonstrates

in either

no

means

of

significant trends

for either set of statistics.
Rate of service. I intend the rate of service to be

to

lay ministry in the life

of persons

an

indicator of health in

of the church. The rate of service is determined

regards

by the number

actively serving through the ministry of the church divided by the

average

worship attendance for that year.

Table 4.18

Active Service Rate and

Paired
service

that the

or

the

1999

2000

Rate

.467

.521

SD

.196

.232

n

19

M

88.26

101.95

SD

86.8

82.6

n

19

11

sample t-testing indicates
raw

average for persons

sample base is extremely

Average

no

19

significant changes

serving from

in either the rate of

1999 to 2000. At the

same

time,

small in both sets of statistics.

System

Needs

This section addresses the fourth research

question:

How does the

Kentucky

note
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Annual Conference

churches need

to

as a

adapt

system including the behavior of the cabinet, pastors, and

in order to allow and to maintain

life of the local churches? To

answer

that

question,

interviews for this report with leaders from the
Saddleback
the

ongoing influence

of the

process

superintendents

insights

year

one

General

(see Appendix Q).

gave

me an

to

as

why

since that

so

many

emerged as

concerns, and needs

In

addition, without

they observed

system
my

for

to encourage

asking,

most of

regarding their general

I also asked the district

participating pastors
a

a

hopes

moved to

if they had

superintendents
new

churches at the end of

prominent issue during the course of the pilot.

Impressions

process and concept. Positive

based, is Weslyan
process than

a

impressions

in nature, is in

harmony

program, and understands

superintendent noted,
a

total of nine focused

that related to their

evaluative statement

Overall, the district superintendents

a

a

in the

Kentucky Annual Conference, CRM, and

pilot process, potential

impressions of the pilot. Furthermore,
any

1 conducted

require the Kentucky Aimual Conference to adapt as

ongoing renewal

the district

atmosphere ofchange

Community Church. They answered questions

which would

an

an

"It is

more

were

highly complimentary of the PDC pilot

included that the PDC program is
with the way "church
a

ought to be,"

renewal retreat
events for

fact,

was

one

the real

is

more

of

systems approach to renewal. One district

transforming than a band-aid approach." Furthermore,

couple of superintendents especially liked the concept that personal

in the process. In

biblically

renewal

came

first

superintendent commented that he believed the personal

impact point for the churches.

More than any other

pastors, he believed the personal renewal process which focused

becoming self-differentiated and yet connected helped the pastors to

grow

on

as

training

leaders

leaders
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more

than

Hopes

in the

anything else

pilot.

for the Renewal Process

Leaders gave responses to the

pilot process beyond this point?"
One of the

(1)

smaller churches

as

Below is

well

as

groups with their peers. In their

networking of relationships

intentional in their
at

PDC Network would

reaching
(5)

see come

out of the

equally benefit

hoped that churches within the conference which had
would become

hoped that pastors

mentoring churches.
conference

Instead

hierarchy,

would continue to meet in cluster

opinion, the support and encouragement gained through

is

vitally important to the pastors.

Two of the consultants lifted up the

(4)

to

begin to teach churches through peer relationships.

Two of the consultants

(3)

hope

summary of their remarks.

training coming entirely from the top down through the

churches would

the

"What do you

larger churches.

successfiiUy implemented the pilot process
of the

a

bishops hoped that the

Two of the consultants

(2)

question,

evangelism efforts to move

hope that churches would become more
into the

community with ministry aimed

lost persons for Jesus Christ.
One of the consultants

along with one of the bishops hoped that the

conference would tell the stories of those churches which
demonstrate that the

principles of the PDC model

and

are

seeing positive results to

pilot really do

work. In that way,

the momentum could be built to broaden the process to include other churches.

(6)
least

A consultant

once or

assimilation

twice

a

hoped that churches would hold personal renewal workshops at

year and would become

strategies.

more

intentional in

implementing
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(7)
occur

that

Another consultant

in the conference

a sense

Several leaders

potential

red

responses. I

ministry would

increase between pastors and

expressed concerns
are aware

while

responding to the question,

of?" In this section, I list

listing a few of the other concerns

conference needs

lay leaders.

Concerns

flags that you
am

as

next section on how the

required

for

change

to occur. Persons across the

leadership spectrum expressed a concern that people within the conference
appreciate how long the change process takes.

the

The consequences of this

for both the individual churches and the conference

as a

do not

concern

whole.

have

Concerning

perspective of local churches, a fear exists that some of the churches simply saw

themselves
a

are

summary of five of their

a

part of the

"What

adapt.

to

Lack of appreciation for time

implications

would

and
(as opposed to people simply filling committee positions)

of partnership in

Expressed Leadership

hoped that a "real unleashing of lay leadership"

buying

into

a

package of events that would end

process that would need to be continued

churches will

certainly experience

opinion of one

of the consultants, the

period of years.

over a

failure in

with the last event rather than

seeing true change

promotional

If that is the case, these

take

and recruitment

place.

In the

strategies were

weak

leading into the pilot; consequentiy, pastors and their churches did not adequately
understand at the

beginning what the process

Beyond the

local church,

a

few of the conference leaders fear that the

Annual Conference will abandon the process

opportunity to reap results.
PDC Network Pilot

would be.

on

Two interviewees

might become one

more

Kentucky

the conference level before it has the

specifically expressed the concern that the

of a

long list of programs that the
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conference has started

only to drop

after

a

short

period of time.

In

superintendent predicted based on past experience that the PDC
five years

as a

conference program. To

Heading into 2002,

many of the elements of the

district

"purpose

driven church."

Responding to

be

change

on

an

in

consultants, leaders such

as

district

references to

direction, another
done what it did not

ongoing process.

behalf of superintendents. A

left out of the

in the

The
its

own

future programs that the conference has to offer.

superintendent expressed concern over the

superintendents were

couple of the consultants

fact that the district

delivery process of the pilot. According to

superintendents

one

of the

in the United Methodist Church have

key to delivering the system established by CRM in every other denomination with

which

they have worked.

value at the

Even

though involving the district superintendents

beginning of the pilot process, the decision

superintendents out of the leadership loop.
that the district

superintendents

neither

not as

nearly effective

as

As

a

result,

was

a

stated

couple of the consultants felt

leaders for the process;

it could have been. One

was a

made to leave the district

fiilly supported the process

opportunity to be empowered as regional
was

this

into

While

question the conference's commitment to

unwilling to buy into

Lack of involvement

district

will

correct.

pilot project are being retained

discredit another program that needs to be

agenda and will

been

might already be

Leadership Network" (Harman, May).

�

implication may be that churches

a

program would not last

superintendent remarked that the conference possibly has

want to do

district

already decided to fold the pilot process

process of the

core

one

Leadership Network, conference leaders have planned to drop

Vital Church
the term

certain extent, he

conference leaders have

program called the "Vital Church

a new

and

a

fact,

nor

had the

consequently, the pilot

superintendent

in

particular gave
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expression to the

concerns

of the consultants. He stated his

being allowed the opportunity to help
attending the training
Pastoral

sessions had become

appointment system.

pilot expressed concern about the

commitment to attempt not to
25.5 percent of the pastors
In the

was

very

to one

All of the outside consultants

manner

move

were

in which

moved before the

one

of the

key principles

moving pastors

not

honored when

pilot process was brought to
the

appointment making process

frequently as

principle intentionally and to prevent

When I asked the district

was

and renewal.

long-term health and growth

as

substantive

superintendents why so

is

impacted the
In this

light,

district

superintendents

turnover rate.

several of the

One

new

was a

I interviewed

many

changes

presented

were

some

ubiquitous

reason was

that the

While

a

they

in their present

high turnover that existed within the cabinet itself

superintendents perhaps did not understand the big

of the breakdown in commitment

instances, pastors requested to

made,

several factors that

pictitfe that included the conference's commitment to the PDC pilot.
for

continuity

change from occurring.

completely ignored the need of keeping participating pastors

appointments, the

According

the conference appears to

couple of superintendents expressed surprise that so many had been moved.
had not

made in the

are

given CRM a verbal

long-term change

to

working with the

pastoral appointments

pastors, that commitment

process needed for

of leadership. He stated that
violate that

waste of his time.

opinion of the outside consultants,

disruptive to the

consultant,

a

originally stated and that

as

While the conference had

Kentucky Armual Conference.

completion.

lead the process

disappointment over never

move

was

at the

point of the pastors.

despite being a part of the pilot.

superintendents

A second

had to deal with

some

reason

In several

A third rather

issues that

were
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"bigger" than the pilot.
Whatever the reasons, however,

one

of the consultants stated his

that the

concern

present system of appointment-making produces churches where lay persons tend
power

over

the church to the detriment of healthy

people generally do

not have the skills necessary to lead

pastor would. Instead, they would tend
traditions. In his

change.
a

He stated that such power

visioning process

churches and pastors,

as

well

as

like

a

trained

to act as the conservators of dysfunctional

opinion, pastors need at least three to five

pastor planting a church would need

to hold

years to

at least ten years. As one

the cabinet, need to

produce change.

A

superintendent noted,

change their perspectives

for

pastoral appointments to lengthen.
Becoming

a

divisive element in the local church. Another

pilot process would become a divisive
that

a

large percentage of pastors

the two instances that

came

the dissatisfaction with
issues

real

were at

reason

moved in the middle of the process, I asked the district

some

was

for any of the

pilot process

beyond the pilot process.

had become

The

me

pilot was

people

that

a

part of

larger

not the

primary or

emerged within the congregations.

divisive element in the conference. A few persons

would become

moves.

not an identifiable issue in any way. In

pastor, the district superintendent informed

in which difficulties had

pilot process

Apparently,

pilot process

to my attention where the

work that went

Becoming a
that the

a

that the

element within the local church. Given the fact

superintendents if the pilot process had been a precipitating cause
In almost all of the cases, the

concern was

a

were

concerned

divisive element in the life of the conference.

within the conference have

expressed reservations

Kentucky Aimual Conference promoting a program that comes

out of a

about the

Baptist church.
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One

bishop expressed concern that some persons

chance because of the
While

perhaps

not

a

theological differences

primary reason,

this

were

not even

The Need to

a

concern was a

contributing reason for leaving
identity of the

new

program

Leadership Network.

Adapt

In addition to the above

Annual Conference

and renewal

program

that exist between the two traditions.

the nomenclature of "purpose driven church" out of the
called the Vital Church

giving the

as

questions,

might need to adapt

I asked leaders how

as a

they thought the Kentucky

system in order to support further change

represented by the PDC Network Pilot.

In this

section,

I

give you

a

summary of their responses.

Clear vision. One of the
Conference to have
its

people.

a

clear vision and mission that is well understood and articulated

One of the

Methodist Church

bishops expressed the need for the Kentucky Armual

primary concerns

as a

he has for both the conference and the United

whole is that the Church is often

disjointed

and how it operates. While not every pastor may choose to be
program, all pastors need to be

biblical and

prepared to

embrace certain

a

in what it promotes

part of the PDC

principles that are both

Weslyan in nature that exist in harmony with the overall vision of the

Church. In other

its

words, the conference needs to

start

"connecting the dots" by helping

people to understand how the different parts of the Church relate to one
Furthermore, whether a local church chooses to be

meaningftil

way.

Network

another program, the processes need to be

or

by

continuity of message
Ask the

and

a

comparable

in

a

another in

a

part of the PDC

providing a

raised standard that will lead the church forward.

right questions. One

of the

bishops remarked that the conference and

its
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churches needed
the
feel

emphasis

More

upon numbers is often

misplaced.

As

such

"How do

groups?"

opportunities

are we

beyond the walls

"What evidence is there in

as:

"How do

need to

we

our

worship

about?" In his

opinion,

result, the numbers that churches

our

opinion, churches need

in his

church that God is alive?"

local church,

services

congregations need to

apjieal to persons

change to reach a different group?"

offering beyond Sunday school?"

"How

of different

"What

discipling

are we

doing ministry

district

superintendent

of the church?"

Improve screening
stated the need to have

a

process. Both

better

church into the process. With

through the pilot,

a

are we

meaningless. Instead,

matter of personal assessment within the

asking questions

age

become

can

asking the question,
as a

"What

continually ask the question,

pressed to produce

to be

be

to

consultant and

screening process

a

in

place

a

before

accepting a pastor and

quarter of the pastors transferring churches half way

the consultant noted that

opinion, several pastors should

a

not

have

"something

was

obviously wrong."

In his

participated that did. Likewise, the

superintendent noted that the conference had taken a shotgun approach to inviting pastors
with little

regard to size or

situation. As

a

result,

fact that the conference had not been selective

pastors

were

much

more

some

problems

aggravated by the

enough with the churches.

In

a

few cases,

committed to the process than the churches. In the

superintendent's opinion, the conference

should consider

percent of the churches in

By focusing on the top

terms of size.

point within the conference, he believes according to his
percent will eventually tend
Decentralized

were

to

focusing on the top
20 percent

studies that the

10-20

as a

leverage

remaining 80

follow.

delivery system.

Out of the

concern

that the

Kentucky Annual
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Conference is

operating out of an old paradigm

conference rather than the conference

regional basis,
responsible

for

churches will
events

one

district

training pastors

extended

and churches

many

Too many programs

doing a few programs

well. To

the advent of the Vital Church

regional

basis. In his

of the distance

is

competing for attention,

already attempting to

this

new

ever

opinion,

many

required to travel

a

concern

was

are

that

district

a

that the conference

being done

in

a

certain extent, this

seems

to be

mediocre fashion

into

one

address. As

process. Thus this issue is

one

trying to do too
as

same concern seems

Leadership Network. According to one

one

opposed to

to be behind

of the conference

programs, which

that the conference

of the conference program directors

program has all of the conference directors

working together more

mentioned,

now

than

before.

Significant investment

of

resources.

consultants, the conference will need to make
order "to make the harvest

investment of both

available.

to

superintendent mentioned

directors, the Vital Church Leadership Network is combining several
were

on a

period of time.

require systemic change

things.

on a

participating because

Consolidate efforts. Another

that would

itself available to the local churches

superintendent suggested making the superintendents

not even consider

over an

making

in which churches have to go to the

happen."

personnel

These

and financial

According to
a

one

of the outside

significant investment of resources

resources

resources

in

would need to include the
in order to make the needed tools
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Did the

Purpose-Driven Church� (PDC) Network Pilot bring renewal
From the

Kentucky United Methodism?
participants

to

experience both personal

this dissertation has

sought to

address is

to

beginning, the primary goal of the pilot
and corporate

change

as

renewal; therefore, the problem

it relates to the PDC Network Pilot.

Did the

pilot as originally designed accomplish its goal? Did the pilot process equip

pastors

to become better leaders of change? Did

model? In what ways does the

Originally the PDC

sessions,

purpose team

a

training

renewal,

for pastors and

upon

into

a

produce better results?

single year design aimed at leading

a

lay leaders,

and three

nine-to-twelve-month

supposed to experience three phases

purpose renewal for the local

As this process

limited

were

effective in

process of renewal which included pastor

conducted in the local churches. Over
and their churches

a

more

worship as defined by the PDC

be refined to

pilot need to

Network Pilot had

pastors and churches through

churches become

and

discipleship, evangelism, lay ministry, mission,

for

was

church, and strategic

training

workshops to be

period of time, pastors

of renewal:

personal

renewal for the local church.

unfolded, leaders of the pilot recognized that the original design was

by having too

short

a

period of time

completion of the original plan,
second year in order to

for substantive

leaders of the

change to occur. Therefore,

pilot extended the training for pastors

provide additional support to the transformational process.

Despite the change of design in the pilot, the design of this study has been to
focus upon the

impact of the

churches

supposed to process the three

were

first year of the

pilot only. During the
core

first year, pastors and

phases of the PDC Network Pilot.

In
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this

as

data

chapter, I attempt to summarize and interpret the

offer

practical applications based

highlights conclusions

year-end data collection.

I present

as

well

upon the results and my observations.

Interpretation
This section

presented in Chapter 4

seven

taken

of Data

primarily from the pastoral

surveys and

interpretations of the data.

Overall Process of the PDC Network Pilot Is Beneficial to Pastors
Pastors rated all three

one

the

between

helpful (4.0)

phases of the pilot

and very

on a

clergy traimng sessions except

reversed Likert

their surveys about the process

and the need for better

calendar),

the vast

event.

(such

as

place

majority of comments were positive
one

one,

as

few constructive comments

in

relationship with the

and

evenly

distributed

church
across

the

point or another highlighted nearly every part of each

When asked what tool

"Actually all workshops:

a

Even

the need to trim down the volume of material

timing of major traimng events

breadth of pilot. Pastors at

renewal

While pastors did

rating scale.

short of being rated

exception, leading change and managing conflict, fell just

one

helpfiil with a mean rating of 3.93.
on

helpfiil (5.0)

and all

or

insight had been most helpful,

one

pastor wrote,

two, and three."

Church Renewal Process Cannot Be Rushed

While the

produce
short

project was

measurable

change

called the PDC Network Pilot, the

pilot did little actually to

related to the five purposes of the PDC model

during the

period of the study. During the fifteen-month period of time 1 collected data,

churches did not
indicated

by

improve significantly as

either the Likert

statistical data

rating scale

comparing 2000

a

group for any of the five purposes

responses of the pastors

with 1999. This lack of progress

or

on

the

as

year-end

behalf of churches
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was

confirmed by the written responses of pastors when asked about
Outside of a few isolated comments that related

in their churches.

of the five purposes, recorded

changes

and

worship

were

In contrast, the

greatest

area

ministry, mission,

as

significant changes

respectively to each

they related to discipleship, evangelism, lay

noticeably absent.
of recorded

change

appears to have been that of
Given the fact that

visioning and implementing the pilot's three phase visioning process.
the

leadership

of the PDC Network Pilot had stated that

churches to the

surprising.
as

starting line by the end of the

they

first year of the

Since vision is the seedbed of change, the

were

only attempting to get

pilot,

these

findings are not

pilot's impact of producing change

it relates to the five purposes of the PDC model may yet

occur

with the

passing of

time.
Personal Renewal Phase Is

As

one

district

personal renewal

helpful parts
overall

of the

on a

reversed Likert scale from

pilot with mean ratings
of phase

one

leading change, pastoral fulfillment,

this

in

phase one.

Impact

process. Indeed pastors rated the

retreat

perceived benefits

worship

the Point of Greatest

superintendent noted, the personal renewal

"impact poinf of the pilot
the

Initially

No other

of 4.67 and 4.77

correlated

church

retreat was the

personal

one to

renewal

five

as

respectively.

phase

the most
In

addition, the

significantly with effectiveness

evangelism,

church

fellowship,

phase had that many areas of correlation.

phenomenon seems to validate the presupposition

of the

pilot that

and

in

and church

As

a

result,

stated that

personal renewal precedes corporate renewal.
Personal Renewal Phase

On

a

Significantly Improves Ability of Pastor to Lead Change

reversed Likert

rating scale

of one to

five, the pastors' perception of being
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able to lead
mean

change effectively

of 3.73

increased

confirmed

Effectiveness in

following the personal renewal phase.

fairly constant over the

remained

significantly from the base mean of 3.47 to

by the

correlated with

fact that the

last two

only point

leading change

was

in time in which the

following the

first

phase

leading change then

of this

phases. The significance

a

impact

is

perceived benefit of a phase

of the

pilot.

At the

same

time, however, leading change following the personal renewal phase correlated

significantly with leading change following both the

phases of the pilot.
phase

was

Church

the

In other

pivotal

Fellowship

In addition to

phase one

strategic renewal

words, effectiveness in leading change following the first

moment for the whole

Is

purpose and

Potentially

a

pilot process.

Central Factor to Renewal Efforts

correlating positively with both the overall perceived benefits of

and effectiveness of leading

change

at

phase

one, church

fellowship correlated

positively with all the other four purposes of the church at phase one.
the

pastors' perceptions of church fellowship went,

regards

to the other elements.

fact that

participants

table groups
of pastors

in the

The rise in

so

went the

In other

words,

pastors' perceptions

in

fellowship can possibly be explained by the

pilot had to do a high level

of personal

sharing with their

during the personal renewal workshop/retreat. Nonetheless, the perception

concerning their churches' ability to fellowship significantly impacted the

perception of their churches' ability to do evangelism, discipleship, lay ministry,
worship.

as

This

phenomenon might be explained by the culture

Kentucky and the
occurrence

familial bonds that exist in many churches.

certainly warrant further study.

and

of hospitality that exists in

Explanations behind this
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The PDC Network Pilot Process Benefits Pastoral Fulfillment

Even

though the

mean

level of fulfillment declined

during the third phase of the pilot,
had

a

positive impact

with the

upon

several factors within the

pastoral

perceived benefit of phase

one.

perceived benefit of training sessions

seem

an

assessment,

correlates

phase

ability to lead change
one, and

succeeded in

one

sense

one

correlates

on

In other

words, the

with fulfillment than with any other

defining vision and solving problems
fiilfillment.

Third, fiilfillment

respective measurements at the base

a

therefore, the pilot appears

preferred value

to

to have

the pastors which in turn

of fulfillment.

significantly at phase three

confounding variables outside of the pilot process.

peaked at the

end of phase two, it did

with elements in the rest of the

study.

negatively. Furthermore,

none

so

in

Fulfillment at

correlation with four other items in the

two.

phase of the study.

more

and three;

The fact that fiilfillment declined

fiilfillment

in its

communicating evangelism as

influenced their

phase

phase three. Fourth, fulfillment correlates positively with

evangelism respectively at phases

one or more

final

especially significant correlation with

correlates with the

appear to have

Second, six of the five pastor training sessions

study. The pastor training session

to have

pilot process

fiilfillment. First, fiilfillment at

significantly correlate with fulfillment in the

factor in the

significantly among pastors

a manner

when

quite out of character

phase two demonstrates significant

are

with other items measured at

Why then did fulfillment peak at phase two only to

completed the purpose renewal

example,

study, but all the relationships correlate

of the correlations

significant decline at phase three?

For

may be the result of

Could the

survey at

a

answer

phase

establish the conditions for

a

be found in the fact that the pastors

time when 25.5 percent of the

subjects

were
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anticipating moves to new church appointments the
Another

possible explanation

for the decline in fiilfillment at the end of the

might be the result of training establishing a sense
stated

earlier, the

most

"room" of renewal

(see

painful
pp.

were

warrant

further

a

is associated with renewal? These

Significant

were

in

Trends of Decline

significant trends of decline for both

the rate of church school attendance and the rate of professions of faith. Factors

obviously at work contributing to the decline of the churches
existence and

were

church school

as a

not arrested

impact these trends

before the

during the short period of this study.

whole may be

training in today's culture.

are

study.

participating churches

group,

with

yet actualized realities? Was the decline in fiilfillment

PDC Network Pilot Had to Contend with
As

process of change is the

by the training as they began to struggle

simply a symptom of the pain of change that
questions that

four-stage

Could the decline in fulfillment be the result of

54-55).

not

pilot

of dissonance within the pastors. As

"room" in Janssen' s

dissonance created within the pastors

preferred values that

next month?

an

Whether

of decline in

were

pilot came

For

into

example,

increasingly limited means of providing discipleship
or

not

the affects of the PDC Network Pilot will

participating churches

as

time unfolds warrants further

study.
Implications
The short-term results of the

statistical validation of Friedman's
Friend's concept
on

on

the

of Findings

pilot process reflected in this study are largely a

family systems perspective of self-differentiation.

importance of developing the

sacred center, and Clinton's

theory

developing one's being by learning from life-development phases. Whereas each of
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the above authors describe the

importance

of developing the inner life and

being, this study gives hard evidence of the
Furthermore,
own

whereas Friedman defines

and

goals

self, while staying

actually demonstrates
of the church

may

(229).

In other

good leadership as one

in touch with the rest of the

words, the pilot's

in touch with the

areas

of

impact of such a process.

the process of self-difi^erentiation

help leaders to get

renewal in the other

immediate

sense

who

"his

develops

organism,"

this

or

her

study

helps to improve the fellowship

process of self-differentiation

larger church body which

actually

in turn promotes

of church life.

Limitations of Study
One limitation of the

study was

measuring congregational behavior.
conduct the

strategic

renewal

the

length

of time to

Given the fact that several of the churches did not

workshop until September 2000

prevented planned changes from making a statistical impact
A second limitation of the

collection

more

responses from

statistical

professions

in the

survey

postcard data collection for 2000

area

Due to the information

returned, I noticed

in

a

few

cases

lack of time

year-end data reports.

Nowhere did this affect data

year end. I

only had eleven
do accurate

in terms of who

professions

of faith, I noticed

a

gleaned from the year-end cards

that the

reporting of profession of faith

they were counting for the year-end reports

of the conference journals. Whereas most pastors
for

the

a

of service.

by pastors.

slightly among pastors

baptisms

fatigue.

on

later,

limiting factor in my data collection was a lack of consistency in reporting

of faith

which pastors

study was

or

fifty-four churches which severely diminished my ability to

analysis

A third

varied

than the

gather data in terms of

reported both confirmations

few pastors

were

and adult

reporting only adult
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baptisms
to their

for their journal entries. For those who did not return
of faith. As

understanding of professions

a

a

card,

to the

limiting factor of the study relates

no

idea

area

as

in

result, this lack of consistency

reporting professions of faith does impose a confounding variable
A fourth

1 have

into the results.

of discipleship. Whereas

contemporary trends demonstrate that discipleship training presently is occurring through
many

more avenues

than just

church school attendance
true for church school

school

Sunday

only. Therefore,

limiting

factor

Due to the fact that the group

random

sampling,

I restricted my

study to analyzing

picture I present may hold

while the statistical

attendance, it may not be entirely representative of the full

discipleship training efforts occurring
A fifth

today,

was

the

within churches.

sample

size and selection

being studied was relatively small

the results of this

study are

procedure of subjects.
and not

somewhat limited to

subject to

being generalized to

other groups and situations.
A sixth

a

limiting factor was the limited geographic

area

of the

For

study.

example,

big difference exists culturally between the consultants' home state, California,

site of the
this

pilot, Kentucky.

study would need to

For the results of this research to have greater

occur over more

diverse

Practical
In this

results of the

pilot leaders.
the

section,

pastors'

I seek to offer

Applications
my research not

only with the

through the interview process with conference

Due to the fact that the PDC Network Pilot

my

generalization,

of geography and culture.

suggestions based on

surveys but also

Kentucky Annual Conference,

leadership as

areas

and the

suggestions

are

was

conducted

on

the level of

directed to the conference

it seeks fiirther to pursue church renewal.

and
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The Renewal Process Needs at least Three to Five Years to Take Hold

Obviously one year for the pilot
adequate period of time

for changes to

as

occur

in the

have

Vital Church

pilot to

Leadership Network, to be

new

the

time, however, the conference might do well

support to participating churches for another one
For

example,

one

a

second year of

a

PDC Network

two-year process of training. At

to continue

providing follow-up

pastor whose congregation has experienced both healing from

of isolation since the

pilot

as a

process ended. In

result of the

trying to cope

pilot has expressed

are

having

similar

experiences.

new

pastors

to

a

need to talk

For this and other t5^es of situations, the

conference needs to heed the advice of the outside consultants
structures necessary to enable

a

with the pressures of a

worshipping congregation that has doubled in size rapidly, this pastor feels
to others who

an

to three years.

past divisiveness and substantial growth presently
sense

include

already designed the heir apparent to the

Pilot, the
same

going to be

participating churches; therefore, the

conference took the necessary step of expanding the

training. Likewise, leaders

not

originally designed was

by establishing the

continue to meet in cluster groups

or

to form

mentoring relationships that would fiulher the renewal process.
Another

process

example

involves the church that I led

through the

initial two-year

only to be transferred to another church. Presently no mechanism exists in the

conference to

help the new pastor become acquainted with the process the church has

just experienced.

For such

scenarios, the conference would do

opportunities that would equip incoming pastors
renewal process

begun under their predecessors.

well to

provide training

with the necessary skills to continue the
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A

Higher

Standard for

While the

Selecting

and

Pastors into

Processing

original intention of the cabinet was to

entering the PDC Network Pilot,

that

screen

Program Is Needed
the pastors and churches

screening process obviously fell short.

though the pilot assumed that the pastors

would be the

local church, 25.5 percent of them left the churches

Even

key persons leading renewal

right at the

conclusion of year

in the

one

which tended to destabilize the whole transformation process. In order to maximize their
efforts in the future, the conference needs to do better

a

job

in

recruiting pastors

who will

stay with their churches for multiple years into the renewal process. Otherwise the
conference risks

losing credibility in regards

inoculating churches against future efforts

to its commitment to renewal and

of renewal.

Perhaps the

ideal time to recruit

a

pastor into the renewal process would be within the first couple of years of an

appointment with the understanding that the pastor is committing himself or herself to
shepherding the church through the renewal

Having pastors,

process for at least three to five

local church leaders, and district

more

years.

superintendents sign a covenant

agreement clearly stating the time frame involved in processing renewal might aid in
both the

awareness

and commitment necessary for

Decentralizing Parts
In the

in

a

valuable links to

feel

manner.

ownership

recruitment and

In

doing so,

approaching the renewal

superintendents.

some

Delivery System

sustained renewal process to

occur.

Could Maximize Renewal Efforts

training process, pilot leaders and the extended cabinet conducted the pilot

very centralized

district

of the

a

As

one

of the

in the process.

the

pilot failed to integrate one of the most

process from

a

systemic perspective

^the

�

bishops stated, the district superintendents need to

They potentially provide the vital

screening of candidates.

Thus the

superintendents

link to the

would

perhaps take
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the process

more

if they felt

seriously

training process. Furthermore,
the

opportunity

to

superintendents to
district
would

or

help

ownership and actually participated in the

few district

superintendents would perhaps appreciate

lead the renewal process. In the

have the

encourage

a

future, why not allow

opportunity to lead the personal

district cluster basis

perhaps

a

more

as one

greater

renewal event

superintendent has suggested?

sense

of trust and

Such

training on
an

a

approach

unity between the cabinet,

the

pastors, and their churches.
Another way in which the conference could decentralize control and

improve delivery is through the development of teaching churches
consultants has

suggested. Having churches

training of other pastors and churches
modeled and told. As

one

would

as one

perhaps

of the church

who have realized progress to

help in the

give opportunity for "success

stories" to be

of the other consultants has

proposed,

this type of dynamic

can

be very motivational for other churches to follow.
Self-Differentiation and
Even

experience

Fellowship

though the personal

in the

pilot,

the

pilot

Are Core Values in Need of More

renewal

experience

neither revisited that

intentionally sought to integrate that experience
As

a

was

result, the personal renewal experience

statements

workshops

were

significant

experience in a substantial

way

disconnected

pilot process might have

to be made.

for persons to process their

Taking a few moments
personal calling

fiulher with their table groups could make this connection. Persons could

share either how they had refined their statements

or

nor

workshops.

to have been somewhat

from the rest of the renewal process. The whole network

in each of the latter two

the most

into the final two renewal

seems

greater integrity and impact if that connection

perhaps

Emphasis

how their

personal calling
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impacted their lives

statements had

strategic
"How

renewal

can

seems

like the

question of

ask the

perfect opportunity to

for

personal calling statement fit into the emerging vision that God has

your

the church?"

workshop

since the initial renewal event. Furthermore the

or

"How

can

personal

your

sense

church?" Therefore self-differentiation and
elements of renewal in the

of calling

form the vision of our

^two of the

fellowship

�

might make more

pilot

help to

�

of an

important

more

impact throughout all three

phases of the network process.
Conference Needs to Rethink the
As the

Type of Data

It Wishes to Measure

Conference continues to pursue renewal, conference

Kentucky Annual

leadership needs to question whether the year-end statistical reports
most

an

important information.

As Warren has

stated, "To remain effective

ever-changing world you need to continually evaluate

purpose-driven church model
evaluate whether renewal is
most to them.

conference

Thus,

measure

is the standard for

actually occurring?

if service is

a

no

pointed out,

more

Persons tend to

If the

(151).

measure

training

what matters

is

important but

longer the only or the primary delivery system of that
example,

would small group

attendance? As

one

of the

bishops

perhaps need to be encouraged to do more self-reflection

way

they examine their ministries. Likewise, the conference

new

categories

for

church in

valued purpose of the church, then how does the

appropriate than church school

churches

as a

renewal, then how does the conference

purpose, then what needs to be measured and how? For

attendance be

what you do"

that value? Likewise, if discipleship

Sunday school attendance is

asking for the

are

accounting based on the

in the

may need to consider

five purposes of the church

�

for

some

example,

asking churches to report on the number of persons actually involved in serving others
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through the ministries of the church.
Further Studies

This

Pilot. For

a

study has sought to evaluate the
better

understanding of the true impact

change and renewal,
changes

initiated

a

process

produce

my research focused

additional research could focus
church members who

impact of the PDC Network

in terms of producing

follow-up study would be appropriate

by the pilot

Furthermore, while

delivery of the

short-term

on

participate

the

on

in

results between

the

long-term

tracing whether the
and 2004.

now

training and responses

of pastors,

perceptions of the local church purpose teams,

in the renewal process

on

the local church level, and the

renewal events at the local church level. Other studies could include

focusing on the pilot process

in other

increase the number of subjects

experimental control

group,

geographical

areas,

studied, repeating the

repeating the process

in order to

process with the addition of an

studying the impact of the pilot on the

entire

conference, and

exploring the impact of key leaders (e.g., the bishop and district superintendents)
change

on

the

process.

Epilogue
At the

beginning of this dissertation, I explained how my experiences

Memorial United Methodist Church

were a

Purpose-Driven Church� Network Pilot.
anecdotal account of how the

at

Cooper

part of my motivation for exploring the

In

concluding this report,

I wish to

give

an

pilot impacted Cooper Memorial.

Like many of the churches in the

study. Cooper Memorial did not experience

any

significant statistical increases during the study period ending with the year-end report
for 2000. If anything.

Cooper Memorial experienced

some

slight declines.

At the

same
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time, however. Cooper Memorial
purpose renewal

did benefit from the

pilot project�especially from

the

workshop.

appreciate the

In order to

fiall

import of the story

I

am

about to

relate, please

congregation had mostly elderly people when I first arrived at Cooper

understand that the

Memorial in 1991. I would estimate that the average age of the members of the

congregation

was

sixty and sixty-five years old. Following the

been between

1995, the congregation began

to

experience

some

several younger families. The average age of the

considerably by the time
For the

personal

imix)rtant growth with the

When

of the PDC Network Pilot.

renewal

they

of the purpose renewal

workshop, the younger adults

learned that the

history of the

workshop, however,

the "old

were

guard"

church

guard"

the

was

predominant

of the church

going to be

showed up

in itself was

the "new

guard" bridged the generation gap for the first time in a meaningfiil

quite healing for the church

result of the two groups

relating to

During the journey wall
as

persons from the "old

one

guard" and
way.

another.

exercise of the purpose renewal

participants placed their

guard" placed quite

a

few

experiences

on

favorite memories

the journey wall

1930s, 40s, and early 50s. The "new guard" placed quite
from 1995 to the present. Quite noticeable

approximately

This

important for the congregation was the revelation that emerged as a

even more

pattern emerged

as

was

the focus

en masse.

d5Tiamic

Perhaps

addition of

congregation had begun to drop

group that turned out for the event. For the most part, the "old
not interested.

fire in

1955 to 1995. Since

was

participants

workshop,

on

a

startling

the wall. The "old

dating as far back as the

a

few

experiences on the wall

the absence of memories from
were

reluctant to

place any notes on the
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wall

indicating painfiil memories,

a

gap

simply existed

in the

congregation's journey

wall.

While 1

was

vaguely aware that the church had gone through

times, 1 asked the participants why that
story. As

we

dialogued,

explosive growth
With the

in the

the "old

church that

wanted to close the

industry brought

as new

As

growth came growing pains.

leadership of the

time,

1 heard the full

guard" related how Cooper Memorial had experienced

1950s

early

gap existed. For the first

very difficult

some

they did not

membership of the

a

result,

a

new

sentiment

want all those new

church.

people

arose

into the

among

area.

some

of the

people. Incredibly they

Following the emergence

of that

sentiment, the congregation went through two church splits!
In what I consider to be

for

a

God-incidence

(as opposed to

preaching the next day was going to be from Numbers

to the border of Canaan at the Jordan river to take the

wanted the Israelites to

became

crystal

what my

cross

into the

text

was

going to be the next day.

Israelites have to wander in the desert
How

might have been

a

long was

Even

though God

The connection

workshop participants, I related

I concluded

connect the dots

by stating,

here. How

"At times I

long did the

following their rebellion against God's

approximately

wishes?

1955 to 1995? Do you think that there

spiritual principle at work here?"

Following my

sermon

prayer of repentance for

follow God's

it from

can

my text

14 where God led the Israelites

promised land, they refiised to go.

may not be too smart; but I think that I

Forty years?

coincidence),

promised land.

clear in my mind. As I stood before the

sermon

a

the next

day,

Cooper Memorial.

leadership in the past.

we

concluded the

We

Likewise

worship service

with

a

prayed for forgiveness for failing to

we

prayed a prayer of commitment to
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never

close the doors of the church to God's
In the

end, while the numbers

opportimity to
forward in

spirit

remarked to
the church

me

as a

congregation,
model

�

increase

as a

that

Cooper Memorial

during the brief time of the study,

may not have had

the church

an

certainly moved

result of the PDC Network Pilot. Persons within the

congregation

they had a better understanding and a greater sense of direction for

result of the

we

at

blessing ever again.

pilot. Thus,

1 believe the

had moved toward the ultimate

church health.

pilot

was a success.

As

a

goal of the purpose-driven church
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APPENDIX A

COMBINED STATISTICAL DATA FOR FORMER LOUISVILLE & KENTUCKY
ANNUAL CONFERENCES

The Two Conferences

Merged in

1996

Confessions

Average Worship
Attendance

Average

Church

Year

Membership

of Faith

1968

183,235

2,886

71,604

59,376

1973

183,337

3,048

69,732

52,471

1978

176,973

46,154

173,764

2,441
2,927

68,933

1983

68,208

46,197

1988

166,767

2,529

159,043

2,394

1998

154,532

2,456

63,460
63,007
63,750

42,700

1993

-15.66%

-14.90%

-10.97%

-39.31%

Percent

Change

(from 1968
1998)

to

School Atten

38,657

36,034
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APPENDIX B

Network Pilot Schedule
Sept. 13-17

Sept.
Sept.

>

Pastors' Retreat

Superintendent (begin 2:00 on 9/13 and end 4:30 9/14)
Pastors Retreat (begin 8:30 am 9/15, end 4:30 pm 9/17)

13-14: District
15-17: 60

Oct. 7-8
Pastors'

>

Pastors' Meeting
8:30

Meeting,

Oct. 7: EAST Pastors

Oct. 8: WEST Pastors
Nov. 12-13

am

to 3:30 pm

ET, EAST; 9:30

to 4:30 pm

(30) Lexington
(30) Elizabethtovra, College Heights UMC
-

Pastors-Purpose Teams Retreat tONE Group

>

ET, West

Andover UMC

-

-

up to

480)

Begins Friday promptly at 7:00 pm ET. (Participants should have dinner prior to arrival). Ends
Saturday at 4:30 pm ET Doubletree Hotel and Convention Center, Louisville (at 1-64 at
Hurstboume Parkway exit) continental breakfast and lunch on Saturday are provided. Rooms
are in the same facility.
-

-

Dec. 9-10
Pastors'

>

Pastors' Meeting
8:30

Meeting,

Dec. 9: EAST Pastors

am

to 3:30 pm

Pastors'

>

8:30

Meeting,

-

to 3:30 pm

am

(30) Lexington
(30) EUzabethtown Memorial

to 4:30 pm

ET, WEST

UMC

-

8:30

am

and ends at 4:30 pm

Feb. 19: EAST Churches
Feb. 26:

ET, EAST; 9:30
Andover UMC

-

Pastors-Purpose Teams Day Training

>

Begins

ET, WEST

UMC

-

am

Jan. 28: WEST Pastors

Sat.

to 4:30 pm

Pastors' Meeting (Please note change of date from original)

Jan. 27: EAST Pastors

Feb. 19, 26

am

(30) Lexington Andover UMC
(30) Elizabethtown Memorial

Dec. 10: WEST Pastors
Jan. 27-28

ET, EAST; 9:30

-

(240) Lexington, Southem Hills
WEST Churches (240)
Cave City Convention Center
-

-

Mar. 30-31

Pastors' Meeting
Meeting 8:30 am to 3:30 pm (ET in the EAST; CT in the
Mar. 30: EAST Pastors (30) Lexington Andover UMC
>

Pastors'

WEST)

-

Mar. 3 1 : WEST Pastors

April 17-18
Pastors'

>

Meeting,

8:30

am

>

Ehzabethtown Memorial UMC

Pastors

8:30

to 3:30 pm

-

ET, EAST: 9:30

am

to

4:30 pm, WEST

Andover UMC

(30) Lexington
(30) Elizabethtown Memorial UMC
-

18: WEST Pastors

May 13, 20

-

Pastors' Meeting

17: EAST Pastors

Apr.
Apr.

(30)

-

Purpose Team Day Training

and ends at 4:30 pm

Sat.
Begins
ET, EAST; 9:30 to 5:30 pm, WEST
May 13: EAST Churches (240) Lexington, Southem Hills
May 20: WEST Churches (240) Bardstown UMC, Family Life Center
-

am

-

-
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APPENDIX C

Initial Information

Survey

Kentucky Conference Purpose-Driven Church Project
This survey is for research purposes to help track the impact of this pilot project Please answer all
the following questions to the best ofyour ability. Your answers will be held in confidence.

How

long

have you been

serving

How many years has your
0-5

What

in

congregation been in
11-15

6-10

16-25

approximately is your church's

existence?

What

are

three

Fulfilled

goals, hopes,

or

1

average attendance in

3

2

expectations you

76-100

have

Highly

100+

for the

worship

ministry (please
5

4

appointment?

(circle one)

51-75

26-50

Rate your present level of fulfillment/satisfaction in

Highly

Your present

pastoral ministry?

of

circle

year?

response):

Frustrated

by participating

in this

process?

1)
2)
3)
What

are

the top three

strengths of your church?

1)
2)
3)
What

are

the top three weaknesses

or

improvement

needs in your church?

1)
2)

3)
What is your church known for in the

What

Rate

are

2

or

3

yourself in

community

church has

major changes your

in terms of ministries and/or

experienced in the past

terms of effectiveness as one who can lead

Very Effective

1

2

3

4

5

reputation?

12-18 months?

change (please circle response):

Very Ineffective

Please rate the overall effectiveness of your church in the five purposes of the Purpose Driven Church:

Purpose:
Evangelism
Fellowship

Discipleship Training
Lay Ministry Service
Worship

Rating (Very Effective

12 3 4 5

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

2

3

4

Very Ine ffective)
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Identification Code:

Optional Information:

Please list the last 4 digits of your Social

Name:

Security number plus the first
mother's maiden
_____

name

letter of your

(e.g., 2745D):

Church:

Phone Number:
E-Mail:
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APPENDIX D

Personal Renewal Phase
Purpose-Driven

Survey

Church� Network Pilot

This survey is for research purposes to help track the impact of this pilot project. Please answer
all of the following questions to the best ofyour ahiUty. Your answers will be held in confidence.
Rate the overall benefit of Personal Renewal Phase of the pilot process fi-om the Pastor's Retreat in
September through the Personal Renewal Workshop in your local church (please circle response):

Very Helpfiil

1

2

4

3

Rate the overall benefit of the Pastor's Retreat

Very Helpfiil
Rate the overall benefit of the

or

insight

Have there been any

Rate

1

has been most

What is the greatest need for

3

2

(please

4

5

4

3

Helpfiil

circle

Not

response):
NP

Helpfiil

Not

5

in the Personal Renewal

in your church since

of effectiveness

who

as one

Very Effective

1

lead

3

4

2

1

2

(Not Present)

4

response):

(Not Present)

phase

of the

of the

pilot project?

pilot project?

If so, list:

5

Very Ineffective

5

circle

response):

Highly Frustrated

Please rate the current effectiveness of your church in the five purposes of the

Purpose:

circle

change (please circle response);

ministry (please
3

phase

September?

can

Rate your present level of fiilfillment/satisfaction in

Highly FulfiUed

NP

Helpfiil

you in the Personal Renewal

helpfiil to

improvement

major changes

yourself in terms

2

Not

Mentoring/Coaching Leaders training in October (please

Very Helpfiil
What tool

1

5

Rating (Very Effective

12 3 4 5

Evangelism

4

Fellowship

4

Discipleship Training

4

Lay Ministry Service

4

Worship

4

Purpose Driven Church:

Very Ineffective)

Optional

Identification Code:
Please list the last 4

Security

number

mother's maiden

digits

of your Social

plus the first letter of your
name

(e.g., 2745D):

Information:

Name:

Church:
Phone Number:

E-Mail:
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Appendix E

Purpose Renewal

Phase

Purpose-Driven Church�

Survey

Network Pilot

This survey is for research purposes to help track the impact of this pilot project. Answer all
the following questions to the best ofyour ability. Your answers will be held in confidence.
Please be sure to fill in your identification code at the end of the survey.

of

pastor's training in December through the
(please circle response):

Rate the overall benefit of Purpose Renewal Process from the

Purpose Renewal Workshop

in your local church

Very Helpful

2

1

3

4

5

Not

WNP

Helpful

Rate the overall benefit of the Process of Change/Building Teams

Very Helpfiil
Rate the overall benefit of the

or

In what ways

What

insight

has been

might

the

2

3

4

5

Not

Leading Change/Managing

Very Helpfiil
What tool

1

1

most

2

4

3

helpfiil

5

to you in

Not

training

in December

NP

Helpfiil
Conflict

(Workshop Not Presented Yet)
(circle response):

(Not Present)

training in January (circle response):
NP

Helpfiil

the Purpose Renewal

(Not Present)

phase

of the

pilot project?

Purpose Renewal Phase of the pilot project be improved?

important changes have occurred

in your church since

February?

Rate the current effectiveness of your church in the five purposes of the Purpose Driven Church with
representing very effective and five representing very ineffective (please circle responses):

Discipleship Training

1

2

3

4

5

Evangelism

1

2

3

4

5

Fellowship

1

2

3

4

5

Lay Ministry Service

1

2

3

4

5

Worship

1

2

3

4

5

one

Rate your personal level of giftedness/effectiveness as they relate to the five purposes of the Purpose Driven
Church with one representing very gifted/effective and five representing no giftedness/effectiveness (please

circle

responses):

Discipleship Training
Evangelism

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Fellowship

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Lay Ministry

Worship

Service
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Please Turn Over To

Rate yourself in terms of overall effectiveness

Very Effective

as one

1

2

who
3

4

can

5

Complete
lead

change (please circle response):

Very Ineffective

following areas as they relate to creating change in your local church with
effective and five representing very ineffective (please circle responses):

Rate your effectiveness in the

representing very

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

]

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Responding to emerging interpersonal needs during change

1

2

3

4

5

Understanding and communicating

1

2

3

4

5

Anchoring the goals
Capitalizing

on

of change into the culture of the church

short-term wins within the change process

Clarifying and communicating a vision for change
Coalescing lay leadership in helping to bring about change
Developing

and

Overcoming

implementing

resistance to

a

strategic plan for change

change within the church
need for

Rate your overall level of fiilfiUment/satisfaction in

Highly Fulfilled

1

2

change

ministry presently (please
3

4

5

circle

one

response):

Highly Frustrated

Rate your level of fialfillment/satisfaction in the various opportunities or needs that exist within the pastoral
ministry with one representing very fialfiUed/satisfied and five representing not at all fiilfiUed/satisfied (please

circle

responses):

Administrating
Being

in

church systems and activities

supportive relationships with

other pastors

Developing need-based ministries
Developing your personal spiritual
Discerning

and

responding to

life

the culture of pre-Christian

people

Equipping laity for ministry
Leading

a

person to faith in Jesus Christ

Leading Bible Study

Planning

and

leading worship

Preaching
Providing pastoral

Serving as

a

care to

individuals

community activist

Other:

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Identification Code:

Optional Information:

Please list the last 4

Name:

Security

number

mother's maiden

digits of your Social

plus the first letter of your
name

(e.g., 2745D):

Church:
Phone Number:

E-Mail:

5

1
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APPENDIX F

Strategic

Renewal Phase

Survey

Retaining First- Year

for Second- Year Pastors

Purpose-Driven Church�

Church

Appointments

Network Pilot

This survey is for research purposes to help track the impact of this pilot project. Please answer
all of the following questions to the best ofyour ability. Your answers will be held in confidence.
Please be sure to fill in your identification code at the end of the survey.

Strategic Renewal Phase of the pilot fi-om the pastor's training in March
Workshop in your local church (circle response):

Rate the overall benefit of the

through

the

Strategic

Renewal

VeryHelpfial
Rate the overall benefit of the

or

In what ways

What

insight

4

3

5

Not

WNP

Helpfiil

1

2

3

4

5

Not

Helpfiil

2

1

has been most

3

helpful

might the Strategic Renewal

important changes have occurred

5

4
to you

Not

in the

Phase of the

in

NP

Helpfiil

(Workshop Not

in March

NP

Strategic Renewal/Communicating training

Very Helpfiil
What tool

2

Defining Vision/Solving Problems training

Very Helpfiil
Rate the overall benefit of the

1

representing

(Not Present)
April (circle response):
(Not Present)

Strategic Renewal phase of the pilot project?

pilot project be improved?

in your church since

representing

May?

very meffective

Purpose Driven Church with
(circle responses):

Discipleship Training

1

2

3

4

5

Evangelism

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Fellowship
Lay Ministry

Service

Worship

Yet)

(circle response):

Rate the current effectiveness of your church in the five purposes of the
very effective and five

Presented

one

Rate your personal level of giftedness/effectiveness as they relate to the five purposes of the Purpose Driven
Church with one representing very gifted/effective and five representing no giftedness/effectiveness (circle

responses):

Discipleship Training
Evangelism

1

2

3

1

2

Fellowship

1

2

Lay Ministry Service

1

Worship

1

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5
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Please Turn Over To

Rate yourself in terms of overall effectiveness

as one

2

1

Very Effective

who
3

can

Complete
lead

change (circle response):

Very Ineffective

5

4

Rate your effectiveness in the following areas as they relate to creating change in your local church with
representing very effective and five representing very ineffective (circle responses):

Anchoring the goals of change

into the culture of the church

short-term wins within the

Capitalizing on

change

process

Clarifying and communicating a vision for change
Coalescing lay leadership
Developing

and

Overcoming

in

helping to bring

implementing

a

about

strategic plan

for

change
change

change within the church

resistance to

Responding to emerging interpersonal needs during change

Understanding

and

communicating

need for

Rate your overall level of fulfillment/satisfaction in

Highly

FulfiUed

1

2

change

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

one

ministry presently (circle response):
3

4

5

Highly Frustrated

Rate your level of fulfillment/satisfaction in the various opportunities or needs that exist within the pastoral
ministry with one representing very fulfilled/satisfied and five representing not at all fulfilled/satisfied (circle

responses):
Administrating church systems
Being

in

and activities

supportive relationships

with other pastors

need-based ministries

Developing

Developing your personal spiritual

Discerning

and

responding to

Equipping laity
Leading

a

for

life

the culture of pre-Christian

people

ministry

person to faith in Jesus Christ

Leading Bible Study

Plaiming

and

leading worship

Preaching

Providing pastoral
Serviag

as a

care

to individuals

community activist

Other:
Did Year One of the

Please

Purpose Driven Church Network Pilot

meet or

exceed your

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

I

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

expectations?

explain briefly:

Identification Code:
Please list the last 4

Security

number

mother's maiden

digits

plus

Optional Information:
of your Social

the first letter of your

name

(e.g., 2745D):

Name:

Church:

Phone Number:
E-Mail:

Yes

No
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APPENDIX G

Strategic

Renewal Phase

for Second- Year Pastors Moved to

a

Survey

New Church

Appointment

Church� Network Pilot

Purpose-Driven

This survey is for research purposes to help track the impact of this pilot project. Please answer
the following questions as instructed to the best ofyour ability. Your answers will be held in
confidence. Please be sure to fill in your identification code at the end of the survey.
Did you conduct the

Strategic Renewal Workshop with your previous church before being moved?

Circle response: Yes No
If no,

down

skip

to

"Please Continue..."

If yes, rate the overall benefit of the

March

through

the

Strategic

Strategic Renewal Phase of the pilot from the pastor's training
Workshop in the local church (circle response):

in

Renewal

1

Very Helpfiil

2

4

3

5

Not

Helpfiil

Please Continue...
Rate the overall benefit of the

Defining Vision/Solving Problems training in March (circle response):

Very Helpfiil
Rate the overall benefit of the

or

In what ways

3

4

5

Not

NP

Helpfiil

Strategic Renewal/Communicating training

Very Helpfiil
What tool

2

1

1

insight

has been most

might

the

2

3

helpfiil

4
to you

5

Not

in the

in

NP

Helpfiil

(Not Present)

April (circle response):
(Not Present)

Strategic Renewal phase

Strategic Renewal Phase of the pilot project

be

of the

pilot project?

improved?

Rate the effectiveness of the church you left at the time of your departure in regards to the five purposes of
the Purpose Driven Church with one representing very effective and five representing very ineffective (circle

responses):
Discipleship Training

1

2

3

4

5

Evangelism

1

2

3

4

5

Fellowship

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Lay Ministry

Service

Worship

personal level of giftedness/effectiveness as they relate to the five purposes of the Purpose Driven
one representing very gifted/effective and five
representing no giftedness/effectiveness
(circle responses):

Rate your

Church with

Discipleship Training

1

2

Evangelism

1

Fellowship

1

Lay Ministry Service

Worship

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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Please Turn Over To
Rate yourself in

terms

of overall effectiveness

Very Effective

as one

2

1

who
3

can

4

Complete
lead

change (cu-cle response):

Very Ineffective

5

Rate your effectiveness in the following areas as they relate to creating change in your local church with
representing very effective and five representing very ineffective (circle responses):

Anchoring the goals

of change into the culture of the church

Capitalizing on short-term wins within the change
Clarifying and communicating a vision for change
Coalescing lay leadership

in

process

helping to bring about change

Developing and implementing

a

for

strategic plan

Overcoming resistance to change

change

within the church

Responding to emerging interpersonal needs during change

Understanding

and

communicating need for change

Rate your overall level of fiilfilhnent/satisfaction in

Highly Fulfilled

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

one

ministry presently (circle response):
3

4

5

Highly Frustrated

Rate your level of fulfillment/satisfaction in the various opportunities or needs that exist within the pastoral
ministry with one representing very fulfilled/satisfied and five representing not at all fiilfilled/satisfied (circle

responses):
church systems and activities

1

2

3

4

5

supportive relationships with other pastors

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Administrating
Being

in

need-based ministries

Developing

Developing your personal spiritual
Discerning

and

responding to

hfe

the culture of pre-Christian

people

Equipping laity for ministry
person to faith in Jesus Christ

Leading

a

Leading

Bible

Planning

and

Study

leading worship

Preaching

Providing pastoral
Serving

as a

care

to individuals

community activist

Other:

Did Year One of the

Purpose-Driven

Church� Network Pilot meet

or

exceed your

expectations?

No

Please

explain briefly:

Identification Code:
Please list the last 4

digits

Optional
of your Social

Security number plus the first letter
mother's maiden

name

of your

(e.g., 2745D):

Information:

Name:

Church:
Phone Number:
E-Mail:

Yes
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APPENDIX H

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATOR
Personal Renewal Phase Survey

February 17,

2000

Brad,
Thank you for distributing the enclosed information. There
need attention.

are a

couple

of items that

First, please have the pastors complete the survey and return them to you before leaving
the area. You might mention this survey is the second of four time-series surveys
designed to evaluate the PDC Network Pilot and to track its impact on their ministries
and churches. This survey focuses on the Personal Renewal phase of the pilot. Once
again, 1 am attempting to remain anonymous.
Second, several of the

1999 data cards have still not been returned. Please ask those who

have not yet retiuned their information to please return them as soon as possible. I have
enclosed extra response cards and instructions. Perhaps you could make the extra set of
cards and instructions available either
or

by placing them

next to the

by having those

who need them to raise their hands

spot where Personal Renewal Phase surveys will be

returned. Do whatever you feel will work best for the situation.

May

God

Yours in

Jim

richly bless

Christ,

you and the team this weekend.
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APPENDIX I

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATOR

Purpose Renewal

In

handing out the

survey this

being conducted on

a

on

Also, please

sure

to fill in

they leave a means of identification,

becomes very difficult to trace their responses from
assure

urge them to make

to make sure

the bottom of the backside. Parts of this survey

time-series basis. Unless

the identification code will

Survey

time, please instruct the participants

to fill out BOTH SIDES of the survey.

their IDENTIFICATION CODE

Phase

one

survey to the next.

that the data will be handled

on a

are

it

Filling out

confidential basis.
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APPENDIX J

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATOR

Strategic Renewal Phase Survey

Please

push for a strong response
announcement along the lines of:

to this final survey

by making

an

"As you know, we have been gathering data for a Doctor of Ministry student.
This is the last of four surveys. Please be sure to fill them out completely and
return them before you leave. There are two different surveys depending on

second-year pastors who remained
in their church appointments from the first year of the pilot. The lavender
surveys are for second-year pastors who moved to a new church appointment
since last May. Your participation in this final survey is especially
important."

your situation. The white surveys

are

for

Distribute the surveys first by having the pastors who are under new
appointments to raise their hands in order to give them the yellow surveys.
Then have all the pastors who retained their
in order to receive a white survey.

appointments

In order to

to raise their hands

help the response to the questions related to the individual training
sessions, you may need to briefly remind them of the content of the Defining
Vision/Solving Problems session in March and the Strategic
Renewal/Communicating session in April.

Thanks for your

personal attention to this
Jim

matter.
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APPENDIX K

Instructions for Fourth Survey Make-up

Please make

complete

an

appeal

today.

one

The white survey is for

second-year pastors

from the first year of the

appointments

The green surveys
but moved to

for those who did not turn in the fourth survey last time to

are

a new

should fill out

a

for

pilot.

second-year pastors who participated

church

appointment

survey for their

[Here fourteen

in the program who remained at their church

names

since last

in the

first-year program

May. Only the following pastors

respective first-year appointments:

and churches

were

listed for those who had moved.]
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APPENDIX L

DATA POSTCARDS

1999 Statistical Data
Date:

District:

Church:

lay people

Number of

professions

of faith

by

confirmation:

Number of

professions

of faith

by

adult conversion:

Total number of

who

served in the church's

Number of

actively

professions

ministry:.

of faith:

2000 Statistical Data
Date:

District:

Church:

served in the church's

Number of

lay people who actively

Number of

professions

of faith

by

confirmation:

Number of

professions

of faith

by

adult conversion:

Total number of

professions

of faith:

ministry:
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APPENDIX M

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 1999 DATA CARD

Purpose-Driven Church�

Network Pilot

Kentucky Conference United Methodist Church

Date:
To:

January 27-28,

2000

Participating Pastors

RE: Statistical Information for 1999

INSTRUCTIONS

effort to track to overall progress of the participating churches in the PDC Network
Pilot, would you please take a few minutes when you get home to gather the following
In

an

additional information?

First, please look over your church roll and determine to the best of your ability the
number of lay persons in your congregation who have actively served in ministry during
1999 either within your congregation or outside your congregation on behalf of the
church. This would include any type of service ranging from singing in the choir to
mowing the church lawn to teaching church school to serving on a Volunteers-in-Mission
team. DO NOT include committee membership as an act of ministry unless it involves
active participation in "hands-on" service outside of committee meetings. Also, DO
NOT count

an

individual

more

than

once even

if that person

serves

in

a

multitude of

ways.

Second, please break down the number of professions of faith which you are reporting
for 1999 into those made by youth confirmation and those made by adult conversion.
Please record the

drop it into the
appreciated.

information on the attached, self-addressed, stampedpostcard and
mail by Friday, February 4. Your help with this information is greatly
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APPENDIX N
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 1999 DATA CARD: SECOND OPPORTUNITY

Purpose-Driven

Church� Network Pilot

Kentucky Conference United Methodist Church

Date:
To:

February

19 &

26, 2000

Participating Pastors

RE: Statistical biformation for 1999

INSTRUCTIONS

effort to track to overall progress of the participating churches in the PDC Network
Pilot, would you please take a few minutes when you get home to gather the following
In

an

additional information

(if you have not done

First, please look

your church roll and determine to the best of your

over

so

already)?
ability the
ministry during

number of lay persons in your congregation who have actively served in
1999 either within your congregation or outside your congregation on behalf of the

church. This would include any type of service ranging from singing in the choir to
mowing the church lawn to teaching church school to serving on a Volunteers-in-Mission
team.

DO NOT include committee

active

participation in "hands-on"

NOT count

an

individual

more

membership as an

act of ministry unless it involves

service outside of committee

than

once even

if that person

meetings. Also, DO

serves

in

a

multitude of

ways.

Second, please break down the number of professions of faith which you are reporting
for 1999 into those made by youth confirmation and those made by adult conversion.
Please record the
into the mail

as

information on the attached, self-addressed response card and drop
soon as possible. Thank you for taking time in your busy schedule to

help with this information.

it
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APPENDIX O

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 2000 DATA CARD

Purpose-Driven

Church� Network Pilot

Kentucky Conference

United Methodist Church

Date: December 26, 2000
To: Pastors of Participating Churches

RE: Statistical Information for 2000

REQUEST
As

a

part of tracking the impact of the Purpose-Driven Church� Network Pilot,

a

doctor

collecting data related to the five purposes of the church. A few
pieces of information cannot be gathered from your year-end statistical report for 2000.
Would you please take a few minutes to gather the following additional information?
of ministries student is

First, please look over your church roll and determine

to the best of your

ability the
in ministry during

number of lay persons in your congregation who have actively served
2000 either within your congregation or outside your congregation on behalf of the

church. This would include any type of service ranging from singing in the choir to
mowing the church lawn to teaching church school to serving on a Volunteers-in-Mission
team. DO NOT include committee

active

participation

NOT count

an

membership

as an

act of ministry unless it involves

in "hands-on" service outside of committee

individual

more

than

once even

if that person

meetings. Also, DO

serves

in

a

multitude of

ways.

Second, please break down the number of professions of faith which you are reporting
by youth confirmation and those made by adult conversion.

for 2000 into those made
Please record the

information on the enclosed, self-addressed, stamped postcard and
by Wednesday, January 10. Your help with this information is
drop
greatly appreciated.
it into the mail
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APPENDIX P
INSTRUCTIONS FOR 2000 DATA CARD: SECOND OPPORTUNITY

Purpose-Driven

Church� Network Pilot

Kentucky Conference United Methodist Church

Date;

Februarys,

2001

To: Pastors of Participating Chinches

RE: Statistical Information for 2000

FOLLOW-UP
A few weeks ago you received

a

REQUEST

request for supplemental data to your 2000 year-end

statistical report. This data is being requested for the purposes of tracking the initial
impact of the Purpose-Driven Church� Network Pilot. Enclosed is a self-addressed,

stamped postcard where

you

can

record the needed information and

easily drop

it into the

mail.

predecessor most graciously provided similar information for your
church
year-end
Unfortunately, however, the information reported last year will
have no value unless we have comparison data for year-end 2000. While gathering the
requested data will take a few minutes of your time, your effort will be most helpful in
providing an accurate picture of what is happening in the pilot churches. Thus, will you
please return the enclosed postcard by February 15 with the following information?
Last year, you

or

yoin

1999.

at

First, look over your church roll and determine to the best of your ability the number of
lay persons in your congregation who have actively served in ministry during 2000 either
within your congregation or outside your congregation on behalf of the chiuch. This
would include any type of service ranging from singing in the choir to mowing the church

teaching church school to serving on a Volunteers-in-Mission team. DO NOT
include committee membership as an act of ministry unless it involves active
participation in "hands-on" service outside the committee meetings. Also, DO NOT
lawn to

count an individual more than once even if that person serves in a multitude of ways.

Second, break down the number of professions of faith which you are reporting for
by youth confirmation and those made by adult conversion.

into those made

Thank you in advance for your immediate attention to this matter.

2000
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APPENDIX Q

QUESTIONS FOR PERSONAL

hopes/goals

(1)

What

are

your

(2)

What

are

potential

(3)

In your

opinion,

adapt in order to
Network Pilot?

red

for the

flags

AND PHONE INTERVIEWS

pilot?

that you

how does the

are aware

of?

Kentucky Conference

continue to support renewal efforts

as a

system need

to

represented by the

PDC
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